


These photographs have been supplied to us by Mike Crehan but we have no other information. Do readers have any
suggestions for what event this was and and approximate date and location?
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Frequently we
are asked the
question why do
we belong to FlYA
and what do they do
for us? Presently
FIVA is lobbying
against the European
Parliament's intro
duction of legisla

tion embracing what is termed as "End of
Life Vehicles". Two amendments to the bill
were submitted by FIVA in order to exclude
historic vehicles from the scope of the direc
tive. "End of Life Vehicles" are described as
vehicles over twenty years of age which
shall be scrapped at authorised treatment
facilities so they can be recycled in a manner
acceptable to the environment. The two
amendments rejected by the European
Council of Ministers mean the draft is now
being presented for its second reading with
out their inclusion. FIVA says that vehicles
more than twenty years old should not be
arbitrarily destroyed while they are still
liable to become candidates for restoration
or, at least a source of spare parts for others.

FIVA has requested that the members of
the European Parliament reinstate the
amendments to give protection to historic
vehicles. FIVA has, along with other inter
ested organisations, called for a demonstra
tion of historic vehicles to gather in
Strasbourg and parade in front of the parlia
ment in order to draw attention and gain sup
port. The importance of tighting the intro
duction of this type of legislation cannot be
over emphasised. I believe that if legislation
such as this were introduced without some
protection for our hobby it would not take
very long to filter through to our shores. We
must support and applaud the FIVA in all its
endeavours to protect the interests of the his
toric vehicle movement. On your behalf a
letter of support will be presented at the
General Assembly which takes place in
Brighton, England on 6 November.

During late January, Francesco Guasti,
the President of FlYA will be in New
Zealand competing in the International
Bugatti Rally. Francesco has requested a
meeting at that time to allow him to
familiarise himself with the New Zealand
scene and any problems we may wish to
discuss with him. Unfortunately he will be
unable to attend the Royal & SunAlliance
Rally 2000, however I do look forward to
meeting with him.

We are now drawing closer to the year
2000 and I am sure all members will in some
way be involved in celebrations, large or
small throughout the country. Nicky and I
take this opportunity of wishing all members
and loved ones a very merry Christmas and
a happy and memorable New Year. Take
extra care on the roads during what will be
an extremely busy time.

Happy and safe motoring
Frank Renwick

PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE



Where do I' begin to describe the fun

filled ten days of this year's tour?

The first day would be an

appropriate place; but first I would

like to take the opportunity to thank

Malcolm and Merlyn Lind for the

magnificent effort they have put

into making this tour great fun from

the beginning to end.

by Bill Smith
photos Bill Smith, Ma/co/m Lind

,
... n Tuesday 23 March, the bulk of

the group met at the Feilding

•
••• home of Malcolm and Merlyn.

The idea was to allow the group to
meet, give Malcolm a chance to distribute
the instructions for the first day and brief
the tour group. After a welcome cuppa and
walk around the area, we set off on a short
run to visit "Dodge City", the collection of
Judy and John Callesen. (You may recall
the restoration article in Beaded Wheels
236). From Karere we made our way to the
first meal of the tour at the Manawatu VCC
rooms at Kelvin Grove and the first meal of
the tour. Our thanks to Christine and her
team for providing this.

The following morning the tour
regrouped outside The Warehouse in
Feilding which was due to open the
following morning. The weather? Well it
was raining! But still an opportunity for a
photo shoot and the local reporter was keen
to get us on the front page. We were also
introduced to the dreaded medallion and the
hat which was to be passed on each
morning to the person who made the
greatest misdemeanour the previous day,
Ray Irvin was the first to feel its weight this
tour!

Twenty-three cars left The Warehouse
car park in the rain for a run through
FeiIding to the Manfeild Auto Course
where we completed two laps. We travelled
northward out of Feilding via the play
ground of the North Street Primary school,

where children and teachers lined the route
and were clearly excited to see so many
cars visit them. I remember one young chap
pointing to the crank handle of our Austin
Seven and saying, "Look it's a wind up
one!" From the school we made a slight
detour to pass a rest home. I am not sure
who got the greatest delight, the residents
or us, from the waves and smiles from the
folk sitting in wheelchairs sheltering from
the rain as these reminders of their past
drove by.

The tour was really on its way now - out
of Feilding and "Turn right into Colyton 
Ashurst Road." Our morning tea stop was
at the home of Phyllis and Nelson
White lock. This home was a New Zealand
award winner in 1996. Off towards
Ashhurst and on to Totara Reserve.

The rain hadn't eased at all and the
windscreen was not a rain screen. It was
around here, that on a left hand bend, the
water on the inside of the windscreen ran

down the dash and onto my foot. A good
opportunity to stop and enjoy a packed
lunch, take in some of the country's bush in
a condition which we don't often see - wet!
Those of us in the right place at the right
time witnessed a slip as part of a cliff face
fell into the Pohangina River. Onwards and
northwards to Ruapuna Park, the property
of Ngaire and Alan Hancock, a five acre
garden of rare and unusual trees and peren
nials. One of the Totara trees is reported as
over one thousand years old. Many of us
will remember the old swan who saw us as
intruders of her telTitory and gave us a loud
and startling reminder. Also on this
property are several sheds filled with all
manner of machinery and tools of a bygone
time. Some of it not so bygone as I recalled
some items - but not many. We spent a lot
of time looking at the stationary engines,
some of us fearful at how close Alan was
getting to them but they stopped before any
of them caught him.

Our evening stop was at the Kauwhatau
Outdoor Education Centre. The trip into
Kauwharau was an exciting one, made
more so by the rain which had turned the
road into a real mud slide, helped by the
nan'ow wheels of the cars. This road.
littered with branches and other debris, was
four inch deep slush and steep both down
hill and up.

The outdoor centre is a complex of bunk
rooms which sleeps eight to a room, a large
drying room and a dining room/kitchen.
The humidity in that drying room was

A full range of the vehicles parked below the
~rand.Cha!eau under th~ ~·u~.lb'fng !v!01~1I



immense, so much had it rained! Merlyn
came to the centre that evening, bringing
with her our evening meal. It was a most
pleasant evening, for after eating out came
the piano accordion and much singing and
laughter ensued. It was reminiscent of a
school camp on the first night away from
home! That evening Merlyn travelled back
to Feilding. We later heard that the road
condition had worsened. It was still raining
and on several occasions Merlyn had to
stop her car and move branches and rocks
in order to proceed!

Thursday began with the usual briefing
and fonnal passing over of the medallion
and hat. We met with State Highway I and
nrr"''''':'''':IoAoOorl n ..... rt-h t ..... 1 Tt;,lr .. ."n ..... t-h""' ........ In. .... "" u'o

Left: With the 1950 Citroen LT/5 of Margaret
and Harry Heaven (Wellsford) disappearing
over the rise and the Alvis TC21 ofPhyl ana
Doug Lind (Palmerston North) parked, Phyllis
and Des Cornwall (Eltham) in their 1930
Graham Pai!!,e Road.Her make the acute left
hand turn rising up out of the Kauwhatau
Valley, Margaret and Maurice Greaves
(Paraparallmll) following in their Dodge and 10
and Albert Edlin (Tallranga) grinding up the
rear in their 1938 Morris 8 Tourer,

often travel past at high speed. We took the
opportunity to visit the wool and yarn shop
and walk down to Black Bridge, oh, and of
course the customary cup of tea.

This tour was our first and we were fast
coming to realise the tour is very much
wake up and eat, drive and eat, visit an
interesting site and eat, drive and eat then
sleep and tomorrow we will do it all over
again! It certainly was a lifestyle I will

Above: Pauline and Bill Smith's 1933 Austin 7
Box Sedan looking at the awesome rocks just
east ofTe AwamU/llnear Wharepapa South.
Left: Annelle and Re!!, Munro's (Rotorua) 1929
Austin 12/4 BlIrnham Sedan followed hy Nita
and Ray Ivin's (Levin) 1930 Ford Model A
Sports Coupe leaving the rubbish and washout
aside as 'hey leave the Kallwha/au Valley.
The rain the previous day made access dijjlclllt
and several roads around us had to have
boulder und rucks removed before progress
was possible.

enjoy becoming accustomed to. We left
Utiku and drove to Taibape making our
entrance via back roads and parking near
the centre of town. We stayed in Taihape
visiting the craft shops and several other
places of interest before heading off to
Titoki Point, a private garden set amongst
the hills between Taihape and Waiouru.

Waiouru was 10 be our home for two
nights. There was no organised dinner this
evening, but I think MalcoLm knew
something. We walked to the Army
Museum for a Wine & Cheese evening, and
the cheese seemed to last all night! In any
case none of us needed a meal when we
left! During the visit we were treated to a
screening of the first twenty five minutes of
a video documentary of the Gallipoli
campaign. There were gremlins in "he
video player that evening, a situation which
was taken advantage of later in the tour 
when Malcolm was held responsible in a
court of his peers! Anyway it was an oppor
tunity for an earlyish night - all this driving
ami eating takes it out of you,

The weather each morning was
becoming better than the one before, this
morning a beautiful clear sky above the
craggy brown mountains. A tour with
guides was arranged at the museum to start
at 9am, giving a chance to see the end of the
video cut so abruptly short the night before
and of course there was lunch to enjoy in
the cafe. The afternoon was free time and
so we took the chance to drive along the
Desert Road and took a side road which
ended at the southern tributary of the
Waikato River. I am not sure how they
know it is the Waikato River when it has to
flow through Lake Taupo before it breaks
out at the northern end of the lake? We
enjoyed the chance to see another piece
of New Zealand which we would have
ordinarily raced past. This evening being
Friday we had the traditional fish and chips
for dinner, each individually wrapped and
served with tartare sauce; although the
tartare sauce did arrive after we had
finished the paper parcels! All adds to the
fun of the trip doesn't it' The piano
accordion came out again and with the aid
of song sheets a good heatty sing-along
took us into the night. The evening in
Waiouru was so unseasonaUy warm we
were able to remain outside tiJl quite late 
some later than others.

Saturday morning brought with it
another great view of the mountains as we
started our trip to National Park. The tour
group paid a visit to the memorial at the site
of the Tangiwai disaster and then drove in
convoy around the nearby pulp mill. Really
needed a cuppa here but decided to push on
to carrot country, morning tea in Ohakune.
A group of us took the opportunjty to drive
to the Turoa ski fields, the road is sealed all

Group being entertained by the IOUI' musician
Laurie Ashley (Stokes Valley) with his piano
accordian.

Tour entertainer "Sister" Peter Creighton
(Waikanae) in her habit regaling her sto/)' at the
last meal together and celebrating our
southerner's Diane & Rob Ross (Ashburton)
... ",),./,/;." .... ,-, •., •."",n.-.,,,,,-,, "'" T.·",Y'" ............... (· .......t~A. "' ........ 1



with the piano accordion and a merry 01'
sing along on the lawn which brought many
a friendly honk from passing motorists.

The next morning we regrouped at the
Cambridge police station, but would you
believe it, between the writing of the tour
instructions and Wednesday they moved
the police station! Some confusion, but
Cambridge isn't too large to remain in the
dark for very long. So we were soon
stopped for our traditional cuppa beside the
mighty Waikato River. The tour then
followed a series of quiet back roads into
Matamata for lunch. When we departed the
lunch spot the rain began to faJ[ again - I am
sure I wasn't the only one who thought
back to the experiences of the first day.
That afternoon we visited the Firth Tower
Museum, which is a restored "village",
complete with school, church and post
office which would have served the local
community and of course the three storied
tower from which it takes its name. For

those not used to a rural life we called
into Longlands Farm where we toured
the farm and watched TC being milked.
TC was a cow - what does "TC' mean?
Tourist Cow, what else! The tour of the
dairy was followed by a very pleasant
cuppa in the restaurant on the farm.
Then it was off down the road to Totara
Springs Camp for our last night on the
tour.

All good things must come to an end
and this evening was the start of what
was the wind down for the tour. We all
dressed in our period costumes again

and enjoyed our last evening meal together,
for this tour anyway. Dinner was to be
followed by some entertainment, again
organised by those talented two Noelene
and Peter Creighton. It was time that
Malcolm was held to account for himself
and found himself being "hunted" by the
local "police" who had a list of charges for
which he was to appear before "the court".
A number of events in Malcolm's life
passed through the "court" that evening and
witnesses were easily found who were able
to substantiate each charge I It was a fun
filled evening for both the cast and the
audience and this led us to an opportunity
to sincerely thank Malcolm for the effort he
had put into this great way to get to the
Easter Rally in Tauranga. We presented
him with a gift from the group. But we were
not in Tauranga yet; and tomorrow would
be April 1st!

The morning dawned fine again as we
set off towards Te Aroha. Once in Te Aroha
we needed to stop and fill up with fuel and
unfortunately never caught up with the
group again. When we arrived in Paeroa we
decided that the best thing to do was to
make our way to Waihi where we stopped
for lunch and then on to Tauranga.

The experience was a first for Pauline
and me and certainly the longest run we
have had in our trusty little Austin both in
time and distance. The memories and
photos are all we need to remind us of the
truly great experience we were fortunate to
be able to share with the group. The open
friendliness we have found with Vintage
car club people is ~ pl~asure to behold and

Well they thought the "straight ahead rule"
applied to the tour and did we see some
dusty roads that afternoon! Don't rely on
maps of the Waikato that are somewhat
dated either - but for those who hadn't seen
Mystery Creek, they have had their oppor
amity and we were all very pleased to see
our evening's destination in sight, the
Hamilton Airport Motel. Our evening meal
was prepared at the Waikato Branch's
c1ubrooms in Cambridge and thoroughly
enjoyable it was too. The following
morning was to be free, but most of us took
the opportunity to travel in to Te Awamutu
and visit the museum there. When we came
out of the museum a group of school
children, who had also been making a
museum visit, had gathered around our
cars. Always the opportunist, our Club
Captain took the lead and started a
recruiting drive! Before long he had the
children all singing songs and showing
great interest in Vintage vehicles. The
afternoon visit was again to a garden, this
time on the northern side of Hamilton (at
Gordonton) to the property of Cindy and
Del Henley. These gardens have been
described by the Waikato Times as being
"Hamilton's most popular private garden".
It is a most wonderful setting where we
experienced doves being called to feed by
the ringing of a bell. It was a great sight to
have upwards of 30 doves circl ing
overhead then landing on the lawn in front
of us. Our evening meal this evening was at
the home of two of our tourists, Margaret
and Hadyn Lovegrove, just down the road
from our motel. We were treated to a

completely certain of the route to follow
but took the tour in generally the right
direction. It is surprising how many extra
miles can be added to a journey by taking a
simple right rather than left; but no one was
overly concerned and we did get to see a lot
of roads never before travelled on by any of
us! We followed a back road route to join
Highway 30 and made a stop at the
property of Merv and Avis Nelson. We
were running somewhat later than planned
when we left the Nelson's, but Te Kuiti was
only four miles away, then it was off to the
Kiwi House at Otorohanga for lunch.

We turned right after leaving
Otorohanga, this took us along another
series of back roads towards Te Awamutu.
Again some amazing scenery and most
unusual rock formations, before arriving at
the home of Ken and Penny Diprose and a
relax in their garden over our afternoon tea
(and most worthy it was too). We left Ken
and Penny for our last stage for the day.
Remember the leader from this morning?

It is surprising how many

extra miles can be added to a

journey by taking a simple right

rather than left

the way and seemed like a good challenge.
The trip was well worth the effort, a bit
hard on the A7 maybe with the load she
was carrying, but she motored past three
other cars stopped on the side of the road
trying to cool off. In truth she was one of
only a few vehicles which didn't boil on the
climb. Coming down with A7 brakes was to
be the next challenge! We found a lovely
spot by the side of the road on the journey
down to enjoy lunch and play games like
throwing stones in the river, men will be
boys won't they! Our evening was to be at
the Skotel at Whakapapa and we still had
"Smash Palace" to visit so no time to waste.
These yards are a sight to behold, cars of all
descriptions, in various conditions. I didn't
believe it when first told, but you could get
lost in there! Certainly lost in your thoughts
and imagination. Well worth a visit if you
haven't been before.

This evening we were to dress in the
period of our vehicle. Dinner was in the
dining room at the Skotel and a most
pleasant meal and evening it was too. At
one stage while walking through the
entrance hall I was asked by some
German tourists if we had any back
packers accomodation - they must have
thought they were living in the era of
"The Grand" from TV fame.

The next morning there was taJk of
the mountains rumbling last night, but
other parts of the camp suggested it was
simply the cheese from Waiouru doing
its thing' While waiting for the briefing
we were treated to an impromptu
demonstration by the local emergency
rescue team as they practised in the Skotel.
The morning was to start with a drive to the
Top 0' the Bruce and then continue up by
chairlift. A very different experience when
there is no snow on the hill. When we
returned to the carpark it was time to drive
down to the Chateau for a more formal
photo shoot and of course morning tea
since it was after ten. We left the Chateau
and turned right towards Tokaanu, yes a bit
out of our way but the historical Maori
redoubt of Te Porere was a lovely scene for
our lunch stop.

Back along State Highway 47 towards
National Park then right and onwards to
Taumaranui stopping at Owhango for a
break (cuppa). The Hilton was our home
this evening. An evening meal was
provided by the local VCC members. The
evening's entertainment was skilfully
designed by Peter and Noeline Creighton
who managed to convince five teams of
four to give us a few rounds of charades,
after involving us all in a game of "team
picking bingo". It was a fun evening.

We regrouped at the headquarters of the
King Country VCC for the morning
briefing and this time the medallion passed
to yours truly. Today was to be the longest
leg of the tour, in terms of miles travelled in
the day. We were led out of town by the
local club, that is not to say that we over
stayed our welcome but it was a fitting end
to the wonderful hospitality shown to us.

About this point Malcolm had some
signs emitting from his engine which
suggested he should stop and check the
__ . ..L:_. ~__ .~_ •. __ L.~ :_ 4.-L_ I __ .-J £



Vintage Cor Club of NZ Inc,
PO Box 2546, Christchurch

Phone (03 366-4461.
Fox (03) 366-0273

Sir Len Southward is piClured with Barry
Meguiar and f)arlene Smit.\'.

Meguiar's Award
The Vintage Car Club of NZ (Inc.) con

gratulates our Honorary Life Member, Sir
Len Southward on receiving the Collector
Car Hobbyist of the Year Meguiar's Award
for 1999. A panel of judges all respected
motoring writers chose Sir Len as the most
deserving recipient from a group of 18
nominees including other members of the
Vintage Car Club.

This is the first occasion of the Meguiar
Award being presented in New Zealand and
outside of the United States fo America.
The announcement was made at a celebra
tory dinner held in Auckland on 18
November 1999.
Christmas

I would like to take this opportunity to
wish everyone a very happy and safe
Christmas and New Year. See you next
century. •

during the Royal & SunAlliance Rally
2000. Do you qualify? Please contact your
Branch Secretary for fmther details.

c) Proposers and seconders of Notices of
Motion will be responsible for ensuring
that they are clearly worded and free
from ambiguity after considering sub
missions received. Notice of Motions
must be in the hands of the Club
Secretary/Treasurer no later than 20th
April and must have been subject to
clauses A and B above.

d) Notices of Motion must be posted to
Branch Secretaries by 10th May and
published in the June/July issue of
Beaded Wheels.

e) Voting papers as prepared by the Club
SecretarylTreasurer must be supplied to
al1 financial Members not more than 42
clear days and not less than 26 clear
days before the Annual General

Meeting.
f) Completed voting papers must

be in the hands of the Club
SecretarylTreasurer not later
than 8 am on the 5th day
preceding the Annual General
Meeting.

g) The general provisions of Rule
relating to receipt, validity
and counting of votes will
apply as they affect this rule.

h) The Constitution may only be
amended, added to or
replaced by a resolution of
seventy five percent majority
of financial Members voling
by postal ballot.

SO Year Recognition
As reported at the AGM, the

Executive has agreed to produce a
50-year badge and certificate for
recognjtion of 50 years in the
VCC of NZ. It is the intention of
the Management Committee to be
able to present the first of these

The current Management Commillee: Back row leji to right:
Malcolm Lind (NI Cluh Cuptain). Cary BmulIlol1t, Phi!
Dun.\·wn (51 Cluh Captain). Bruce PidgelH! (B{!{/ded
Wheels), Dave Allhon.
Middle: Rod Brayshaw (Registrar). Julie Cairns
(Administratioll Manager). Frank Rel1wick (President). John
Coomber (SecrelllryfTreasurer), Roger White.
Front: Leigh Craythorne (Archivist), Don Broome (S/)eed
Steward).

Notices of Motion
The National Secretary/Treasurer must

receive proposed Notices of Motion no
later than the 10th January each year. If you
would ljke to submit a Notice of Motion,
please observe the procedure and date
requirements:
Alteratiol1 to the COl1stitution

The following procedure shall be
followed:
a) "Proposed" Notices of Motion must be

in the hands of the Club
SecretarylTreasurer not later than 10th
January and signed by at least two
financial Members.

b) Submissions on proposcd Notices of
Motion must be received by proposers
no later than 20th March.

Rallies and Swap Meets
For inclusion in our next issue, fax details of Club Events to 03 332-3531 by the 20th ofDecember, 1999

Wairarapa Gold Medal Trial 3-5 December Ashburton 100 Years of Motoring Show 22 January
North Otago Windsor Rally 4 December Canterbury Annual Rally 22-23 January
Manawatu Gymkhana 5 December Gore Safari Rally 22-23 January
Southland Vintage Rally 5 December Taupo Motorshow 2000 22-24 January
Wellington Lake Ferry Run II December Wanganui Burma Rally 22-24 Janumy
Auckland Gymnic 12 December South Canterbury Blood & Thunder Rally 23 January
Canterbury Boxing Day Run 26 December Southland Open Day 24 January
Hawkes Bay Sunrise 2000 Rally 28-29 December Far North 2000 Shakedown Rally 29 January

Wellington Veteran Rally 29 January
Banks Peninsula New Years Day at Ashburton Annual Rally 29-30 January

Hororata I January Wellington Bienniel Motorcycle Rally 29-30 January
South Canterbury Fairlie Procession I January Bay of Plenty Anniversary Weekend Rally 29-30 January
Hawkes Bay Sumise Rally 3 January Hawkes Bay Jackson Rally & Swap Meet 30 January
A .. ,.1,1,....,.,-1 \l ...... t ................ 0 .... 11 •• "1"1 T............ " ....
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Russetl Crace's lvlCA racing at Levin January /964 followed out wide by Crady Thompson's Austin Healey lOOs
in/ront of /4, OOO.\pectators. Those were the days!

Filling in the gaps.
Occasionally across my desk I note a

Vehicle Identity Card application that has
written in the section provided for "brief
history of vehicle" History unknown. I
always think someone somewhere must
know about this vehicle, but usually the
task of searching for information is long.
and involved with no guarantee of success.

always possible that a past racing history
may be the last activity he wants to know
about his treasured car, so rather than write
him a note I decided to try a quick phone
call and test the water. Tony was delighted
to learn of his cars history, he said the holes
were still visible on the body where the
aeroscreen was once fastened. Tony has
since made contact with Allan Morpeth to
obtain photocopies of documents and race
programmes etc, that Aljan has retained.

I cannot always wave the magic wand
and locate a history for applicant's
vehicles, but it does highlight another of the
many benefits owners may receive when
having their vehicles Registered with the
Vintage Car Club Vehicle Identity card
system.
Reminder

Vehicles that have been recently
imported, or are being registered for the
first time will need a "Historic Motor
Vehicle Date of Manufacture &
Authenticity Statement" (Form VCCR&D
1) to assist with compliancing the motor
vehicle. This form is provided by the
National Office after a completed
application form for a Vehicle Identity
Card has been accepted by any Branch of
the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (lnc)
and approved by the National Registrar.
After completion of the compliance

examination and issue of the Form
MR2A (Application to Register a
Motor Vehicle) the vehicle can be
registered, licensed and issued
with a Warrant of Fitness.

I am looking forward to the
Royal & SunAlliance Rally 2000
in Hamilton during February. It is
going to be a great event, and as
there is no future international
rally planned after Hamilton, all
the more reason to be there next
year. I will have a small area at
Rally Headquarters shown as No.
5 in the Mystery Creek site map in
the Rally Programme, for
members to complete a Vehicle
Identity Card application form. I
will be available from time to time
throughout the rally to provide
assistance if required.

I would like to wish every one
all the best for Christmas, drive
safely, see you in Hamilton 2000.

•

One evening I was checking through a
pile of Vehicle Identity Card applications
and found one where the National Office
staff had made a note for me to check the
different engine number declared by the
owner to the one listed on the copy of the
original ownership papers that were
supplied. An engine change is quite
common for a variety of reasons, so I
checked the copy of the ownership papers
and thought, "I know this car"

Most of you will know of my involve
ment with and interest in MG sports cars,
well fortunately for this applicant and his
vehicle, a 1958 MGA, I could assist with
some missing history. A phone call to Allan
Morpeth, one of the 21 former owners, who
lives in Palmerston North confirmed my
discovery. This MGA was the fastest
pushrod MGA racing in New Zealand in
the early 1960s, one of three that raced con
sistently throughout New Zealand.

Russell Grace a young farmer from
Sanson had modified the MGA and raced it
successfully before selling it after the
Ardmore race meeting in January 1965 to
Allan Morpeth. Allan hill climbed the
MGA and eventually destroyed the original
engine and later purchased a replacement
from Dominion Motors in Wellington.

The next step was to inform the present
owner Tony Burke in lnvercargill. It is

Rod Brayshaw
National Registrar

. ~ SUNALLlANCE
Insurance

Sponsored by
ROYAL&b

AIRPORT GATEWAY MOTOR LODGE
CHRISTCHURCH

Apartment style units to suit all requirements, leisure
and business. Studio, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom suites.

Licensed restaurant. Secure off street parking.

Only 2kms from Airport, close to McLeans Island Club
Grounds, City Bus at Gates.

Proprietors: Errol and Kathryn Smith, VCC Members

RESERVATIONS 0800 2 GATEWAY. 0800 2 428 3929
EMAIL: info@airportgateway.(o.nz

PHONE (O~\ ~58·709~ FAX (O~\ ~58-~654



Dear Sir,
The Last Paekakariki Hill Climb.

Michael Poynton's article in Beaded
Wheels 232 was an interesting glimpse back
into the past and brought back memories of
irrunediate post war years when motorsport
was in its formative years and growing in
popularity. All very amateur then but lots
and lots of enthusiasm to make up for small
numbers and lack of suitable vehicles and
venues.

Paekakariki Hill Climb in those days
was recognised as one of the premier events
and we were saddened when, back in 1951,
the Traffic Department advised that they
would not sanction the road's use again,
until such time as it was fenced, as they
were scared that someone would go over
the edge.

Obviously this proviso got lost
somewhere over the years because, in spite
of there still being no fence, late in 1970 the
Kapiti Car Club managed to obtain permjs
sion to conduct hill climbs there again and
successfully organised them annually until

1994. These hill climbs
were run at night and
usually commenced at
7pm on a Saturday
evening.

That club managed to
obtain permission to close
the road again last year
but had to agree that this
would be the final time
and tbe event would take
place between IOpm 14
November and 5.15am on
the 15th.

John Clunie, who has
organised the event eight
times, told the "Evening
Post", "with the extreme
situation of an inadequate
State Highway and no
alternative routes
Paekakariki Hill Road
has become a main
arterial road. This,
combined with over 100
residential addresses now
on the hill, makes road
closures a very sensitive
issue."

So it would appear
that the last Paekakariki
Hill climb was actually
held on November 14/15
1998 not 24 February
1951.

crankcase breather like sllip's ventilator,
square output shaft, cast-in date 1914.
Came from Gisborne.

Does anyone know what it is? Does
anybody want it? Hopefully somebody can
help with my queries.

Yours etc.,
WR lanes
37 Church Street,
Gate Pa,
Tauranga.

Mail
Bag

Dear Sir,
I have an engine which no-one can

identify. Perhaps one of your readers may
have some ideas.

Here is a short description of some of
the engine's unusual features: - 4 cylinder
fixed head, approximately 2 litres, oil
pump on outside of engine, driven by
worm, oil pipes on outside of engine,
provision for generator, Claudel Hobson
carburettor, Eisemann magneto, thermo
syphon, fan blades on flywheel and clutch,

The editorial committee reserve the right to
publish, edit or refuse publication of any item
submitted as comment.
The views expressed herein are those of the authors
and do not necessariIy express the policy or views
of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) or
the publishers.
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FAX Toll-Free for catalog
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Garage

OWEN P. GOLDSMITH
Proprietor

25 Yea,rs Experience

Vintage, P.II., P.w. & Classic Restoration

From start to the finished vehicle or just
repairs to component as required.

Whe1'e olde1' ean a1'e seen and loved.
- And some are for sale -
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344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch.

Flathead & Customline
Specialist
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If your
VETERAN, VINTAGE or POSTVINTAGE

engine needs attention we can help.
From a small job to a complete rebuild.

Phone us for no obligation advice.

ESTABLISHED 1950

SPECIALISTS IN VINTAGE ENGINE
RECONDITIONING

Finally an easy way to search for
special cars and parts.

The world wide meeting place for the
serious motoring enthusiast for the Trade,

Exchange, Sale and the Purchase of
Vehicles, Parts & Info Trade Directory,

Events Diary & Bulletin Board.

Free for all Clubs.
Place ads by E-mail or Post
Email: e-wheels@xtra.co.nz

Website: www.e-wheels.co.nz
Ph: 09 444 9221 Fax 09 444 9421

Free phone (NZ only) 0800 365 250
PO Box 40221, Glenfield
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?1t.s.e~ ~td.
PRECISION & AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS

SHOWROOM
Unit F 25 Cartwright Rd, Kelson

Phone: (09) 818-6211
Fax (09) 818-7550

Specialising in new and rebuilt early
Ford VB Parts & Accessories.

Hours 9-5 Weekdays

e
FORD & CHEVROLET
REPRO PARTS __~
'28-'48~

VINTAGE AUTO PARTS
ROAD AND TRACK SUPPLIES

PO Box 5369 Papanui, Christchurch
Telephone (03) 352-0406

'OLD AUTO RUBBER'

V JlL l~CfAeJIG
WIRING HARNESS

Dear Sir,
Thank you for your excellent magazine.

Over the last 50 years or so I have restored
many many cars, but the one that stays in
my mind is a 1939 Hillman 10hp convert
ible two seater.

I do not want it back but would love to
know if it is still in existence - whereabouts
and condition etc.

I sold it in Christchurch in 1956. As this
is the only one [ have ever heard of, or seen
I wonder what happened to it? It was such
a very nice attnlctive little car.

Anyone know? [ would love to hear.
Yours etc.,
Dick Taylor
7 Neeve Place
Taradale 400 I
Napier.

Dear Sir,
I'm asking if your readers can help me

with a major problem I have with my
Talbot 15/20 4CY which, until last week,
was running well. One of the blocks, which
has been repaired before, has cracked badly
again and I am sure it will not be repairable.
Perhaps you know of somebody else who
may sell one in a good cause. Without one
I can see my car being off the road for a
long time.

These cylinder blocks are common to a
lot of different Talbot models so one from
any of the following cars will do:-

4CT 6CT 4CB 4CBX 4CY 4CYX
This problem may have been caused by

overheating due to a poor radiator. The
radiator is not a pretty sight as it has been
crudely repaired several times and the core
seems to be fairly blocked. [ have been told
that the casing would fall apart if the core
was removed so it is not repairable So if
someone knows of a 4CY radiator please
let me know. Its size is 69cm (2'3 ")
between mounting holes and 62cm (2') high
to the top of the fi ller.

I hope you can help me and I look
forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely
Stephen Lally
17 Hall Park,
Berkhamsted
Herts HP4 2NU UK

Dear Sir,
I am currently completing, for the

Morgan Sports Car Club of New Zealand, a
history of Morgan three-wheelers in New
Zealand. After some excellent assistance'
from those gentlemen who over the years
were associated with the Aero which is now
in Trevor Cook's hands, there are possibly
only two gaps.

The first concerns the Aero which
Michael Forlong ofWanganui owned in the
mid-thirties. Michael Forlong has provided
me with information of the car in his
ownership, but its previous and later history
is a blank. One clue which may help
identify it was the fact that it waS fitted with
two gearboxes, the original two-speed, as
well as a three-speed from an Overland.
Certain physical characteristics lead me to
believe that it may be the car that Michael
Haggitt eventually owned but I have no
confirming evidence.

I would therefore appreciilte any infor
mation or copies of photos which members
may have of these cars, or for that matter,
any Morgan three-wheeler with New
Zealand history. I know Michael Haggitt
was a keen motor sports participant, so no
doubt there are, in various private arch.ives,
numerous photos of him driving the Aero.
Any information would be gratefully
received, especially from anyone who may
have been associated with the car that he
eventually owned, and may be able to
provide some mechanical details. I would
certainly appreciate contact from either
Grant Taylor or EB Hindmarsh re the photo
in Beaded Wheels.

Finally, the Aero which is now in Trevor
Cook's hands spent some time (late 50s
early 60s) in Otago and Soothland rebuilt as
a fOllr-wheeler. Does anyone have any
photos of the car in this condition?

Yours etc.,
Gary Moles
30 Elmira Avenue,
Palmerston North.

There were 38 entries at this event and
FfD and a new hill record of 1 min 43.2 sec
over the shortened course of 3km was made
by loe McAndrew in his Subaru Impreza
555 - 3,400cc - 4WD.

Yours faithfully
AT Freeman

Dear Sir,
Re Beaded Wheels No 239, the article

on Willys Overland Company. I was living
not far from Ohakune in 1947. I became the
owner of a 1930 Steams-Knight 8 cylinder.
This model was a big car with two spare
wheels one mounted on each front guard
and a large metal trunk at the rear of the car.
This car became a very unique Vintage on
the North Shore of Auckland many years
later.

Referring to the Diamond T Truck - a
Mr Abbot of Opotiki fully restored a 1946
Diamond T Truck. Hope this letter is of
interest.

Yours faithfully
Ran Adamson



imagine what it must have been like to
achieve during a wartime situation, when
there was nothing but shortages of both
labour and materials.

When Errol wrote to Alvis (UK)
requesting information, they replied that
unfortunately their factory had been
bombed several times and most of their
records etc had been lost, but were able to
confirm that the 12/50 had been built in
1924 and left the works on 15 December to
be shipped to New Zealand.

Alvis (UK) also told Errol that only the
racing 12/50s initially had "Ambrosia"
crankshafts (manufactured by Ambrose
Shardlow, manufacturing engineers) but as
far as I am aware, even after 75 years, this
is still a matter of conjecture.

Alvis (UK) also agreed that the port and
carburettor sizes of 35 mm were also larger
than the 30mm sizes of the standard touring
cars. (The 40mm or big port dimensions did
not appear until 1927).

Despite the fact that there were a lot of
unanswered questions Errol kept on with
the mechanical restoration, and at last it
was completed. He decided that rather than
attempt a sub-standard ducks back style he
would settle for a more orthodox 2-seater
body. A friend with a good woodwork shop
helped out with the Southland Beech frame,
which turned out to be very practical and
reasonably good looking.

Above: Errul All.l'ell with tile cur after a
completed rebuild ill 1945.
Inset: Two years old. Alastair Ameli showing a
particular interest ill the Alvis at his first home,
12 Vie/oria Street, Carter/on in 1943.

the Alvis had been lying unmoved for six
years or so.

Arriving home with his prize, Errol
started Salting it out and was pleasantly
surprised to discover that it had been a
"Ducks Back" 2 seater sports 12/50.
Although nothing of importance body-wise
was salvageable Errol knew a sports body
would have to be built on what waS
beginning re look like a potentially quick
motor car.

The previous owner had attempted to
construct a drophead style body using
undressed 4" x 2" pine for the framing, not
necessarily suitable for a motor car body,
but excellent for a fowl-house!

The Alvis chassis was completely
stripped down and was found to be in very
good condition, the motor showed very
little wear but the main and big end
bearings were cracked, so the crankshaft
was ground and new bearings poured.

Attempting a restoration of this
dimension is difficult enough under
ordinary conditions, but one can only

By Michael Poynton

Photos Peter Croft, Michael Poynton

A PARTICULAR

Alvis 12/50

I
n March 1957 (Beaded
Wheels Volume 3 - No. 9),
the late Errol Ansell wrote
of his personal experiences

with a motor car which he called "a
particular Alvis l2/50". Back in 1943 Errol
and family were living in the Wairarapa
town of Carterton and for some time he had
been endeavouring to locate a suitable
sports vintage vehicle of which a few were
rumoured to be in that area.

Eventually one of his contacts
mentioned that he had recently heard of a
vehicle in the Featherston Borough which
might be appropriate. After searching dili
gently for some time, Errol walked into a
farmyard and saw an Alvis radiator peeping
out of the side of a fowl-house.

Getting closer EITol realised that an
Alvis actually was the fowl-house!

Yes, the Alvis was for sale, and so after
much haggling over the price asked, Errol
eventually purchased it for £ 12-1 0-0, a con
siderable sum in those wartime days.

The following day Errol and a friend
returned with a truck and after removing
most of the fowl-house were delighted to
find that the Alvis was standing on its
wheels and once the tyres were pumped up,
towing was possible. Not bad considering



Claude Baird, a government chat/tfeur. Photo taken approximately 1929-30.

Obtaining suitable metal
for the body skin was
difficult, but several
wrecked vehicles con
tributed to the cause and at
last the Alvis was complete

, again. The BTH polar
inductor magneto was
"debugged" and sent to
Wellington for remag
netising, and the original

• Sotex MOV carburettor
was replaced by a type
VEA Zenith.

The original straight
pipe exhaust system had
been severely hacked about
and had to be replaced
because, apart from
anything else, there was
now a door on the dri vers
side and the narrower body
left both the gear lever and
handbrake outside.

The new exhaust system
took the three exhaust
manifold takeoffs down in
line with the chassis to the
right rear wheel and then
kicked up over the diff.

This system, or most of
it, was destined to remain
on the car until the late
1970s. The scuttle mounted
fuel t:Jnk was or had been

removed and a suitable tank (Austin 12)
was fitted behind the passenger's seat,
which necessitated a hand pressure pump
being fitted.

When he started dri ving the 12/50 Errol
found that generally speaking he was more
than satisfied. He had a few grumbles of
course; the rock hard suspension, the front
end lightness, and a few minor faults,
which were really more to do with the fact
that the 12/50 was 20 years old and cars had
developed a long way during this time.
These things aside he spoke ancl wrote of
the 12/50 with great affection and no doubt
would have thoroughly enjoyed driving it
competitively had circumstances been
different.

The final paragraph of Errol's article
puts everything very much in perspective
and ends with a reference to the 12/50
sitting up on Korokoro Hill above Petone,
stripped and in grave danger of being
converted into a midget cinder track racer.

With this rather unpleasant prospect in
front of us, I feel that this would be an
appropriate time to go back to 1924 and see
how this story began.

Mr FG (Buddy) Fan'ell, Managing
Director of the Auckland Motor Company,
was an ardent supporter of the Muriwai
Beach Races and had competed in the Light
Car Cup race at least twice with no success.
He decided 1925 was going to be his
winning year and enquired about importing
a suitable l'f, litre car from Great Blitain.

A1vis Ltd were written to and came back
with what must have been an attractive
offer although somewhat expensive. They
undertook to supply a 12/50 Super Sport
Duck Back Alvis run in and ready to race,

. .

Major HalVey was test driving the car at
Brooklands he supposedly lapped at 93mph
and as a result recommended the fitting of a
90mph speedometer and front wheel brakes.
I am not at all sure that Alvis declared what
extra parts, or their sources, were obtained
for Buddy Farrell but understand that he
paid over £200.00 above the list price in
good faith.

So there we have it: car no SC862 I,
engine No 3699, Chassis No 3307 left the
Alvis works on December 15 1924 enroute
to Tozer, Kemsley and Millbourn Ltd. This
company was an export agent for Australia
and possibly for New Zealand as well.
Something went wrong ancl rumour has it
that the 12/50 finished up in Scotland while
the Auckland Motor Company upon
opening up the Alvis's packing case were
shocked to find a rather large Cubitt 16-20
inside. This was eventually sorted out, the
12/50 arriving several months later, unfor
tunately by then it was far too late for the
1925 Light Car Cup. Meanwhile a good
home was eventually found for the Cubitt.

The following February (1926) the
12/50 was entered in the 50 mile Light Car
Cup Race and Buddy Farrell won convinc
ingly. He averaged just under 80mph for
what finished up as a total distance of 62
miles due to a steward's mjstake in the
positioning of the turning flags.

For reasons unknown, Buddy Farrell did
not use the Alvis competitively again and in
a short time it was sold to Bruce Wood who
was, Prime Minister, Sir Joseph Ward's
son-in-law. Gordon Harris delivered it to
Wellington. Mr Wood kept it only a short
time disposing of it to Claude Baird who
was a government chauffeur.

From here until 1943 the facts con"
cerning the 12/50s ownership are obscure,

assuming that Mr Baird had sold it by 1930
and the Featherston farmer had purchased it
in 1937, this still leaves a minimum of
seven years unaccounted for. It would be
vei'y nice indeed to be able to turn the odd
rumours we have into proven facts. Having
got the 12/50 more or less through its first
twenty years of life, we now pick up on
EITol Ansell's concerns as to the ultimate
fate of the 12/50 after Korokoro.

Firstly Errol sold the car to Kempi (AC)
Atkinson. He owned it for about two years
and in this time had some successful com-

for two years. It won the Vintage Sectjon at
the 1946 standing quarter mile and became
well known for its speed and reliability.
Geoff Easterbrook Smith bought the now
quite famous 12/50 in 1947. Geoff's first
reaction was, although he liked the car
generally, the road holding in particular, he
found the engine well down on power at
low rpm.

Geoffs previous Alvis had been a 1926
TE competition Special. It had been
shOJ1ened to 8'6" wheelbase with the long
stroke 69mm x II0mm engine bored out to
70nun giving a capacity of 1720cc and a
compression ratio of 6.3: I. This combined
with a plate clutch, standard 4.7: I diff ratio,
21" wheels, and weighing no more than the
12/50. it is understandable that he noticed
the difference in the low end petformance.

He started off by stripping the motor and
found several valves had been sticking
badly and one rocker was very tight on the
shaft. While the head was being worked on
Geoff decided to remove 2mm off the com
bustion height increasing the compression
ratio to 6.2: 1. It was dUling this exercise
that Geoff discovered the larger inlet ports
and the much slimmer ancl lighter polished
connecting rods.

Once the motor was reassembled and
tuned the performance was found to be
markedly improved, particularly where
needed. From then on Geoff and the old car
as he now had started to refer to it, had
become firm friends.

For two years or so the old car was
sprinted, hill climbed, beach raced, trialed
and used as necessary transport for a
growing family. Its succeSSes were too
numerous to go into specific detail here,
and it must have come as a rather
unpleasant surprise that the fateful day

arrived when it was found that you just
cannot fit four people comfortably or safely
into a car with a narrow two seater body.

History has that rather unique habit of
repeating itself and so now you have three
separate owners of the same motor car, each
loving and appreciating it as something very
special, all having to dispose of it for purely
practical reasons such as growing families
and not enough money to be able to keep
such a vehicle as a plaything.

Geoff bought a Silver Eagle Alvis
ClUbman's Coupe which, being a full four



Above: Easterbrook-Smith at the Aotea Quay
Sprint, 1947.
Right: The Ansell body. photo taken during
Easterbrook-Smith ownership 1947-49.

transport and was able to be used in suitable
competition events.

Over the years Geoff and brother Toby
had been collecting bits and pieces to build
themselves a competition car and this even
tually emerged as the "Sunbeam" special
and later as the ESS special. You will hear
more of this vehicle at a later date.

Reverting back to Errols' query, infor
mation started to come from various people
concerning the fate of the old car. This was
confirmed when Toby Easterbrook-Smith
told me that Bamey Ferrier had acquired
the Alvis and had sold him the body which
he was going to fit onto his 20/60 Sunbeam.
Bamey was going to make it into some sarI
of racing car or this was what he was saying
at the time. In the meantime all items con
sidered surplus or unnecessary were
removed and sold or perhaps dumped.

This was indeed heartbreaking news
because Bamey was not a well man and
was spending a lot of time in hospital
undergoing treatment. From then on we
only had rumours to rely on. Barney even
tually passed away and slowly we had to
accept that both Bamey and the old car
were gone!

In Beaded Wheels June 1969 (Vo114 No
58) I wrote an article as a general follow up
to Errol's, mainly to fill in on the events as
I knew them at the time. As far as I can
recall Geoff Easterbrook-Smith sold the old
car to a young man named Rex Dalley, who
was a fire officer at Wellington Central
Station (shades of Morrie Proctor), but of
course I cannot remember how long he kept
it or who he sold it to. However I am fairly
sure that Barney Ferrier took it over in late
1950 or early 1951.

Probably in early 1954 I was in the
Lower Hutt shopping area heading back to
where I had parked my car when I suddenly
heard an unmistakable incredible sound. I
looked around and saw emerging from the
car park an apparition which took me com-

and the old gentleman sitting proudly
behind the steeling wheel was undoubtedly
its saviour. I was so non-plussed that I
didn't even get the registration number, I
just watched them drive away.

A few months later an Alvis was adver
tised in the Friday Evening Post and Peter
Slocombe got onto this right away. It tran
spired that it was the old car lying behind a
contractors shed in Normandale, close to
Korokoro. When we examined it carefully,
we discovered that apart from the basic
chassis components nothing much Alvis
remained. What a disappointment!

After several serious discussions we
decided that we just couldn't leave the old
car lying there because its chances of
survival in any form did not look good. We
went back the following morning and
towed the remains home.

We removed the head and a blown
gasket confronted us. The bores looked
good with very little piston movement so
we decided to leave well alone as the motor
was turning over freely with no ominous
noises. While Peter spent the next week or
so sorting out the rest of the mechanicals I
cleaned up the head and valves etc and fab
ricated a gasket from 16 SWG copper sheet.

We had already raided Geoff
Easterbrook-Smith's Alvis spares dept and
acquired a good assortment of useable parts
ranging from the cast aluminium lower
bulkhead frame, a complete front axle
assembly, the remains of three BTH
magnetos, a lot of useful parts, plus a lot of
help and enthusiasm from Geoff himself.
After contacting Toby, he agreed that the

could have it. Fortunately there wasn't a lot
of money involved but an additional car
plus numerous spares became another
problem to be dealt with.

We managed to get the old car running
in time for the Wallaceville Hill Climb and
decided that if it only managed to make it
there and back under its own power, then at
least that would be a start. The original
BTH polar inductor magneto had been
gutted and was being used only as a make
and break and on the road this appeared to
suffice. When it came to acquiring some
revs in a hUlTy it was a totally different
situation, there was nobody home.
Fortunately Bill Shiells was at the hillclimb
and while I was attending to urgent matters
to keep the scrutineer happy, Bill cleaned,
dressed and reset the points and advanced
the spark considerably. With these modifi
cations I was able to improve my times by
8 seconds or so, but I was still disappointed
at the end of the day. In general terms the
old car had performed well considering that
was still just a bare shell. We ran in five or
six events with no instruments, not even an
oil pressure gauge, but with that sense of
urgency which seems to drive the young,
we carried on regardless. The next urgent
matter to be attended to was the magneto.
Due to a mix-up on my part the first rebuilt
mag didn't work but after sorting this out
and supplying Ray Haynes the correct
parts, he built up a very good genuine
magneto, with a mighty spark.

The next event was the Plinunerton Hill
Climb and time was not on our side. The
rebuilt magneto gave us a lot more power,
so I decided to replace the two rear tyres 
easier said than done. Through a friend who
managed a service station I obtained two
good 7.00 x 16" tyres (ex a taxi), which not
only improved the road holding but also
gave a slightly higher gearing over the
5.50/6.00 l6s, that had been replaced.
(Unfortunately, any chance of acquiring
genuine Alvis wire wheels was quite a long
way off.) Every spare minute we had went
into checking, repairing, adjusting and
sometimes replacing important items. Oh,
how I wish there had been more time
available to learn how to drive the old car.

Arriving at the hillclimb venue I was
greeted by Geoff and Toby Easterbrook
Smith, Sam Gibbons and several other old
friends.

This is a good spectator hill and I
remember being rather nervous during the
fU'st and second practice runs, then when
Geoff came over to speak to me at the
starting area he said "Okay you are going
well I've been timing you - time to try
harder". That was the only encouragement I
needed and from then on the times
improved, the net result was the Vintage
Record (which possibly still stands) and 2nd
FTD in the ]'/' litre class and at tlle end of
the event the old car sounded and felt great.

For some reason I left the hillclimb
venue much later than the main bunch who
went over Haywards via the Hutt Valley.
I decided to drive around the Paramata
Inner Harbour Road and join up with the
main highway, as I was going st.raight back
to Karori to put the old car under cover.



Michae/ Poynwl1 competing in the P/immerion
Hi//climb /954.

quickly and suddenly the events of the day
caught up with me and I really felt great.
Without warning I became aware of being
sprayed on my face by a fine jet of very
warm water. As I moved about to try and
escape the direct stream (which was caused
by the still badly fitting bonnet rubbing on
the right hand top inside corner where the
radiator core and surround are soldered
together) I imagined I heard the burbling
exhaust saying "this is just a subtle
warning, I know I have performed well
today but don't get carried away, I still need
a lot of attention and TLC"

Well, I did spend a hit more time on it,
but Peter Slocombe spent countless hours,
both working on the olel car and chasing up
on the very important missing bits which
had still managed to elude us. Peter heard
of a 12/40 Alvis which had been dismantled
in the Lower Hutt area. On tnlcking this
down he got some very useful bits among
these, notably a set of standard type con
necting rods and two 21" wire wheels.

Slowly but surely the work helped to
improve both the old car's appearance and
performance, in fact it had once again
become quite civilised. Whenever possible
Peter competed in various suitable speed
events, pUlling up some very creditable
times, showing the critics that a thirty plus
year old car can still be competitive.

During 1959 it was decided to try and
find a good home for the old car and we
thought of Ken Wright of Wanganui. He
owned a very original Alvis 12/40 two door
tourer and bad expressed a desire to own a
sports Alvis 12/50. Without hesitation Ken
purchased the old car and collected bel'
promptly.

One of the great problems of owning
cars in Wellington at that time was
garaging them and this had been a major
factor in the decision to part with the trusty
old warrior.

It transpired that Ken actually owned the
old car for eighteen years. During this time
he spent two years or more in the UK and
managed to pickup a complete set of 21"
wire wheels and other valuable bits and
pieces plus historical and technical data,
some of which has proved quite useful.

Ron Blanchett of Feilding had owned
the Wright 12/40 Alvis for some years
before being offered the chance to purchase
the old car. Ken was making some major
lifestyle changes which culminated in him
moving away from New Zealand to

etc were disposed of in most cases to
selected people very discreetly.

Having beard that Ron Blanchett bad
acquired the old car in 1977 I paid him a
visit during Labour weekend 1978 and was
delighted to find both be and Michael Curry
hard at work with the old car in a thousand
pieces. Ron had made the decision to enter
tbe totally restored 12/50 in the 1980 21 st
International Veteran and Vintage Rally to
be held in Rotorua in February-March. A
demanding goal, but I sensed the great
determination behind the statement. I spent
a couple of hours with them and was about
to take my leave when Ron said "Come and
have a look at this'"

What I saw was the camshaft out of the
completely stripped engine and it had two
sets of oil pump gears and very definite
cam profiles. Michael Curry was in due
course able to confiml that the inlet
profiles were the same as tbe racing car
which, of course, had dry sump lublica
tion, requiring two sets of gears for the oil
pumps, very interesting!

Researching and contacting the right
people in the UK has confirmed the
camshaft marked ENV and the ultra light
polished connecting rods are identical to
those filled to the 200 mile race car (No
2931), whilst the cyLinder head, inlet
manifold and other sundry parts are allied
with racing car No. I. Finally the crankcase
bears the legend "L 171" which does not
relate with the standard L200 or L20 I
prefixes. With these modifications the
engine was quoted as delivering 70bhp. It
appears that these special components had
been manufactured as spares, and Alvis
(UK) no longer requiring them, offered to
incorporate them into the Farrell car, whicb
dramatically improved DSC 8621' s
performance, and helped the company
finances - they were reported to have been
experiencing money worries during 1924.

Another interesting and very practical
suggestion has come from Ran Blanchett.
He interprets Alvis UKs letter to Buddy
Farrell when they offered to supply a car
run-in, tuned and ready for racing as saying
just that without mentioning the fact that

Right: /956, {he engine boy starting to become
a bit more civilised. Everything ill iis place onc!
working well.
Be/ow: Photo taken in Korori /954 the day the
cor was loclI/ed by accident.

they had dismantled at least one, possibly
two, of their racing cars and so had the
ready to race engine available nicely run in.
Peter Croft has an article written for
Australian Motor Sports magazine in 1946
by a retired Alvis (UK) engineer who stated
that in late 1924 he took vital parts from
one of the racing engines and installed them
into a new car being built for a customer.
Coincidental maybe, but in 1946, twenty
two years on what would have been the
point in fabricating such a story.

Returning to the restoration Ron and
Michael did the majority of the work them
selves including the Ducks Back body
framing. Steve Roberts did the aluminium
panelling and made the mudguards.

When the connecting rods were
examined they were found to be suspect,
having cracks at the gudgeon pin ends, these
being arc welded by Peter Slocombe's uncle
(where necessary). Ron decided to import
new hiduminim conrods from the Alvis
register as what transpired to be a short term
measure. After the raUy was completeel suc
cessfully Ron found the motor was showing
signs of stress and on stripping it down dis
covered some unhappy things concerning
the main and big-end hearings and the crank
shaft which had developed several bad
cracks - most unt"oltunate.

After tbis discovery Ron consulted with
Denco engineering in Christchurch,
resulting in them manufacturing a new
crankshaft and connecting rods which
solved all the problems. To all intents the
engine was now as good as new. Speaking of
replacing vital components, when the diff
was stripped down it was found to be in poor
condition and in need of replacement.
Michael Curry, piuticipating in the 1978
Australian International Veteran and
Vintage Rally, found himself in the middle
of nowhere filling up at a lone service

-
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The car as it stunds toduy owned by Peter Crofi of Christchurch. Peter has restored the vehicle to a
superb condition.

-

beautiful burble with almost no accelerator
pressure, and if you want to hear the motor
"bark" just jab your foot down and your
wish is granted.

We turned off into Tram Road and a few
miles further on Peter said "Now you take
over." Sitting behind the large steering
wheel even before we moved oH I had the
most eerie feeling about digits, The digits
were two and seven (2&7). In 1954 when I
first started driving the old car I was 27
years old, now in 1999 I am 72 years of age,
secretly trying to recapture the years in
between. Looking down at the well
appointed instrument panel with everything
in its place and working and then at the gear
lever complete with its reverse gate, the
penny dropped, both of us had moved on,
so enjoy! A botched gear change or three
told me to relax and then things started to
come together. Those good North
Canterbury roads, light traffic, and that
comfortable feeling of effortlessness that
you only Can get from driving a well put
together open touring car - oh, how those
memories came nooding back. From a dri~

vability point of view I was still driving a
thirty year old car, the steering probably felt
a little heavier, the brakes don't stop like
modern brakes. You have to be more
warchful of yourself and other drivers
making turns, particularly relying on hand
signals, but in reality this is a small price to
pay for the joy involved in driving a vehicle
which responds so effectively to its drivers
demands. Thank you Peter.

70mph comes up very readily, but I
found 55-60mph absolutely right for me,
after all running at that speed equates to
30+ mpg and all things being equal engine
and chassis component wear must be
almost non-exisrent.

One thing I would like to put right in
conclusion is I did a grave injustice (in
1969) to Mr McMillan, (the elderly
gentleman who rescued the Alvis remains
from Korokoro and painstakingly rebuilt
them into a very useable vehicle) by nor
crediting him with saving the old car. His
efforts are undoubtedly the reason why
today we can still echo Errol Ansell's
words and say this was and is and will
always be "a particular Alvis 12/50"

were also made. A hood completed the body
upgrading and a valve grind and clutch
reline greatly improved things mechanically.

So there we have it, pretty much the full
circle. Seventy-five years on we are
slowly but very surely getting things
right. Again thanks to Ran Blanchett
for making contact in 1977 with
Gordon Harris the mechanic, who
had a substantial influence in making
the final choice to select A1vis (UK)
to provide the "Light Car Cup"
winning vehicle. Gordon also tended
to the SC 8621' s needs from the day
it finally arrived in Auckland, until
delivering it personally to its new
owner in Wellington.

In the 1969 Beaded Wheels article
I tried to close upon the 1930s
ownership gap by referring to Bill
Machin, who had driven Italas around
Brooklands before World War I, emi
grating to New Zealand in the early
1920s and became involved in the oil
industry until his retirement.

Over the years we enjoyed
numerous discussions involving
motor racing, aviation and the like.
Bill told me of an Alvis which he had
owned in the late 1920s early 1930s
which had an aluminium body with a
very pointed tail, a racing history,
and for a small car was very quick.
He drove it extensively - Peter Croft
has heard of a car answering this

description being seen in the Levin - Foxton
area during this period. Perhaps this infor
mation can help someone to remember, who
knows?

Talking about driving, one morning
Peter came and collected me in the old car
and we headed north. It wasn't a particu
larly nice day but nobody cared about that.
Before we reached the Main North Road
corner I had time to appreciate how nicely
the springs were ironing out the road
shocks (before the gaiters were fitted Peter
greased the spring leaves) - no doubt the
shock absorbers are in good shape too.

On the Main North Road into top gear
and there we were, I had almost forgotten
just how effortlessly this car moves along.
The amount of low end torque available is
quite indecent, while for a 1924 model the

spilres which included a set of 23" wire
wheels. This interested Peter very much, as
these items were among the very last unac
counted for since the Ferrier days - could
they be the original wheels?

Fortunately Laurie had no specific use
for them, so Peter was able to sorr out a
compromise which suited both parties; he
got the 23" wheels and Laurie got a set of
21" Sankeys which were much needed.
From this point on thoughts of body alter
ations were put into action.

The mudguards had to be relocated to
accommodate the larger wheels, which in
rum meant returning the running boards to
their original (shorter) length.

Peter lowered the seating position and
replaced the windscreen with an original
style two piece. The dashboard was replaced

station. Examining his TE Alvis 12/50 the
attendant said "We have differential unit for
one of these cars lying out in the back shed."
Would you believe that it was in quite good
cOhdition and more incredibly the right ratio
(4.55:1), but there you are, that is Australia.

The 1980s came and went with Ron
doing quite a lot of motoring in the old car
and the usual upgrading of components etc.
When I saw it in Blenheim in the late 1980s
I just stood and stared at the spectacle.
What was the "Muriwai" Alvis, the Light
Car Cup winner, was actually standing in
front of me. It was awesome. I deliberately
waited until there was nobody else standing
close so I was able to have those few
moments to myself with the old car. What a
wondeltul experience!

Peter Croft had approached Ran during
this period, stating that if ever he decided to
part with the old car, he would like to buy
it. This situation arose in 1991 and Peter
became the proud owner.

Laurie Newton, a long time Alvis 12/40
owner, had bought a collection of Alvis

52 yeurs on, Alustair Ansel/ charges u particularj{lIIcy to
a particular Alvis at the last "Wings and Wheels" at
Wigram in 1995. Alastair becamc ft/miliar to us through
his television motoring show "Bumper to Bumper" in the
mid to late 1970.1'.



THE WAY WE WERE
Compiled by Leigh Cl'aythorne

From the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) Archive

...and you thought driving through the Otira Gorge was a challenge today' Top section ofzigzag leadini? through into Otira Gorge (e. 1950).
Note the absence of salety rails. Photo courtesy of New Zealand Automobile Association.

The official opening date of the $25
million Otira viaduct (between Canterbury
and West Coast) took place on Saturday 6
November 1999 when Prime Minister
Jenny Shipley declared the viaduct open.
Eddie Evans, one of the area's oldest
surviving roadmen of the original road
works gang, cut the ribbon. Work on the
440 metre long viaduct ran ahead of
schedule enabling the opening event to
move forward six weeks ahead of its
projected opening. A range of activities,
included a Vintage Car Rally, a public
walk-over and celebrations in Otira.

Comment From The Archives
" ... this Vintage Car Movement of ours, this our all absorbing pastime is very much in

the news. There are vultures innumerable ready to take advantage of our enthusiasm and
they are not always as obvious as some. It is our duty in this Club to see that such people
have not the opportunity to join our ranks or to impose upon our members. The objects
of the Club are to preserve and maintain Vintage and Veteran cars and at a time such as
this when publicity and seeming prosperity are at a peak let us take particular care that
these objects are borne in mind and that anything to slacken off our ideal be not tolerated.

Unity is strength. Please do not let us degenerate into a lot of vociferous groups but
go forward as one wholehearted body to the attainment of our ideals, asking favours of
none and fearing nothing. This in its turn, means that everyone of us must bear with the
whims and quirks of fellow members in the understanding of which, with your co
operation this our new venture "Beaded Wheels" must play a vital part ... "
Editorial, Beaded Wheels (Volume I, N(1) March 1955

WITH PRIDEWE

Kotorua Electroplaters & Metal Polishers EST. 1971

Specialising in all types of Electroplating on:
• Classic, Vintage and Veteran • Cars & Bikes

We still use the Triple Plate Process: COPPER - NICKEL - CHROME
Also Specialists in Industrial Hard Chrome

84 View Rd, Rotorua
Phone/Fax 07 348 7487
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drought stricken area. Local travellers
assured us that the ban had been lifted so
we ventured forth. The Dunstan is steep
going up the Lammerlaws but not a spec
tacular road, the highest point on this
section is at the Dunstan Saddle at 1000
metres. This modest height belies the
severe conditions which can prevail at any
time on this bleak upland. There is no
natura'l shelter of any kind, only the usual
craggy rocks which are a significant feature
of the Central Otago high country. In 33
miles the road climbs over the Rock and
Pillar Range to the Styx Hotel on the Taieri
River. Little remains of the old
Styx township (now Paerau) except the
stone built jail and the hotel stables.

Jirn Ri/ey knocking around Central Otago
Shotover River and near Blackball on the
West Coast. We then turned south to seek
a camp site near Middlemarcb.

Next morning our objective was the Old
Dunstan Road, the original miners route to
the Dunstan gold rush on the Clutha River
(Dunstan was the early name for Clyde).
The start is from Clarks Junction, 15 miles
south of Middlemarch on the main road, but
we elected to do a deviation through
Rocklands Station and join the Dunstan a
few miles in at Deep Stream. Here we were
surprised to see notices warning "No access

except on
business" due
to the recent
fire in that

By Jim Ri/ey Photos Lee Orchard

o

"!!Ill!!" he lady on the gate at the South
Island Easter Rally in Timaru
really did want us to enter but we
were on our way to Waikouaiti, a

town 50 miles south of Oamaru. From here
abouts a road called the Ramrock Road
turns inland and it looked good for access
to the Central Otago Goldfields so we took
it, and what a grand route it proved to be.
Initially signposted "Bucklands Crossing"
it developed into a winding hilly shingle
road over mostly uninhabited tussock land
and went for about 25 miles to the
Nenthorn Gold Diggings.
Not much evidence of these
remain, just a few shafts, a
little mullock, the odd stone
ruin and a notice warning not
to fall down any holes. We
were now well into a warm
sunny afternoon as we
dropped down from the
bleakness of Nenthorn into
the valley of the Nenthorn
Stream. A choice of routes
was available so we did a
deviation north on the
"Butter & Egg Road", so named because
the local farmers wives used this route to
bring fresh produce to sell to the diggers at
Nenthorn and Macraes. This way led to the
old school at Moonlight, named after the
famous gold prospector, George
Moonlight, who also left his name up the
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Thomson Gorge Road.

Left: Old Styx Hore!.
Left inset: The turn off the Linburn Runs Road.

Our homeward route took us over the
Thomson Saddle road which connects the
Cromwell/Lindis Pass Road with the Pig
Root in the Manuherikia Valley and climbs
over the Dunstan Mountains. The road
starts at the Bendigo quartz diggings about
nine miles north of Cromwell and follows
the Rise and Shine Creek climbing up for
about five miles till we came to a walking
track to the "Just in Time" stamping
battery. This must have been steam
powered, with coal obtained from the
mines at Bannockburn and carted by horse
dray for the 20 miles, including two ferries
across the Kawarau and Clutha. Our
weather was still warm and the run over the
Thomson Saddle in the late afternoon was
an interesting one. There were various indi
cations of mining on the way, a splendid
view of the upper Clutha Valley and the
road a mixture of good gravel and grass.
The run down was in quite different
country as we traversed the sides of the
steep rock gorge and came out in the valley
of the Manuherika, where we lost no time
in heading for a favourite camping site near
St. Bathans.

Our route home was the familiar
Danseys Pass, Hakataramea Pass,
McKenzies Pass , Geraldine and that other
Thompson Track across the Canterbury
Plains and still knocking. •

"Jusr In Time" stamping bartery, Thomson
Gorge Road.

leaflets on the Bannockbum district. There
is a considerable gold sluicing area in
Bannockbum on the terracing over the
Kawarau River and there is also a ridge
which climbs up to Duffers Saddle, this
also being the saddle on the road to the
Nevis Valley. On this ridge there were over
30 quartz mines along with two small
townships, Quartzville and Carricktown.
These were serviced by a track eight miles
long to the saddle and up this four wheel
drive track about five miles was "The
Young Australian" quartz mine with its
eight metre overshot iron waterwheel to
drive the stamping battery. It was steep and
rough in places. We went through
Quartzville and Carricktown, both derelict,
and I became very conscious of a knock in
the engine. As we were far away from
home we decided to give it away this time.
It gives me a reason to go back and have
another look at the Carricktown Track.

We've got about as far as we could go. Carricktown rrack. with Bannockburn below.

The Dunstan
Road was lost
for a while so
we headed
north and then
west on the
Linbum Runs
Road for 12
miles until we
struck our
road again.

This section is less frequented and much
rougher as you climb up to the 1000 metres
of the Rough Ridge. At ten miles we came
to the turn-off south to the Serpentine Gold
Mine and Union Church (Beaded Wheels
235) but our route went past the Poolbum
Reservoir for another half a dozen miles
until it lost its identity around Moa Creek.
The Crawford Hills Road provided the
obvious route to Alexandra, and gave a
grand finish with a blast on good gravel
into the town. An ice-cream and some
shade were in order and we then pottered
along the side of Lake Dunstan to
Cromwell to get us in position for the next
day's adventures.

For some time I've been intrigued by a
waterwheel called The Young Australian
situated high up on the Carrick Range,
so next morning we visited an excellent
information office in Cromwell to get some
Can'ick Town Track
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Key:
CD = Cord

CL = Clincher

Includes Single & Double WSW, Single & Dual Red Line, Gold Line & Triple Stripe on many sizes

480x10
450x12
560x13 590x13 600x13 640x13 650x13 670x13 725x13

I 560x14 685x14 695x14 700x14 735x14 750x14 775x14 800x14 825x14 850x14 855x14 885x14 900x14 950x14
D70x14 E78x14 F78x14 G78x14 E70x14 E78x14 F70x14 G70x14
500x15 560x15 590x15 600x15 640x15 670x15 670xV15 700x15 710x15 750x15 760x15
775x15 800x15 815x15 815xV15 820x15 820xV15 890x15 900x15 G78x15 H78x15 L78x15 F70x15 G70x15 F60x15
500x16 525x16 550x16 600x16 600xV16 650x16 700x16 750x16 825x16 900x16 1050x16
450x17 475/500x17 550x17 600/650x17 700x17 750x17
715x115(CL) 720x120(CL) 11 x45 12x45 13x45 14x45
450x18 475/500x18 550x18 600/650x18 700x18
700x85(CL) 775x145(CL)
350x19 400x19 450x19 475/500x19 550x19 600/650x19
475/500x20 550x20 600x20 650x20 700x20
710x90(CL)
440/450x21 525x21 525/550x21 600x21 700x21
600x22 28x3(CL)
820x120(CL)
500x23 30x3'/, 30x3'/,(CL) 31 x4(CD) 32x4'/,(CD) 33x5(CD)
895x13S(CL)
500x24 38x7 40x8 30x3(CL) 32x4(CD) 33x4'/,(CD) 34x5(CD)
815x105(CL)
880x120(CL)
33x4(CD) 34x4'/,(CD) 35x5(CD)
34x4(CD)
875x105(CL)
36x4'j,(CD) 37x5(CD)
36x4(CD)

We have too many radial sizes to list, from 130/90R1 0 to 275/35ZR18 & 125SR15 to 35x12. 50R16.5
Covering performance, racing, 4WD, economy, prestige, hot rod, street machine etc etc
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~ Tyre Problems.
Il If your car was built this century

-~ the chances are that we've
got the right tyre for it...

We Offer these famous brands:
BFGoodrich (radials, Silvertown Cords & X-Plies)

Classic Radials (with wide white sidewalls)
US Royals • Denman • Insa .Commander

Avon (X-Plies & Radials) • Uniroyal • Michelin
Barum (ZX - style pattern) • Continental

Coker Classic • Durandal

10"
12"
13"
14"

26"
26.35"
27"
28"

15"

16"
17"
17.75"
18"
18.70"
19"
20"
20.30"
21"
22"
22.30"
23"
23.25"
24"
24.12"
24.80"

, 25"

Whitewall Clip-ons, Tubes and Rustbands also available

Australasia's largest Vintage, Veteran & Classic Tyre Range

We are happy to provide Club Night Presentations

NATIONAL

l
SALES

FREEPUONE:
080-080-TYKE

(080-080-8973)

New Zealand Motor Distributors (Wgton) Ltd
406-412 Cuba street, Lower outt, New Zealand.
Email: sales@cartyres.co.nz
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Speed Event
Now that the majority of registrations

have been received, it is apparent that we
will not reach the maximum number for the
Speed Event. We will now be happy to
receive entries from other interested
members of the Vintage Car Club of New
Zealand to participate in this event. For
those who have not registered for the Rally,
but who wish to take part only in the Speed
Event, the cost will be $70, being $50 for
the event and $20 for a day pass. We will
now be happy to accept those who are Rally
entrants and who wish to enter a different
vehicle for the Speed Event.
Rally Entries

We are aware that a small number of
Rally Registrations have gone astray in the
mail system. A confirmation of registration
and receipt were sent out immediately the
entry was received and Rally Packs have
now been dispatched. If your entry has not
yet been acknowledged or you have not
received your Rally Pack, please contact us
immediately.
Final Reminders

Remember to bring with you everything
that you have received in your Rally Pack,
plus sun safe products.

Before departure for Hamilton, check
your dates, times etc for travel, ferry
crossings, accommodution bookings und
vehicle Warrant of Fitness.

The Rally Committee has worked tire
lessly to ensure the success of this Rally.
We look forward to meeting and hosting
you all in Febmary and wish you a safe
journey to Hamilton.

o

Greg Terrill

ROYAL &:
SUNAlllANCJE

RAllY 2000
didn't want. In a situation like this there
was only one solution, so I asked Bob
Hayton if he would like to accept the
challenge of compiling it. He accepted
without hesitation. a decision he may have
later regretted. However this is now
completed and distributed to all partici
pants. I'm sure you will all a.gree that the
end result is superb. On behalf of the Rally
Committee I thank Bob for his tireless
work and dedication to this task.
Royal & SunAlliance Promotion.

Royal & SunAIIiance our Rally
sponsors are running a promotion in con
junction with the RalJy and are offering two
prize draws of an Ansett Mystery Explorer
Weekend for VCC members who request
an obligation free quote for insurance
during the Rally.
One Make Runs

An enthusiastic team of people is
involved in the organisation of these. At
last count there were 27 groups organised,
some combining like makes to make up
reasonuble sized groups. Interesting and
picturesque venues have been selected and
most of these events will start at local
schools. Additional groups will be included
if the need arises.
Picnic Day

A variety of crafts people will be in
attendance at Morrinsville, so be prepared
for an enjoyable day and maybe take home
a little something extra too. It is a pleasant
venue to hold such a picnic as it has lovely
old oak trees around the perimeter with a
big central clear area for parking curs. Food
and beverages will be available for
purchase, to save making your own lunch.

ECISION CASTINGS
Lost Wax Process Mould Making
Having trouble getting parts?

Now able to reproduce Vintage car parts using the
highly accurate lost wax casting method.

For all your non-ferrous casting requirements.

Phone Feilding (06) 323 9465

As I write this, I realise that we have

less than 100 days to go before the

rally starts. With the rally packs

having been assembled and posted

out we are starting to see some of

the rewards for the time that has

been spent so far.

o

W
hen looking through the entry list
it is pleasing to see that over half
the entries are from the Veteran
and Vintage era and combining

this with the large number (128) of
different makes attending this should be
quite a spectacle.

At the present time we are in the final
stages of rally route checking, making
minor changes and re checking, before
printing. This is the first time I have been
over all of the routes in their final form and
I am impressed with the magnificent coun
tryside you will travel through.
RaUy Photographs

We have accepted a proposal for the
purchase and supply of photographs of
vehicles and events for the Rally. This
format will be completely different from
any operated in the past. There will be a
limited number of photos to view, all
photos taken by the official photographer
will be scanned and set up on a web site
which will be accessible on site at Mystery
Creek. Access to photos will be via the web
site either by rally number, registration
number, or vehicle type. The owner's
personal details will not be divulged.

Ordering of the photos will be through a
form available to each entrant towards the
end of the Rally which will contain a small
shot of each photo of their particular
vehicle, or off the internet. Orders via the
internet can be placed at any time after the
rally and once access to the web site is
sought any vehicle can be selected. This
system has a number of advantages and
ulso reduces the cost of the photographs to
the entrants.
Rally Programme Booklet

Some two la three months ago, I was
unsure of what format I wanted this book to
take, but I did know some of the things I



Was first published in 1973.
All back issues are
available except No. 10.
All vehicles featured are
restored or in original
condition. Events, How
To's and Australian
motoring History are a
specially.
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his favourite tunes as we remembered
Howard. It was a send off that Howard
would have been proud of. As his coffin left
the Chapel the jazz band played "We'll
meet again" and I sure hope we will.

On behalf of the Bay of Plenty Branch of
the Vintage Car Club I extend our sincere
condolences to Howard's family.

Jack Haven.

his hobby, motorcycles, and the competi
live side of John was expressed in his
development of the Villiers powered range
of pre-war motorcycles. His Baker was
very competitive, leading John into being
the major force to try to beat in Hillclimbs.

The Rex Acme was another potent racer
which he created with most parts able to be
duplicated. A later addition to his motor
cycle stable was the long stroke Manx
Norton. Both of these machines were
ridden in Classic Bike events where John
was well respected on and around the track.

John possessed a quiet unassuming
nature and was a true gentleman. Our
sincere sympathy to his wife Mary, son
Jamie, and daughter Ellen. Jamie will keep
his Dad's love of motorcycles alive.

Michael Greig

Howard Ferrabee
1922 - 1999

Bay of Plenty Branch

Waitemata Branch

1939·1999

John Simpson

We can supply new Piston Sets for most
Makes and Models.

All Piston Sets come complete with Rings and
Gudgeons.

We have over 700 listings at competitive prices.

lJ is with great sadness that we report the
passing of Howard Ferrabee.

Howard took an active part in our
branch. He served on the committee and
was Club Captain for two years.

Howard was an outgoing person,
making friends easily and always interested
in what the other fellow was doing.

The large attendance of members at his
funeral bears testimony to his popularity.
Jazz was also one of Howard's interests and
at the service Dr Jazz and his band played
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PRECISION & AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS

Phone: (03) 366-7463
Fax (03) 366-7462

ESTABLISHED 1950

PISTONS FOR VETERAN VINTAGE
AND CLASSIC ENGINES

John died in August, aged 60, as a result
of an accident while riding his Vintage '29
Sun motorcycle just a short distance from
his Albany home.

Born in Peterborough, England, he and
his wife arrived in New Zealand in 1963
and within a short time they had settled in
Albany on a block of land where they built
their own home.

A very talented mechanical engineer, he
was involved in the Transport Industry and
was closely associated with small produc
tion vehicle regulations.

His projects under development were to
complement his retirement, the production
of TT Carbs, a HillcLimb CS Matchless, a
1000cc OEC/JAP, the production of a three
wheel car and a six seater that was made for
the tourist industry would have kept him
extremely busy. There was always time for

B&IIes
ENG. co lJT) HorotIu

C/mslc CarbllreftO'T"S
18c Lnchlarney Street,

13eenleigh Qld 4207, AuStralia
Ph: 61738071921
Fax: 61 7 3807 1929

t«

Contact.. PAUL HANES
PH. 07 8299753 WORK

HOME 07 8299741 FAX 07 8299671

Specialist Restoration Service

Carburettors and
Fuel Pumps

Vetenm, Vintage and Classic C1rburettors and
Fue! PUIIlPS, 1906-1976, restored to factory
specifications. Our GUARANTEED service

available throughout Australasia. Manufacmrers
of lIlany otherwise unobtain,}ble parts.

Send your carburettor or foel pump for an
OBLIGATION FREE evaluation and restoration

estilnate now to:

1<~ 1<~
P.O. BOX 8;9' GYMPIE ' Q4;70' AUSTRAliA - PH/FAX 0061 i;.!8s+IOO

Specialists in Australasian Petrol/Oil
Collectables. Repro and Original

PETR01101L DECALS.OIL BOTILES/ RACKS

ENAMEl1TIN SIGNS+PETROL BOWSERS

GENERAL GARAGE COU.ECTABIJ!S

1:ntlbJished In J984 Rnrld",//! Reba produCCl il

wit/c range o/tlccal.rjorpetrIJ/ pumps. oil dispensers.
drums cte together wish tonncs ofrepm and wcd
origilUll imns. With incrmscd infdl!1t ji'/lm New

Zcaland colketors we can now ship comp/ctc pumps
friJm $120 (Aucku.nd) plus $85 document andport

chargcs (pcr shipment)

I
Electric Dowsers

I
ManuaJ Bowsers

Iftoms200 fromsSOO

Catalogue $5 air-malled or free with first order.

V"ua - Master/Bank Card World-Wide



Vintage/Clas ic Videos, now at Special Low Prices

Cheque or bartercard only please
Please print name and full postal address dearly.

$29 NZ
$49 NZ
$19 NZ
$29 NZ
$19 NZ
$19 NZ

Dusty Roads & Southern Skies 90 min
Blue Skies & Open Roads 3 hrs
Pan Pacific Ralry 60 min
Best of the Rest 3 hrs
Rust to Reality 60 min
Flying the Coast 30 mins

Each ti~e has been professionally produced to television
broadcast standards.
Please add $6 for airmail within New Zealand for up
to 2 titles or $15 each for overseas airmail.
Buy all 6 titles (10 hours viewing) for just $1 50 plus
$15 for airmail within New Zealand and $45 overseas
airmail.

Christmas Gifts
for Vintage I!nthusiasts

DUNLOP wire wheels, splines, knock-on caps, spokes and rims for
HEALEY, JAGUAR, MG, MORGAN, RILEY, TRIUMPH, ETe.

Specials to order.

Cassic Tyres
for your Veteran Vintage & Classic Car 1888-1970

Leading brands from UK & USA

DUNLOP, LUCAS, LESTER, DEN MAN, UNIVERSAL, INSA, PUMA,
FIRESTONE, WAYMASTER, etc also AVON &; DUNLOP racing tyres.
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/
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Contact PETER WOODEND
Ph 07 571 5525 • Fax 07 571 5526

PO Box 2245, Tauranga

IUlomuJle

For information and a free sample copy contact:

Auckland - Dunedin

• save $$s on the news-stand price
• pay by credit card
• delivered by airmail in the month of issue.

UK-based, The Automobile is the only
international magazine devoted exclusively
to pre-1960 cars and commercial vehicles.

Every issue packed with articles by leading
motoring journalists and old-car experts.

Crafters of Vintage, Honeycomb
and V Cell cores.

Available from approved Radiator
Specialists throughout New Zealand

and Australia

Profiles vehicles from all corners of the
world, including New Zealand, and contains
informative technical articles and restoration

features.

The Automobile is now available on subscription in
New Zealand at £59 for 12 issues.

Auckland
35 Walls Road, Penrose

Phone 09 579 2604
Fax 09 525 1176

National Radiators is an IS09001 Registered Company

Automobile Radiator
Manufacturers

NATIONAL RADIATORS LTD

1l===========jIJ

Douglas Ormrod, 56 Whitehaven Road, Glendowie,
Auckland. Phone or fax (09) 575 4879

Vidpro INZI Limited
PO Box 25-241, Victoria St, Christchurch ,New Zealand.
Email: vidpro@voyager.co.nz Website: www.vidpro.co.nz
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internal baffles had come completely adrift
and were merrily sliding from side to side
in the tank. Another job that had me wound
up was the coil of wire in the top radiator
hose, which had rusted and broken into
pieces, and I had to fish them out of the
water jacket through the frost plug holes.

My coffee break's nearly over and
while I have got my pen in hand I musn't
forget the more esoteric and less mechan
ical jobs - I'd better write a list of what I
will need to take on the trip:
Car?
Trailer!

It might be considered to be somewhat
of a sight to see an Austin Big Seven
towing a trailer, but it is the only way of
dealing with the family space problem (but
not like the one the Robinsons had). Don't
worry I've fitted the 350 cubic inch V8 and
boosted hydraulic brakes. There is also
another point so ably noted by Robyn about
my nicely built all-aluminum trailer. She
says it looks just like a dog box and now
she has somewhere to send me. It may look
like a dog box but it is a nice looking one,
all shiny with pretty bloe wheels to match
the car, or it will be when I finish it.
Mistress!

Oh no I had better leave her at home.
This is a family trip (I hope that Robyn
never scrapes the twink off the screen and
reads that entry). Maybe I'd better forget
writing this list, it might get me in trouble.
Coffee break's over - so back to the car. I am
now redoubling my e.fforts llnd I've started
working in an apparent religious fervour, as
every day is the seventh dllY. The seventh day
is supposed to be the day of rest, but not for
this Austineer. •

running around trying to find parts, but
there are certain things that are determined
to be elusive. In order to get the felt-type
strip between the body and the chassis I
ended up at the dressmaking shop, and
bought some heavy-duty iOO% cotton
webbing from an overly happy sales
assistant. No, she hadn't been having a
good session on the wacky-backy at
lunChtime, but was in fact off to Aussie for
a holiday the next day. I did ask if I could
go along as luggage, but she assured me she
didn't have a bag big enough for me. Well
you've got to try for a free trip don't you?
[' ve even gotten around to attending to the
bush problem I mentioned earlier. Mind
you, I still had to do it the hard way.
Instead of just turning up the dozen and a
half bushes that I needed on the lathe, I had
to spend three days making a mould to cast
them. The first single-plug mould only
took me an afternoon to make - only to be
told by the rubber moulding company that
if they were to use that mould, each bush
would cost me around ten dollars. That was
a neat job of letting the air out of my tyres,
I was obviously feeling a little too smug
and I must have been too close to making
progress. With a second multi~plug mould
that they suggested I make, the bushes
ended up costing me a dollar each. So now
I can churn out shock-bushes by the bushel,
although I will probably never wear out
more than one set.

There was one job that had me baffled.
When I was inspecting things on take
down, I noticed a rattle in the tank. Upon a
closer look, I found the tank to be in
excellent condition, except that the two

by Rhys lones and Robyn Sullivan

Coffee Break 2000
Time is still marching on despite my major

but seemingly unproductive efforts.

This means the time until the rally is
diminishing a lot faster than the rate of

progress of my vehicular jigsaw puzzle.

Jigsaw puzzle you ask?
Well what do you do, as a typical Vintage

car enthusiast just before a major rally, other
than strip your car down to the bare bones because you have a couple of bushes to replace?

I
t was just momentary insanity
(well it lasted a couple of days; it
took me that long to take it apart).
Yes, the car being so quick to

render down always gives one that false
sense of ease. "A couple of days to take it
apart - we'll give it twice as long to put it
together, and a bit of leeway - say two
weeks easy!" Try two months - and the
body is still not back On the chassis! I'm
beginning to wonder if the rally organisers
will spin a wobbly if I were to change cars
at this late date. No, I'm not even going to
contemplate it. That would probably result
in two cars in pieces. That's a thought that
sends a shiver down the spine. Those two
would keep the other various wrecks (I
mean restoration projects) in fine company,
and I would never hear the last of it. In this
case being the shouted-at-one would be
preferable to the frosty looks of one's loved
one as they contemplate an alternative use
for the kitchen hardware. Well there is no
use in harping on about it, I'm going to
have to pull finger and get myself out of
the mire!

Just to add a further dimension of
urgency to the matter we have decided to
add in a holiday and go a couple of weeks
earlier. Since we are spending the money
to go across the ditch we might as well
make the best use of it. We had originally
planned to take our holiday after the rally,
but on discovering a clash we had to alter
our plans.

But my bemoaning of the fact that time
is streaming past doesn't mean that I
haven't been working hard on the car 
really it doesn't. I've been frantically

Best of British The British marques have never looked so good

Starting on Wednesday 19 January,
Prime Television presents an I I-part series
on the best of British motoring.

Each week this series profiles Britain's
prestigious car and bike manufacturers.
Each episode is a thorough and fascinating
exploration of each marque - the grandeur,
style and racing achievements.

"Best of British" is both a stunning
visual reference for the enthusiast, and a
fascinating introduciton for the amateur.
The series pays tribute to the full and varied
history of each marque, to show a heritage
and tradition that is enjoyed the world over.

All programmes in the "Best of British"
series have been made with the full co-

operation of each manufacturer, allowing
film makers access to stunning footage.

The series will play on weekly, on
Wednesdays at 8.35pm, starting with the
MO, other marques covered include:
Norton, Aston Martin, Triumph, Bentley,
Rolls Royce, Jaguar, Land Rover, BSA,
TVR and Vincent.



Perhaps we should go back to the real
beginning at Ashburton 27 years ago when
Barry Thomson embarked on a Veteran
project collecting parts from around the
South Island. A chassis located at Gore
from a one time 1906 Christchurch
Exhibition car was accompanied by an
engine from the same car used for years to
drive a saw in the Tuatapere bush. An
engine from Little River on Banks
Peninsula used on a New Zealand
Railway's vehicle, (yes - Alldays were
reknown for purpose-built railway
vehicles); the all too familiar catalogue as
we were later to learn. During a peri.od in
Te Awamutu and more recently with Doug
Lind in Palmerston North, the collection
inevitably lost and gained some compo
nents.

Basically we had two engines, a front
and back axle, three-quarters of a chassis
frame without any fittings, rear springs,
radiator, a partly fabricated steering box,
and a few sundry fittings. All ferrous parts
had been superficially cleaned and painted.
In addition there were two single cylinder
Alldays engines, an Ailldays Midget
radiator, and two unidentified Veteran com
ponents, a steering column and gearbox.
The surplus was mostly traded off or sold to
help fund purchases of the right parts.

Not having a clue as to what the missing
parts were like some research was urgently
needed. Other than obtaining copies of
parts of two factory catalogues we had to
wait for a visit to the Easter Rally at
Methven in 1994 during which we took the
opportunity to visit George and Richard

Rob Knight shares his passion ...

DJ ur affair with Alice, as she later
came to be known, began when a
bunch of Manawatu members
hired a van to go to the 1993

AGM at Nelson. As part of the Sunday
entertainment, delegates were given the
privilege of visiting Duncan Rutherford and
perusing his vast collection stored in many
sheds around Richmond. The oldest
vehicle, and perhaps the foundation of his
interest in cars and of his collection, was
the 1906 10hp Alldays & Onions swing
seat-tonneau which had been owned by the
Rutherford family from new.

On the way home, discussion among the
van crew naturally centered on this
amazing collection and some vehicles in
particular. It was then that Malcolm Lind
happened to mention that his father, Doug,
was wanting to sell his Alldays & Onions.
We knew that Doug had this car but had
never seen it. Our interest aroused, an
appointment to visit was duly made the next
day Some photographs were taken and
some overtures made.

"We are short on cash and we need to
sell our Alvis Grey Lady"

"I could be interested" replied Doug.
Over the next few weeks we mulled over

the photos and decided there was probably
enough parts to make a viable restoration
while Doug contemplated the idea of
owning a car that he could comfortably
drive. After a few telephone calls back and
forth an agreement was struck. Our trailer
was unloaded into our garage and the parts
laid out as the first "mock-up" to see what
we had. There were a lot of good bits but an

Top: The driver is kept busy with steering
wheel, hand brake & gear change levers, hand
throttle and spark control, and an oil pump to
fiddle with occasionally. The foot brake is best
lefi a/one.

Be/ow: Lach/an Stall at work on the body.

Pat tries out the seat before the launching.



new front wheels using new beaded edge
rims from Brian Black.

The original brass brake shoes were
worn beyond redemption. A bundle of a
common size of Suzuki shoes was collected
from a motorcycle wrecker's bin. The
original pivot pin was worn anyway so a
new offset pin was made to fit and we had
the rear brakes sorted.

With a chassis frame completed, and all
the newly made loose bits hung on, it was
beginning to look a bit like a car ancl in
this form it made its first public appear
ance at a Palmerston North Motor Show in
October 1995.

Pat's sister and brother-in-law came for
a dinner just before Christmus. After
dinner we decided to explore the
mysteries of the back axle. Inside we
found a broken straight cut crown
wheel, an interesting system of
planetary differential gears, looseball
thrust bearings with external lateral
adjustment and axles supported in long
bronze bushes. The pinion and its
carrier had long since gone. So 1996
became the year of the drivetrain.

A hunt was made for a suitable
crown wheel and pinion replacement of
the right size and ratio which would fit
as the meat in the sandwich between
the housing of the planetary gears.
Eventually a Chrysler set was obtained
from lan McLean's spares collection.
The ratio of 4.3 and the OD being
almost identical, a spaceI' ring was
made for the ID while several millime

tres were machined off the back and new
holes drilled to fit. An original pinion
carrier was bOlTowed from George Lee
from which a wooden pattern was copied,
but oversize to take the fatter pinion shaft.
The casting and un adjustment sleeve were
machined to take u double row deep
groove bearing and that part was right.
With all that assembled the rear wheels
could be made.

About that time Bob Pettigrew had the
driveshaft out of his Briton. The universal
joint yokes and cross-pieces were borrowed
to use as patterns for more castings. Finding
ways 10 hold and machine these odd shaped
parts taxed the ingenuity of the Polytech
tulors but we did it in the end by inventing
suitable mandrels and tools.

Toward the end of the year, and too
many hundreds of dollars later, the gearbox
became ours. New bushes and new vertical
change shaft were made, while the drive
shaft and the change linkages could now
be made.

The puzzle to occupy some thought in
1997, was how to transfer the drive from
the clutch to the gearbox within a very
limited length. No original couplings were
available to copy. After discussing it with
various people I was given a couple of CV
joints to play with. Many drawings later,
adaptor flanges and flanges to take an
Austin 7 fabric universal joint were
machined, one CV coupling was cut up and
each part welded to a flange. Clutch cross
shaft and linkages could now be completed.
Lo and behold it fitted into the space and
\l,u")I'vprl ~lhp.it ll;ithAnt '.:It) {"\npr-:.ti"n~1

pair of spring hangers. Clevises and
running board brackers were then able to be
fabricated, and castings for the front spring
brackets, cross-shaft brackets and levers
made and machined.

Also in 1995 we managed a visit to
Australia, reported in an earlier issue of
Beaded Wheels, during which we visited
three AlIdays owners and commenced
negotiations for a gearbox from one. But
we relieved the four cylinder owner of his
unwanted two cylinder gear/brake lever
assembly. More shafts and linkages to
make.

A letter to the local paper trying to track
down what happened to an Alldays known
to have been in Palmerston North in the
1930s brought a surprise packet from Levin
in the mail. The brass hub cap, which had

once been used as an ashtray,
screwed onto the front hub. It
also happened to be identical
to one that Kerry Ryan had
collected for his Alldays
Midget. Without destroying
it, mine became a partern to
get two sets cast by the lost
wax process. A long running
brass male thread was mude
und cut into pieces to press
onto each cap. To avoid
making another size hub cap,
hub flanges off some
American car were modified
to replace the outer rear hub
flanges which took u much
smaller CUD. Vernon Jensen

spillage) via a twill motorcycle coil instead
of the absent original trembler coil.

After a fruitless search for a suitable
chassis frame to raid for the missing front
section, long time friend Bere Howard-Hill
suggested getting the rails bent to section in
a press brake. With his help the front curves
were made and a pair of his spare HAT
dumb irons were pressed into service. The
missing one and a half cross members were
similarly made and, with Bere's expertise,
were hot riveted into place.

Other likely looking parts were being
gathered all the while, but a visit to Roy
Benton in New Plymouth early in 1995
provided a bundle of much needed chassis
fittings to copy and, miraculously, a spare

Even {J two cylinder engine of 1500ec has (/ million parts. Only
the end plates of the crankcuse were present that duy.

Duncan Rutherford to view, photograph
and measure their various two cylinder,
IOhp Alldays, of which only one was
complete and driveable. We are indebted to
them for their help. There were very many
progressive mechanical changes from the
1905 to the 1910 model.

We later found another of the IOhp
models in New Plymouth, and by then we
had learned that the Alldays & Onions
Pneumatic Engineering Co. LLd, of
Birmingham, marketed their cars as
"Alldays Cars" so that term will be used
from now on. We also learned that, of the
several cars and other vehicles made by this
active company, the two cylinder IOhp
model was by far the most popular, many
examples of which came to New
Zealand; but that is perhaps the
basis of another story. Indeed over
the period of restoration I accumu
lated several albums of photos and
literature, both of historic and
current Alldays vehicles, and that's
not counting a huge correspon
dence file and an equally huge pile
of drawings, sketches, notes and
calculations.

In the meantime, before the
Methven Rally, I enrolled in an
engineering course at Manawatu
Polytech to learn how to use a
lathe, a very necessary skill with so
many round things missing. This
was to be the beginning of fOllr and
a half years happy association with
the very helpful tutors of that insti
tution. Work was started on the
front axle, new king pins made, hubs
modified to take modern bearings and seals
and an adjustable track rod made to replace
the bent fixed-length original.

GeOl'ge Lee had had two steering box
cases fabricated and one came with the col
lection. A raid of the Manawatu parts shed
yielded the internal' of a Ford A steering
box which, with some thought and custom
made bushes, were grafted into the empty
case.

The parts shed was also the source of a
Ford Ten distributor and a Ford T timer cap
which were suitably mated together to
make a look-alike of the Alldays timer
which, driven by the inlet camshaft,
projects from under the front chassis
member. Sparks are now provided by a 12
volt gel-type battery (no maintenance - no



Before the light ply could be wrapped
around the seat back the upholstery had to
be finished to the buttoning stage which
taught me some of the tricks of another
trade while helping my friendly uphol
sterer.

Mudguard brackets had been made pre
viously to fit the Bison-board patterns. It
was now time to translate the patterns into
panel steel. After some practice I developed
a technique to hand wiLe the edges which
required making some custom tools. Pat
turned the handle of Graham Masemann's
swaging machine for a few minutes and we
had some mudguards.

The rest was detail wOll and painting
which had been ongoing anyway. You
would be surprised how hard it is to find
some fittings in brass. For example T
section brass was simply not available to
trim the boot lid. After three years negotia
tion I finally coLlected an original dash
mounted petrol tank at the end of June.
Having established that it filled on the
dashboard as made, the body could now be
finished and a date set for a launching party

on the first of August.
All those who had had some input

by way of services, help, parts and
advice were invited. Speeches were
made and the health of Alice, as we
named her, and her crew was toasted
with a good Vintage Brut.

Among the guests was Peter Allday
of Paraparaumu. Peter is a grandson of
the maker of the car, although he never
had anything to do with the company.
His grandfather may not have recog
nised some of the parts used to
complete the vehicle but r am sure he
would have approved of the rationale
behind their use. He might have been
slightly bemused by the blue and
yellow colour scheme when he had
offered a choice of Alldays Red and
AlIdays Green. Having one red car
already and Duncan Rutherford's car
being green, a different colour scheme
was called for.

Without any hassle the AA in
Palmerston North gave Alice all the
neccessary V[NS, WOFS & REGS the
next week. She has now covered some
150 miles, including several circuits of

Manfeild giving rides at the Manawatu
Swap Meet, and is a pleasure to drive. The
Ford A steering is a treat, gear changing is
not a graunching business unless [ get it
quite wrong, the cone clutch is perfectly
smooth without a sign of shudder or slip
and the push-on lever operated, rear wheel
brakes do stop the car smoothly if slowly,
but thankfully have not been tried in an
emergency. The cardan shaft brake is best
left alone when the car is in motion so does
not get used at all. On advice from [van
Allan 1 had the cone clutch lined in a
synthetic material called Transilon, Novo
60 NA Green. Having once driven a 1920
Minerva with leather lined cone clutch and
observed the antics of similarly equipped
cars I would certainly endorse [van's
recommendation.

We don't expect to be quite as adven
turesome as Laurie Cocker but we do plan
h") mntor A11('p p_ytp.nl;.:lvplv

they contribute more than their fair share of
noise but new gears were beyond the
budget at that time. New cam follower
guides, rings, gaskets and various seals
completed the engine job which was finally
assembled in May 1998.

The valves were timed cOITectly, as we
thought, and an attempt was made to start
the engine. Various male guests at Pat's
birthday party valiantly swung on the
handle to no avail. After an adjustment next
morning it condescended to . tart and run
but not well. Suffering from a combined flu
and hang-over, [ pondered the timing
problem that night and realised that a 180
degree two cylinder crankshaft needs a 90
degree timer cam. When I did get it to run,
the garage was filled with white smoke in
two minutes flat. On a hint from Bob Clark
(King Dick motorcycle) a telephone call to
Australia confirmed it was a total loss oil
system; except for a splash in the bottom
there should be no oil in the sump. The
engine now starts easily and runs as
smoothly as one can expect a two cylinder
engine to run. But we are getting ahead.

The gearbox with original three speed and reverse internals
and replica linkages

Meanwhile work had proceeded on
other jobs. The radiator waS a puzzle.
Despite an Alldays badge it had non
standard inlet and outlet fittings and the
bottom tank was the wrong shape. New
fittings were made and sweated i.n and a
false bottom tank of the correct profile was
folded up and fitted over the other. The
original gill tubes were retained and we
decided not to replace the few rusty fins.
A cap was turned out of brass to match a
photograph,

When Lachlan Scoll was visiting one
weekend in February a rough mock-up
body was built out of some old ply,
cardboard and sticks of timber using some
predetermined dimensions, a catalogue
illustration, a few photos and a good bit of
"eye-ometry". A couple of days later a call
came to say he had bought the ply. So it
was off to his workshop to cut up and screw
together bits of wood over a happy few

After endless frustration trying to find
someone to make tapered leaf springs for
the front axle, [ visited John Courtenay
whiJe in Auckland to view his splendid Star
and he told me where his springs were
made. A visit next day solved that problem.

We came home from Tasmania in March
with the correct cardan shaft brake chum.
Back to the bin in town but eventually
Yamaha brakeshoes to fit the odd diameter
of 6 '/,." were found at the Rotorua Swap
Meet in July. Pivots and linkages could
now be completed.

We had an ALldays 4 cylinder hinged
bonnet (rescued out of a fence in home
town Sanson many years ago, we were told)
to use as a pattern for shapes, louvres and
how the brass trim was fitted. Over several
weeks many experts were consulted about
making louvres. No one seemed to have the
right profile dies and various options were
suggested. Finally [ had enough ideas and
incentive to set to and spend several hours
making a one-off male and female hinged
die set which would guillotine and form the
louvre in one operation in a hydrau]jc press.
After a minor adjustment of the
clearance 15 equally spaced, identical
louvres were formed in about 40
minutes. The panels were then incorpo
rated in the one piece bonnet which has
a louvred hatch on the carburettor side.
Brass flat was readily rolled around
brass rod but bending it and fitting it to
the edges of the bonnet was nearly a
disaster. Some remedial work by Roger
COl'lett to shrink the top panels saved
the day.

Later in the year the assembled
mock up, with Bison-board pattern
mudguards, made its second public
appearance at the Horowhenua Branch
Motor Show.

Having decided that the McLean
Act Rally was a possibility it was now
all go. Most of the major machining
was finished except for the engine
which was then stripped down. Having
had the broken aluminium gearbox
mounting lug successfully welded, we
expected the replacement of the broken
engine lug would be just as simple. But
that casting must have been at the end
of the pot line that day because, unlike
the other castings it was very open grained,
and consequently so full of oil it just would
not weld. Fortunately the second crankcase,
which had been patch welded sometime in
its life, was structurally sound and it was
brought into service. All the bearings were
bronze but the big ends were white
metalled and the shaft ground to match.
Because the second crankcase had been
distorted by welding, the end faces had to
be remachined which required the new
bronze main bearings to be bored and
metalled to attain a new alignment.

The previous all brass water pump was
rebuilt using a stainless steel shaft and
impellor and plastic sliding vanes. The
camshaft bearings showed so little wear it
was not worth replacing them but they were
adapted to take some seals. The original
valves lapped in with very little effort. The
bronze timing gears in one engine were
w()rn hpv()nn II~P hilt npw hll~hp~ wprp



By George Calder Photos Euan Cameron and David Banks

he appropriately named Mid
Winter Speed Event was held on a
bitterly cold day in early July at
Ruapuna Park on the outskirts of

Christchurch. This did not deter the entry of
64 competitors from as far away as
Auckland and Mosgiel. The two competi
tors from these places, David Garrett in a
Riley, and Austen Banks in a Morgan, both
drove their open cars in pouring rain
without any weather equipment to the
event. This was a good show of true VCC
grit! Twenty-one mopeds, who were our
guests, also turned up for a slice of the
action. VCC speed events are one of the
few club events that are controlled by strict
regulations which are basically in the
interests of safety. To run a speed event
much has to be organised and attended to.
Vehicle eligibility and safety checks,
indemnity and auditing forms, driver
briefings 'plus ambulance, fire crew and tow

the real heroes of the day, for without them,
the event wouldn't happen. Luckily, with
the combined organisation of the
Canterbury and Banks Peninsula Branches
we don't have any trouble filling these
positions, such is the enthusiasm for the
event.

The main events for the day are the
Trophy races for the various VCC age cat
egories, plus Motorcycles, Mopeds and the
Ladies race. The motorcycle racing at our
event is run independently by the CAMS
(Classic Action Motor Cycle Racing Club).
This group fits in well with the VCC as
their vehicle age cutoff date is similar to
ours. The motorcycles get the show
underway with a 6 lap race which included
interesting machines such as Manx Norton,
Bultaco, Aeromacchi, Jawa to name a few.
The race was won by Alan Bland riding a
1962 Triton 750cc. I understand that a
Triton is a Triumph twin engine in a Norton

of course the famous one designed by the
Irishman Rex McCandless who did consul
tancy work for Nortons in their 1950s
heyday, but this, of course, is another story.

Our next race was the eagerly awaited
Moped race. By this stage a large crowd
had turned out to watch and no one was dis
appointed. There were the serious punters
with their flash models which had the
luxury of a gearbox and clutch. Then there
were the one speed, tyre rubbing variety,
and another alternative, the winged wheel,
where thc engine is inside the back wheel
hub. After much-a-do on the grid, the race
was underway. Starting techniques varied
depending on the combined ability of
machine and rider. Very soon Bob Leask,
riding a Phillips, cleared out leaving
duelling Cucciollos in his wake. Down the
field, races within the race were going on
and others had come to entertain, waving at
the crowd, pedalling backwards to show
..L_a. .. 1 . __ • ... _.~11_. .1 ... :_._



delight of the spectators. It was all such a
lot of fun that I believe we will be begging
them to come back again next year! For the
prewar cars the Vintage Hamilton and PV
Ransley Trophies are competed for in a
combined race. Gavin Bain in his 1927
Bugatti type 35B with its 2298cc super
charged straight 8 engine lead the field
followed by David Garrett in his 1936
Riley Special, which is very period, having
4 Amal carburettors, ie one for each
cylinder. He does his own tuning - weekly!

Gordon Routledge was third in his 1929
Austin 7 Special. Other cars going well
were President Frank Renwick in his 3L
Bentley and Nick Harrison in the Chev 4
Tourer. Arthur Ainsworth was exercising
his 1922 501s FIAT, a car that in its own
right is an historic racing car here in NZ,
having competed at the Muriwai Beach
races in 1924. Arthur, with a number of
other flAT owners were celebrating 1()()... .

line-up of models, cars that is, and most of
them were painted red! The handicap
trophies were won by Dave Richardson,
1923 Austin 12/4 and Trevor Timms, 1932
Singer Nine.

In the Ro)'croft Trophy for racing cars,
Gavin Bain won in the Jaguar D type with
Avon Hyde in the Sunbeam Special 2nd.
Others in this group included Warner
Mauger in the Stanton Special, Allan Wills
from Oamaru in the supercharged Ransley
Riley and Norm Sisson in the A50 special.
The compulsory pit stop looked very
authentic and particularly when two of the
cars did it all in unison.

The Postwar Sports and Saloon class
was the largest grid of the day with 20 cars.
There were three lots of three Jowett
Jupiters, MGAs and Cortinas. Two E type
Jaguars, Healey Sprite, Morgan, Escort,
Anglia and FIAT. There was ample scope
for ~~ny indiv~du~l d~ces t? ~e~elop. In ~~e

front Les Gourdie followed by Barry Enuns
in the rare Mead bodied Jupiter, then Syd
Bradford. Just to be a nuisance, Michael
Williams in the Big 15 Citroen was mixed
up in middle of them. In the Post 60v group
Graeme Hamilton in a Triumph TR6 led
Peter MacFarlane's E type with the MG C
GT of Merv Patterson 3rd.

The final Trophy race was for the ladies.
Annabelle Newell led in the D type Jaguar
closely followed by Raewyn Kensington
driving very neatly in a 1600E Cortina.
Barbara Palmer and Sally Garrett both
drove 1936 Riley Specials with Jan Sisson
in the A50 single seater. Amanda Rinaldo
drove the immaculate 1948 V 12 Ferrari.
This unique car has the manufacturers
serial number 007.

This concluded what may well be our
last mid winter speed event, as the organ
ising committee is considering moving the
event to a warmer time of the year. And so
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A
fter reading "100 Years On - The
Argyll Motor Co." in Beaded
Wheels 240 members might be
interested in some further infor-

mation about the cars. In the Proceedings
of the Institution of Automobile Engineers
of 1925, is a record of a series of lectures on
"Sleeve Valve Engine Development" given
by W. Ferrier Brown. It seems that this
gentleman worked for Argylls before their
winding up in 1916 and he describes both
single and double sleeve valve engines
available in 1925.

The single sleeve valve engine, instead
of a camshaft, had a shaft driven at engine
speed by a silent chain. Fixed to this shaft
and opposite each cylinder were "semi
worm" gears which meshed with gears at
right angles and with a 2 to I reduction in
speed. The second set of gears each
contained a horizontal sliding pin which
articulated with a vertical pin in the Jugs on
each sleeve. Thus a type of universal joint
was formed which caused the sleeve to
move continually with a circular motion.
Ports near the top of the sleeve alternately
communicated with inlet and exhaust
manifolds, but during compression and
ignition the sleeve ports were closed and
out of the way, being cooled by water in the
block and the heads.

The cylinder heads were like inverted
pistons with a spark plug in the centre and
the cooling of the sleeve valve was
regarded as a considerable advantage at a
time when ordinary poppet valves needed
frequent grinding-in. The sleeve-gear shaft
also operated an oil pump which fed
troughs under each crank-throw, the main

RA Stevenson

bearings and an oil-bath around the sleeve
gears.

The first sleeve valve models in 1909-11
were a 25/50hp (101.6 x 130mm, 4.2 litre)
and a 15/30hp (80 x 130mm, 2.6 litre). The
latter was improved by increasing the com
pression ratio from 4.6 to 5.22 to I and a
change of piston from cast-iron to steel.
Brake-horse power per litre rose from 12 to
16. One of these models was specially
developed with improved breathing and a
reduction in reciprocating weight. Now
giving 21bhp per litre at 2800 rpm this was
the car that broke the Brooklancls records
during a 14 hour continuous run.

A 17.3hp car was specially developed
for racing by increasing the bore of a 15 hp
engine to 83.5mm. With full-pressure lubri
cation and a compre,5sion ratio of 5.6 to J,
the bhp at 3,300rpm was 75, or 26bhp per
litre. Quite a creditable performance for the
time, but financial difficulties were
looming.

The aero engine developed during 1913
14 was of 6 cylinders l25mm x 1.75mm,
(12.8 litres) and was water-cooled.
Construction was quite expensive with a
nine-bearing crankshaft (the extra bearings
supported a skewgear thnt drove the
magneto and water pump). There was an
aluminium crankcase and separate
cylinders and heads were machined from
steel. At 5.41b per horsepower the engine

was rather heavy but would have been a
reliable unit for airships. However it was
not to be and the finn closed just when it
could have made a contribution to WWI.

After the war an Argyll car was
produced in less expensive premises, and
the single sleeve valve principle was
continued. The engine was a smaller l2hp
(70 x 103mm) with a two-bearing crank
shaft rather like that of the Austin Seven,
but there was a balance weight between
cylinders two and three. Although the
engine was a monobloc, the cylinder heads
still had to be separate to make sure they
fitted accurately into the sleeves. The
sleeves themselves were now operated by
more sophisticated ball-joints. Multiple
water outlets looked old-fashioned so
"concealed heads" were adopted. A kind of
water manifold with one outlet covered the
top of the engine but neecled watertight
joints to the block ancl seals around the
wells that housed the spark plugs. The
cylinder head nuts had to be under water
and so must have become quite corroded
after several years immersion. Single
sleeve valves were used by the Vauxhall
25170 and Pickard-Pictet cars, also the Barr
and Stroud motorcycle ancl a Kelvin marine
engine. I believe there was also a Suc
cessful aero-engine on the same principles
just before the advent of jet-engines.

• Motor<}'c1e Respoking

COMING SOON: Splined hubs and alloy rims

New wheel sales

NZ Agent for stainless steel Folished spokes

Rebuilding_& Respoking of all Wire .'Nheels

NEW! Well-based rolled ~dge rims

Ph/Fax 03 384 4484 anytime
Cell 025 352 373
Ai III/irvh::un c;trl3i3t. ChrifOfchurch



P.O. Box 15-114 Christchurch pearsons@xtra.co.nz
MOST CREDIT CARS HAPPILY ACCEPTED

Supplier of Model 'A' Ford parts for the day to day restorer,
professional restoration companies and engine reconditioners.

Large quantities of parts constantly being imported together with
many parts being manufactured by New Zealand craftsmen.

• Supplier of original and non-original upholstery fabrics, either by the metre, or
sewn ready to install. Loan, sample cards available if required.

• Shock absorber restoration services, exchange or off the shelf.
• Body panel importation service. Good quality at reasonable prices.
• RESTORATION SERVICE OF VEHICLES OR PARTS.
• Catalogue at $3.50. Monthly special sheets emailed, faxed or posted free.

Phone (03) 388-1316 fax (03) 388-1312 Mobile. 02113~-82~. 6 days, + AIH

New Zealand's foremost historic
moloring magazine. Published six times
a year Beaded Wheels features Vintage
and Veteran Rallies within New Zealand
and around the world. There are
regularly stories on car restorations,
historical events, vehicles and road lests.
Our marketplace column provides a
wealth of information for those searching
for an historic vehicle or the vital parts to
complete or maintain your own projecl.
If you want to be informed on Vinlage
and Veteran motoring Beaded Wheels is
your vital source of informalion.
Look for subsuiplion form on page ISof Ihis issue.

Kingpin sets Engine Gaskets Gearbox gears
Suspension Pts. Steering Joints Crownwheel & Pinions
Spark Plugs Electrical fittings Wiper motors (Vac)
Engine bearings Shock absorbers \Vheel cylinders & kits
Master cylinders & kits Shackles (pins & bushes) Ring gears & pinions
Rear Axles Water pumps & kits Clutch plates
Clutch covers Carburettors Fuel pumps & kits
Brake & clutch cables Pistons Steering box pts
Valves, springs, guides Speedo cables Ignition parts
Timing gears & chains Lenses Engine Mounts

MECHANICAL RESTORATIONS &: VINTAGE SPARES (1980)
P.O. Box 15 • Fordell • Phone/Fax (06) 342-7713

CAST IRON
WELDING
Powder Spray Process,

Cylinder Heads, Manifolds,
Cooling Fins, Castings,
Mechanical Repairs &

Rebuilds
THOMAS ROWE

MOTORING ENGINEER Ltd
No. 6 KO.

Palmerston North
Phone (06) 324-8707

Hameo
Industries

!\~otorcycle & Cor Wire
Wheel Repairs & Restorations

We Specialise In

• Custom Made Spokes • Speedway Wheels
Rim and Fl-ame Lining • Wheel Budding & Truing

• Complete Wheel Restoration

Vintage - Classic - Modern
Craig & Debbie Hambling
Phone (06) 3SS ·923S
Day or Night - Palmerston North

PISTONS &
VALVES

PLUS OTHER

VINTAGE & CLASSIC
ENGINE PARTS

GEORGE CALDER LIMITED
307 HOON HAY ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH
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1951 Morgan
Plus 4, four seater
bJ Scott Thomson Photos Allen Freeman, Scott Thomson

"We Drive the Winner!"

Top: The only flat radiator four seater to come
to New Zealand.
Above: Winner! Ohakea, 1953. Alien in dark
shirt. fellow Monwn owner Graham Cowie in

S
uch flamboyant headlines never
sully the page of Beaded Wheels,

,beloved though they may be for
the bar stories of more arriviste

motor mags and yuppie journos.
As I lift the door latch and slip in behind

the louvered green bonnet, however, the
feeling is just that. I am stepping in straight
from an upstairs Dunedin workshop. The
news has just come through by pony
express and packet boat from the North
Island, and the big race at Ohakea has been
won by a Morgan. Forty-six years on, here
beside me in the car is the man himself,
Alien Freeman. Together car and driver
were the only combination to beat
Roycroft's Glen Murray Express in a major
race through that invincible 1953 season.

handicap races were respectable then. Right
on to the end of the 'thirties British motor
sport survived on handicaps. Even in 1953
the Tourist Trophy and British Empire
Trophy were still decided that way, and for
many years to come the French, bless them,
were to insist that the Index of PeIformance
at Le Mans was of equal importance with the
Grand Prix d'Endurance. It certainly carried
equal money. In New Zealand that year both
Mairehau and Ohakea sent them off in ones
and twos. Only Wigram and Dunedin
offered the spectacle of a massed stan.

With all the wisdom of fifteen years I
had not thought much of Morgans. Surely
those were the high summer years of the
British performance sports car. Jaguar and
Allard, Aston Martin and Healey Frazer



the small stuff, MO, HRO, and those
exciting new Jowett Jupiters. A 2 litre
Morgan that road tested out in the mid
1980s was small stuff when a stripped and
blown MO TC would crack the ton.

I was, however, aware the owners of
very respectable Vintage sporting cars
shuffled their feet and looked elsewhere at
the mention of Morgan. Mirror memories
of big air cooled V twins coming up behind
apparently still rode on their shoulders!
Beaded Wheels readers being expected to
keep up with their history homework, that's
all the marque background I'm giving you
this time around.

On his own admission, Mr AT Freeman
did not have any significantly greater interest
in Morgans when he wandered into Nelson
Car Sales in March 1952. Alien Freeman
was however deeply interested in going
places in motor sport. His extensive archives
show an MO TC he had made go faster than
most and episodes with the V8 powered
Thompson Special had been instructive,
some hilarious and some heroic.

As a sales representative with a great
deal of business mileage to do , the sight of
Morgan Plus 4 chassis P2290 was enough.
Not only a road going sports car, it was an
example of some ten per cent of Morgan
production which were at that date
(marginal) four seaters. Dated by the
factory at 31 December, 195 I, the New
Year Special became Alien's very own on
18 March, the only flat radiator 4 seater to
come to this country.

Freeman and the red Morgan wasted no
time. Scarcely run in, it made ninth FrO in
the Saddle Road Hill Climb at Palmerston
North on 29 March and less than a month
later was nineteenth (in a field of 68) in the
Sundstrum Rally organ.ised by the Otago
AA. The following day saw action at a
grass track meeting at Hampden where it
placed in several races.

Rallies, usually called trials in those
days, and hill climbs were the substance of
a very busy 1952 season. May was
specially busy and successful with second
in the 150 mile Day Trial in the Wairarapa
and a win in a similar event at Wanganui a
week later.

Efforts further afield were more fraught.
During the two day Hepolite Trial in. JUly,
the car hit a bank, a tie-rod bending and the
light gauge Morgan chassis giving ground
until it was collapsed back against the
engine. During the NZ Championship Rally
in the Manawatu, the vital navigator took
ill, the Morgan being awarded an all time
low of sixty-first.

Better things were already happening on
the hills, fastest time being made on
Flagstaff Road, Trentham, Saddle Road,
Palmerston North and twice on Oame Farm
Road near Paraparaumu.
Road Race

The 1953 year opened with a convincing
tune-up day in the Wairarapa, a standing
quarter mile being covered in 19.55
seconds with the flyer at 83.5 mph.

The 2112 mile Mairehau circuit just out of
C'hrisrchllrch WHS rhp srpnp ()f Npw

perhaps most ambitious race to date. The
distance was 150 miles, the true road venue,
narrow with dusty edges, some grass run
off, but equally, some very nasty ditches.

Preparation was basic and sensible. One
jet size larger in the single Solex carb,
remove surplus weight (though mudguards
were retained) and give the engine Castrol
R and an oil cooler. This last in particular
paid off, Alien's being the only hot Morgan
in the country not to run into bearing
trouble after longer race distances.

Alien turned on a gritty and polished
drive in an event where reliability was
likely to be rewarded. Starting fourth, he
failed only to catch Max Winterbourn's MO
which had got away five minutes before
him, the pair being caught by Roycroft's
Alfa - the ultimate winner - who had
watched the smaller cars circulating for
almost half an hour before being allowed to
join the race.

It was a good day for MOl'gans, as Keith
Roper, who managed Nelson Car Sales and
had sold the car to Freeman, won the sports
car handicap in his much more highly tuned
twin carb two seater.

A subsequent sort-out was arranged, the
Roper car indeed proving faster. In the
process Freeman ran into a dip, unseen and
full of water. Captain Morgan remained on
course, but water poured in from all sorts of
places - Alien remembers them as jacking
points among others - to dampen his
business attire. Damp perhaps, but not
despondent, for on a sheer speed basis his
car had finished the 150 mile race only 18
seconds behind the Bruce Hay/Sybil Lupp
Jaguar and well ahead of another XK 120.
Ohakea

Ohakea was even better.
Over 50 miles, Alien was able to hold off

the ALfa to win, initial results crediting
Roper's car with second place, although it
was later excluded. All these years later,
Alien Freeman recalls it as beating the hand
icapper - with a quiet smile.

Further racing now called, ftrst with a
Cooper 500 and later a Lago Talbot, and for
many years, Freeman and Morgan went their
separate ways. JM Kenlledy bought it, and
still later Pat Fitzgerald rebuilt it after an
accident by a subsequent owner. Pat made it
go, making FTD at Judgeford and
Moonshine Hill Climbs in 1958 and 1959
respect.ively.

According to Alien Freeman's research it
was then sold to Eric Olivercrona and listed
as a competitor at Ohakea in 1960 before
dropping out of sight until located in
Rangiora by Don Fletcher who brought it
back to Wellington in a dilapidated state and
rebuilt it. About 1980 it was purchased by
Lloyd Olesson of New Plymouth in poor
condition and sold on to Jack Osborn who
got it back on the road after a gap of six or
seven years. At last it was back on track,
running in a number of Egmont Sports Car
Club events and an inter-marque relay race
at Pukekohe.
Home Again.

When I met the Morgan in a corner of
A Ilpn' ~ PMHPP it I()()k'prl rpmHrk'Hhlv nlp.~,prl

Proud owner: AI/en Freeman.

The gear lever is to hand. the hand bmke just
visible below the hig duster gauge at left. Note
the separate wiper //1.OlOr on screen. The
additional overdrive switch is hidden at extreme
right by the steering wheel, next to the rev
coulller.

The original single Solex /lsed through the car's
racing dnys is replaced by twin SUs.
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PISTON RINGS
WE CAN MAKE CUSTOM RINGS FOR MOST

CARS, TRUCKS & MOTOR MOWERS

like a terrier that comes with its lead in its
mouth, wanting to be taken out for a run.

The engine started first touch, a "new"
engine, bought as a spare and fitted because
it has a perfectly good crankshaft while the
original is much ground and worn. ALIen has
done some porting, fitted a TR 5 cam and
given it the twin SUs it never had in his
racing days. The compression is up to around
8: I, he thinks. The power is up from the 68
bhp of the glory days to maybe 80, and he
uses 91 grade fuel.

Alien goes down his narrow dri veway
with the dash of long experience and out
onto SHl. Sentiment and suitability met in
Alien's repurchase of P2290. In his words,
his previous VCC eligible car, a Chrysler,
was a "moblle road block" on one of the
country's busiest highways whenever he
wanted to go to a weekend event. With the
Morgan it's no problem. Not only is it quick
for its age (timed recently at 90mph with a
standing '/4 in under 19 seconds,) but AlIen
has fitted an overdrive giving 70mph
cruising at 2,000 rpm. Obviously 75/80
would be easy and comfortable.

The Plus 4 carried on the Vintage
tradition of stiff springs and let-the-chassis
do-the road holding. The car now has a
thicker gauge and six inch longer frame.
Alien says he doesn't detect much difference,
but it is certainly stronger. Memories of that
Hepolite Trail' To me the car feels all of one
piece, but there is an element of chassis at
work. Alien is making continual little con'ec
tions to the steering wheel as the firnl but not
rough sporting suspension takes care of tbe
SH I bumps. The steering box is one area of
restoration stiLI to be brought up to standard,
I gather. The traditional Morgan suspension
is not detlected by bumps when cornering,
telescopic shockers up front were later
standard all round, but that is not an option
on the four seater models and Oirling
hydraulics remain at the rear.

Tyres are pretty much what Alien can get,
Dunlops at the moment with a new pair fitted
for the Manawatu VCC Pomeroy Shield, a
guest's sickness unfortunately forcing a
DNS.

Driving the "winner" I first have to locate
the handbrake. It is well forward under the
scuttle, British "trials" tly off type, as on

early MOs and a long left hand reach for me.
The Moss gearbox, also used in Jaguars,

gives a longer than expected throw, reverse
being well out of the way. Leg room and
steering are good for me, although I am used
to the more cramped bent arm position of our
Riley.

I found steering loads at parking speeds
heavier than I expected and this continued at
moderate speeds. There is plenty of
feedback; I can see why these cars were so
good on gravel or seal.

Engine response is meaty; strong and
tlexible in top, third being equally useful for
overtaking or stooging, while second is a
passionate ratio for steeper hill work. The
gearbox, by the way, is separate from the
clutch housing, but I did not detect any input
shaft imbalance, sometimes noticeable in
such layouts with age.

The whole drive line gives the impression
of being very strong, more than up to the job.
The rear axle is also a bought out unit,
common to several high performance cars
including the 2.4 litre Jaguar. During
ongoing restoration, Alien needed some
newer spider gears. Even used ones seemed
to have vanished from the world, but on a
visit to his brothers in Perth, a chance call to

OPEN SATURDAY
MORNING - 8.30-12.30

CUSTOM BUILT PISTON RINGS

the local Jaguar agent turned up two new
sets! Morgan, by the way, still hold quite a
lot of Plus 4 parts.

In its day, the Plus 4 was fantastic per
formance-for-money value. It's hard to see
why anyone would find the £550 British list
price for an MO TF when another fifteen
quid would buy a Morgan. At 86 bhp/ton
against a stlUggling 62.6 (for a TD) it was
no contest. The Jaguar XK 120 listed at
well over a thousand with a crushing
advantage of 130 bhp/ton: until you got to
Mairehau or onto gravel.

It looks like there just weren't enough
Morgans to go around.

Morgan's little njche market was about to
be eroded. Standard were going into produc
tion with their own Triumph TR2 and the
supply of engines to Morgan didn't look at
all secure. And Donald Healey was moving
down market with the big Austin Four.
Wasn't Healey the clever one, getting in with
BMC and ensuring quantity production?

1 wonder?
Almost every British sports car name

that thrilled me in my teen years is gone.
And you can still buy a new Morgan. •

FIVE DA Y DELIVERY
PROMPT SERWCE ASSURED

20% DISCOUNT
ON MENTIONING THIS AD

For N.Z.'s largest range of piston
rings contact:

JOHNSON'S PISTON RINGS LTD.
PH: (09) 579·7219 I 579·8788

918 Gt South Road, Penrose,
Auckland

P.O. Box 12-230, Penrose.

BRITISH BIKE PARTSl
~ -"SA ~

* NEW ZEALAND'S LARGEST STOCKIST
* FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE - VISA AND BANKCARD
* PRICE LISTS FOR PRE-UNIT RSA AND TRIUMPH MODELS
* ALSO SOME POST-WAR AMC SPARES

AMAL Lucas
BRITISH MOTORCYCLES & SPARES LTD.



the motorcycle and had converted the
machine to racing gears.

On one occasion Charlie and Alf
Hayward (from Import) went for a ride to
Owaka. The Owaka Road in the 1930s was
a twisty, gravel road, crossing the Catlins
railway line about seven times. Just before
Tunnel Hill the motor cycle and side car
left the road on a left hand bend and went
down a steep slope into the bog below.
Charlie was thrown clear but no sign of Alf,
however after a minute Alf appeared
peering over the side of the side car. Mind
you the brakes Were no good says Charlie.
Never mind, they picked up the bike and
side car, hopped in, kicked her over, and in
low gear crawled up the slope back onto the
road and were off to Owaka. The Indian
was sold to Gordon Mosley, he stripped it
down and there it lay on the riverbank,
never to go again.

The next machine, before Charlie and
Joyce bought their Fm;t car (a dark red and
black Austin) was a two stroke Francis
Bamett which Charlie rode to the Kaitangata
Coal Mine while working there in 1943
1945.

Up until the 1920s everyone walked or
had a horse and buggy. CharJie recalls a
funeral at Stirling in 1917 for the well
known citizen A E Farquhar, when a great
crowd of people attended, mostly on fool.
They walked behind the hearse to the
cemetery, except for the odd horse and trap,
and William Lovie's hearse was the only
motorised appliance.

Around 1930, Charlie remembers
applying to Billy Woods, the local
inspector, for his license. "Can you drive?"
"Yes" says Charlie. "Okay." License issued
on the spot. Charlie at nearly 90 years of

QSM JP

by Bill Cross

ecollections of early
toring in South

Otago as complied
from Bill Cross'

Charles George
Richardson

The roads were all metal and gravel and
generally in a bad state of repair. A portion
of the road from Mount Cooee (named
because the early pioneers would stand on
this hill and cooee for a boat to come to row
them across the Molyneux, now the Clutha
River) to the railway bridge was just thick
mud. Although there were a few motorcy
clists around at this time, only one, Dave
Miller, motorcycled to Balclutha, twisting
and turning through (he mud'

Up until 1914, there was no more than
about three cars in Stirling, Jack Donaldson
owning a gleaming machine with a brass
gear lever outside. A car at £ 156 was far
too much money for the average family
to afford.

It was not until after World War II that
the motor car in South Otago, became a
family acquisition. Charlie's first ride in a
car at Stirling in 1917, was in Bill Ford's
Model T, from the Stirling Railway Station
to the Stirling Hill, not far but what a thrill.

In the 1920s Charlie could borrow his
brother Ted's Model T, and on one
excursion to Lovells Flat to a dance, the
road was so rough and full of great pot
holes that several springs were broken all
the T. This meant a trip to the local scrap
heap to find some replacements to effect
repairs. On another outing to a lodge
meeting at Harepa, Charlie was allowed the
T, and on the way home had four or five
punctures. Knowing Ted would need the
car to go to work at the Finegand Freezing
Works the next day, Charlie spent the night
after the lodge meeting fixing punctures.
The job was just completed when the
neighbours alarm clock went off at 6am.

Charlie's first motorised transport was a
7/9hp Indian motorcycle with a side car,
purchased for £5 second hand from Sandy
Kennedy. This motorcycle was originally

Above: Clwrlie and Bill Campbell ready for a
spill on the pre-1920 Harley-Davidson.
Right: Trusty Indian and sidecar, Les Crews,
Mr and Mrs Crews, Alf Hayward and "Rock"
at Owaka, early 1930s.

C
harlie was born on 2 December
1909 - served South Otago Scouts
for 50 years - Disllict Coroner for
16 years - Foundation member

South Otago Historical Society - Paul Harris
Fellow - Mervin Jones Fellow and author of
several South Otago Historical publications.

Charlie Richardson started work at
Guest and Sons, General Merchants of
Balclutha 10 January 1924. At this time
Guest and Sons did not have a motor lorry
but was still delivering groceries and mer
chandise around South Otago by horse and
cart. The firm had two horses Dick and
Nugget. The stables were behind the store.

William Guest (the founder ) had a
Chevrolet Tourer and would pick up the 40
pound rounds of cheese from the Paretai or
Stirling Dairy factories in the car, or
otherwise use the Chev to visit the family
holiday cottage at Kaka Point.

One day in 1924, Jim Guest (a son of
William, there were three sons, Jim, Jack
and George) came into the stare and
announced that sitting out on Clyde Street at
Balclutha were a number of cars worth in
value between £800-£1 ,000 collectively.
Charlie wonders what their reaction would
be if they came back today. Two years later
in 1926 and Charlie had joined the staff at
Import Stores Ltd, the opposition depart-·
ment store further along Clyde Sll'eet at
Balclutha. Charlie recalls that Import had
nine horses in service, and a light flat deck
Model A tlUck, and a 3'1, ton larger tlUck
used for country deliveries. Import had the
agency for Milburn Cement and delivering
cement for the new Balclutha Bowstring
Arch Bridge (opened April 1935), was a job
that required attention as soon as the call
came from the bridge builders. Carting
cement packed in jure bags weighing 124.'1,
lbs with 18 bags to the ton was a heavy task.

While on the subject of Import Stores it is
worth noting that before World War I, a
parcel of land owned by Import adjacent to
its store was occupied by Archie McEwan
the blacksmith. About this time the motor
car had arrived and David S MacKenzie (son
of one of the founders, Sir Thomas
MacKenzie) along with Peter McSkimming
took over the smithy and in 1920 leased it to
Todd Brothers, then next to Bunten and
Landels and then for a good number of years
to John H Stevenson who held the local Ford
franchi e.

Charlie Richardson lived at Stirling some
three or four miles from Balclutha, and along
with about 15 others in the I920s cycled the
di tance to Balclutha to work. Some of these
folk cycled from the other side of lnchclutha
or "the Island" as it was sometimes called.
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MARKETPLACE
PISTONS for Vintage and Classic engines.
Most models available in standard or
oversizes. Also pistons can be made to
special dimensions. Contact George Calder,
307 Hoon Hay Road, Christchurch. Phone
(03) 338-5372. Fax (03) 338-5482.
Member.

Fax 04 5861501 MB 021433878
-'nCCllC"Jlinq'

CLASSICS DATABASE: We'll locale what you want & place
what you have!

CLASSICS CASTING tist you, unique I'ehicle for
TV, film, Adl' free!

CLASSICS VALUATlONS Is your Inl'estment Insured
correell)' & for it's fulll'alue!
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McGUINNESS'
C LASSICS I(~~~j~

BOUTIQUE SHOWROOM &WShCP

46 Vicloria SI. Alicelown, L.Ilull, \XIGTN

BSA 1938 FRONT WHEEL DRIVE two
seater sports, part rebuild, plus parts of 1931
front wheel drive tourer. Need the space, must
sell, $900 ono. Phone (09) 445-8117.

Ernad: ~1(·c;uinl1ess-Classics-lnc@xll'(I.(O.rll

ENGINES AVAILABLE - EARLY 20s
Hudson 6 crankcase complete, 1934 OR
Dodge complete, Ariel Arrow/Leader bottom
end with barrels and gearbox, Chev 4 short
block, Hillman 10 motor and gearbox, Twin
Head Pontiac incomplete. Standard 14 motor
and gearbox, Studebaker No. 123096 incom
plete. Send SAE for prompt reply to Gisborne
VCC spares, PO Box 307 Gisborne, or phone
Doug (06) 867-1592 or Terry (06) 868-4480.

BOOKS - QUALITY SECOND HAND
motoring books and magazines for cars and
motorcycles. Inclndes biographies,
yearbooks, technical books and more. For a
complete list write to High Speed Books, 6
Seddon Road, RD I, Hamilton or fax 824
3504 or email -hsb@wave.co.nz

1965 VANDEN PLAS PRINCESS 1100
Excellent condition, genuine 76,033 miles.
Saxton: motor rebuild 67.394 miles owned
since 1984 now surplus to requirements.
$5,500. Phone Oakley (03) 474-0397.

PI, 04 586 1500

1925 HARLEY DAVIDSON & SIDECAR
(colonial body on commercial chassis). In
running order but not registered. Interesting
history. Recent repaint. $14,000. 1950 BSA
Gold Star 500 older restoration. Reg on hold
$8,900. Genuine enquiries phone (06) 843
6717.

1960 AJS MODEL 31650 TWIN motorcycle.
1395 miles since total rebuild. Has nodular
crank with period fairing and bars. Looks
great. Good for 2000 rally. $5,500 ono. Phone
Neville (04) 938-1127.

3 Issues
(per issue)

$297.00
$154.00
$98.00
$55.00

Casual

$363.00
$198.00
$121.00
$65.00

PUCH SCOOTER SRA, 1501125 complete
not running. Swap for Japanese step t.hrough

IS YOUR DISTRIBUTOR WORN??
We can repair and recalibrate distributors.
Work includes rebushing, building up shafts,
fitting sealed ball races. VACUUM
ADVANCE UNITS OVERHAULED, all
types. High quality finish, prompt service. All
work fully guaranteed. Enquiries to Quality
Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall St, Christcllllrch 8004.
PhlFax Barry Emms (03) 342-5677. Mem.

1929 CHEVROLET SEDAN, woodwork
completed, rust removed, panel beating 90%
finished, engine, dri ve train, brakes etc profes
sionally restored (receipts). Four new tyres,
new 61' battery. Pile of good spares, can be
driven. $4,850 ono. Phone (07) 827-5833.

1946 CHEV FLEETMASTER SEDAN.
Restoration project. Some work already done.
Lots of spares including a rolling body.
Offers. 1963 EJ Holden Special 149 motor
fitted. Done 3,000 miles since motor and
gearbox reconditioned. Very nice, reliable
motor car. Genuine reason for selling. $3,300
phone (03) 338-7082.
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FOR SALE

1949 CHEVROLET SEDAN. Unfinished
restoration, excellent body, 99% complete.
$3,000 or trade post-war BSA. Phone (06)

1929 DA DODGE 6 SEDAN. 25,000 miles
since full restoration in 1989. Painted maroon
& black, 6 wire wheels and white wall tyres.
Present owner 19 years. Genuine reason for
selling. $25,000 ono including spares. Phone
Morrie (09) 624-1438.

MOTOR HORNS VARIOUS TYPES.
Klaxon, Sparton, EA, North-East, Model A
Horns repaired and rebuilt to 6 or 12 volts.
Generators, starters, distributors Model A
generators to 12 volts. Rewires - vintage cable
or PVC cable, flashing wiring in loom.
Windscreen frame 1930 open Ford. Also
shock absorbers. Phone Brian Hickey (03)
354-0 I03, Christchurch.

SUNBEAM AND CHEV COMPLETE front
wheel assemblies 1920-30. Both off old
trailers. Sunbeam 20" steel artillery wheels
and tyres. Chev 20" Disc wheels and tyres
springs axle etc. Model A chassis. Phone
Willis at (06) 372-4890, Masterton.



1936 PLYMOUTH DELUXE COUPE
Complete body off restoration. Rebuilt mechanicals,
leather interior, dual sidemounts, Du pont paint, 12v I

electrics. A lovely eye catching coupe priced well
below cost at $25,000. Phone (06) 844-8860

i evenings.

1951 S7 SUNBEAM FOR RELUCTANT SALE
Splendid order, imported 1960ish, then deceased
estate, little use since, but rebored approx 2,000 mls
ago. Carry box & rally instructions reader, new ban.,
tyres; some spares, special tools, reg & WOF. $6,900.
lan (03) 477-5349. Email ipairman@earthlight.co.nz

BUICK 1939 SERIES 40 SEDAN
All the work done, fuJl body off. Family owned
since 1955. $18,000. Phone (03) 688-6783 or
(025) 220-4412. Timaru.

1930 MODEL A PHAETON
In good overall condition. Would like to keep it
but health forces reluctant sale. $14,000 ono.
Phone (03) 684-3060. Mem

MODEL T FORD 1926 4 DOOR TOURING.
Unrestored, complete, original, in sound condition.
Spares, inc 2 x engine/transmission, Ruckstel axle,
new cwp 3: I, alu pistons, alu he cyl head, adjustable
tappets. 25 years of MTFCA mags + Model T
books. $7,500. Phone (09) 838-6048, Auckland.

1929 DA DODGE
In excellent condition. Comfortable and reliable
rally or touring car. 19,000 miles since ground up
restoration. Reg & WOF. Asking price $17,000.
Phone Roy Brown (07) 873-8034. Mem.

MORRIS OXFORD 1920 I
A very rare model 40 years in present ownership.
Recent rebuild using original components and
finings. Spares include new set tyres. $21,500 ono.

, Phone John Irvine (09) 625-8876 or write or 29
Bagley St, Auckland 1004.

1928 FORD MODEL A ROADSTER PICK UP
Full authentic restoration with matching recondi
tioned engine. A very reliable rally vehicle
$17,500. Phone Peter O'Leary (06) 323-9363.
Mem.

1930 MODEL A ROADSTER
Excellent condition, twin spares, pp, dark blue with
black guards, khaki trim. Many extras, runs I
smoothly. One of the best around, Reluctant sale.
$31,000. Phone (09) 828-3472 a/h. Mem.

1928 PLYMOUTH 4
Stainless sleeved 4 wheel hydraulic brakes. WOF
condition. Don't miss the 2000 rally. $14,000 ono.
Phone Richard (06) 762-3858.

1937 BUICK MODEL 47
Total rebuild two years ago. Winner of Branch
Restoration Trophy 1998. Excellent touring car.
$B,OOO ono. Peter Daniel phone (03) 486-1661.

1934 FORD V8 DELUXE SEDAN
Fresh motor. Excellent mechanical and all round
general condition. Available with touring kit extras
17 gallon gas tank, 3.54: I diff (hi-speed) and
sleeper front seat. One owner car for last 32 years.





WOODEN WHEELS made for your
metalwork. Steam bent felloes, any shape
spokes. New beaded rims available in some

1923 BUICK 6 CYLINDER TOURER with
wire wheels. Requires restoration. Offers
nl"",~cp. PhAnp. (no\ Q 17~07""

1927 CHEVROLET MECHANICALLY
RESTORED. Has many spare parts. Must sell.
j 929 Pontiac - panelwork restored and
running. Kept in storage. Needs painting and
upholstery. Many spares. Any reasonable
offers considered. Must sell phone (09) 438
7412.

AUTOMOTIVE WOODGRAINING.
When restoring your car there is only one
way to restore your metal window frames &
dashboard: metal woodgraining. For infor
mation and free quotes contact Alan
Markby. Ph (03) 445-0988 or write to II
Boyne Place, Cromwell. Mem.

1938 AJS 250CC ENGINE, NO MAG OR
carb $300. AJ$ 1928 500cc Barrel $100 or
swap for a good petrol tank, twin upswept
exhaust pipes and rear brake plate for a 1931
AJS S8. Phone Dennis (03) 455-0068 or fax
(03) 455-6622 or write to Dennis King, 47
Mm'low Street, St Kilda, Dunedin.

1955 JAGUAR XK 140 SE, fixed head coupe.
"C" type llead. White with black upholstery.
Electric overdrive and wire wheels.
Reconditioned engine. XK 140S. Chassis no
814040. Engine no G 4091-8S. Ex USA.
Changed to RH drive. $47,000 firm.
Phone/fax (04) 237-8398. Mem.

MAGNETO'S REWINDS, PARTS
AND SERVICE, all types, units bought
and sold. Contact Chris Slater, Coil
Winding Services, Hupenui RD,
Greytown, WAIRARAPA. PhlFax (06)
304-9466 or (025) 433-834.

1936 BSA SCOUT FIXED HEAD COUPE
partly restored. Also a 1937 BSA Scout 2
seater Roadster unrestored. $8,000 firm for
the 2 cars. Phone/fax (04) 237-8398. Mem.

BUICK ROADSTER 1923 TYPE 34, restored
to top running order. Very reliable. Phone (06)
306-9121 after 6pm evenings.

MUDGUARDS - blank alloy & steel in 'C'
section, ribbed and extra length from $60.
British Motorcycles and Spares, 9-11 L10yd
St, Wellington. Phone (04) 384-8819.

1925 STUDEBAKER TOURER ER MODEL,
Standard Six. Mostly original. Reg/WOF
89,000 miles. Many correct extras.
Maroon/Black. Offers wanted. Phone (09)
444A15\.

SS JAG OR STANDARD 20 HP 2'/, LITRE
x 2 engines. 1931/33 salvageable I cast iron
head $500 ono. Body saloon steel for 1931
Standard 9 or 16 hp reasonable condition.
$350 ono. Body tourer for 1924 11 hp
Standard Model V3 includes screen and hood
bows, woodwork poor, aluminium okay. $500
ono. Three light metal car cases $70 - $90
each ono. Phone Trevor Lightfoot (03) 384
521\.

3 Conlish Plac~.

FeUding. New Zealand.
(6) 323·3995

A/Hrs (6) 323-3868
Member of Manawatu V.C.C.
H.C.C.A. (NZ)

Vern Jeosen

VALVES exhaust quality stainless fot
Vintage engines. Available in blank fonn
ot machined to size required. Contact;
George Calder, 307 Hoon Hay Road,
Christchurch. Phone (03) 338-5372, Fax
(03) 338-5482. Member.

PISTONS PISTONS PISTONS
PISTONS

FOR VETERAN, VINTAGE, CLASSIC &
ODDBALL ENGINES.

We can supply piston sets for most makes
& models. All piston sets come complete

with rings & gudgeons. We have over 700
listings at competitive prices.

M S Coombes Ltd
344 St Asaph St, Christchurch

Ph (03) 366.7463, fax (03) 366.7462

HUBCAPS - IF YOU HA VE a hubcap
problem contact me. I have produced skin
pressings for most cars between 1930 and
1940. These are top quality replicas. No
matter how rare the make of vehicle it is
possible to reproduce as original. For further
information phone Les Hayter (07) 378
9230 or (025) 485-994 or write to my new
address 810 Tukairangi Road, RD 1,
Taupo, PO Box 762 Taupo. Mem.

?ii~~ti.

AOTEAROA WOODEN WHEELS

OLDSMOBILE 1934 NEW CWP also
1935/36 camshaft 35 grille. Shell Olds
1935/36 rear hub and drum. 1939 Olds LF
gllard, bonnet, cyl head, crank pulley, water
pumps. 1937/47 Pontiac 1929 new rear brake
drums, Pontiac ex val ves 1939/54 tail lights
1961/68 guards, doors suspension kits.
Holden doors and skins FE, FC, FB, ER, EH,
HR, HK, TG. Vauxhall PA, Victor 1968/73,
Cresta FB, PC, Valiant VE, LF. Gleesons, 46
Carlyle St, Napier. Phone (06) 835-4154.

LOADS OF MECHANICAL PARTS FOR
1924 II hp Standard Model V3, what do you
need? Chassis on wheels, body parts, for 1934
Standard 9 nice underslung chassis. Engine
gearbox clutch radiator starter for 1919
standard SLS $600. Gearbox 1924 Standard
Model SL04 4 speed. 1930/31 Standard 9 lots
of spares needs restoration. Fabric body
model, old shape, radiator - offers. Phone
Trevor Lightfoot (03) 384-5211.

DAIMLER V8, 1965 CHAMPAGNE GOLD
with red leather. A lovely car which drives
very nicely. Excellent car for rallies and trips.
Well maintained. Workshop manual. For sale
only because of recent purchase of DB5.
$13,500 ono. Phone (09) 836-1490. Mem.

PENRITE OILS. We carry a full range from
Vintage to Modern Engines. Lubricants for
pre-1984 HD motorcycles, gearbox oil for
Japanese 2 strokes. Full range of diff,
steering box and gearbox oils. Competitive
prices. Try us first. M.S. Coombes Ltd., 344
St. Asaph Street, Christchurch. Phone (03)
366-7463, Fax (03) 366-7462.

REPLICORE CARTRIDGE &
FILM RADIATOR CORES.

All made from best quality radiator
copper or brass.
The last 6 months has seen cartridge radiator
cores produced for Pierce Arrow, StutZ,
Delage, 14/40 Vauxhall, Rolls-Royce Silver
Ghost and 20HP, Scott mic, Talbot,
Overland, Stevens Durea, Locomobile,
PIAT, and Benz cars, and P51 Mustang,
Hawker Hurricane and Curtiss P40 aircraft.
Serck film cores made include Riley
Redwing and Lyncock, Austin 7 and 10, and
Triumph Super 7. These cores have gone to
customers in the USA, Australia, UK and
NZ, and all were either made to original
specification, or very close to it.
Contact me for your radiator core requirements.

John Rummery, RD 9, Whangarei,
(Member)

Phone (09) 434-6330 (evenings),
Fax (9) 435-0790.

Visil my web site: http://www.replicore.co.nz

VINTAGE WOOD PROBLEMS? For all
your Vintage wood work requirements, I
can reproduce your car's woodwork from
original parts, patterns and photos. Model A
palts made to order, also Morris Traveller
Van Kits. N Rhodes, Furniture of
Distinction, Purakau Rd, Marton. Ph
(06)327.6164.

HOOD IRONS, PARTS, REPAIRS, one-off
sets. Also lock seam tubes for USA Vintage
and Veteran cars or specials, since 1977.
Old parts can be traded on new sets. Write
with SAE to Garland Saunders, Hood Iron
Special ties, 3 Buxton Rd, Wanganui.

BUICK 1927 5 SEATER 6 CYLINDER
Reconditioned to operate under a taxi licence,
otherwise not modified. Good paint and
upholstery. Some spares. Photos available.
$15,000. Phone/fax (09) 422-7169. Mem.

MAGNETO SINGLE CYL BOSCH. DA2
$60. Also 4 cyl lHC type F4 with impulse
start. $75. Carburettor, Solex LB 51, Brass,
horiz, I" bore $75. Gearbox Austin 7, 1930,
3sp $40. Phone Norm Dobson (09) 832-4485

CHEVROLET TRUCKS 1931/49 new brake
drums, wheel bearings, new guards,
Loadmaster diff heads wheels 15/16/17/20".
Tie-rod ends 1928/74 specials 1928/38 with
balls hubs, pistons, valves, king pins, sockets
gears, shackles. Bel Air 1957 grille, light rims,
master cylinders, Che\' 1924/29 shackle plates,
shackle kits to 1957. Dodge 4 disc wheel new
front hubs, Overland lovely 1920 new front
hubs lot sets pistons Chev Vauxhall, Morris Std
Olds. Gleesons phone (06) 835-4154.



1928 HUPMOBILE 4 DOOR SALOON A6.
Completely original, never been restored,
with 70,000 miles on the clock. 100% there.
Dark blue body/black guards. $7,000 firm.
Phone/fax (04) 237-8398. Mem.

CfTROEN TRACTION PARTS FOR SALE.
Mostly Light Fifteen and Light Twelve.
Panels, electrics, motor, chrome, linkages,
suspension, carbys, waterpumps, glass,
dashes etc. All must go. Offers. Please phone
Ivan at (09) 430-8877 after 6pm.

1951 ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY WHITLEY.
Preselector gearbox. Recent engine and brake
rebuild. A good reliable car. Reasonable
offers please. Phone (09) 817-9755.

1947 STAL'\IDARD FLYING 14 Drop Head
Coupe, 4 seater, brand new gearbox. Brand
new leather seats done in red. Partly restored.
Also a 1947 Flying Standard 14 Delux 4 door
Saloon, complete but unrestored. Also another
1947 Flying Standard parts car, stripped
down. $6,000 firm for the 3 cars above.
Phone/fax (04) 237-8398. Mem.

FOR SALE ON BEHALF OF AN ESTATE.
1928 Renault Mono 6 1500cc 12-5 hp 6
cylinder tourer dismantled suitable for"
restoration. $2,500 or near offer. Phone Bevin
(03) 218-9849 or Norman Hayes (03) 213
0636.

NEAR NEW MOBYX MOTOR SCOOTER.
French imported sample about mid 70s. Never
registered only tested in carpark. Complete
with brochures, manuals etc. $450 will fold to
fit in car boot. Ring Willmott (03) 439-4688
work hours number.

FORD 19374 DOOR SEDAN. Two owners,
good restoring condition and complete.
Original registration papers. Full restoration
required. $4,250 ono. Phone (09) 415-9300
evenings, or (09) 415-0053 bus.

ARMSTRONG SIDDELEYS. 1927 18 hp
one of only a couple in New Zealand.
Complete $12,500. Also 1929 12hp six
cylinder. A rare example. $3,000. For further
details phone (06) 368-1561.

ROOTES AND CHRYSLER NEW PARTS. I
may have that part you require. All enquiries
answered promptly. Hugh Cunningham, PO
Box 252, Hawera. Phone/fax (06) 278-5052.
Email hbc@xtra.co.nz

HOOD IRONS & BOWS SUIT
VeteranlV intage 1915 - 1921. Very good
order $600. Phone (03) 352-7079, not Sat.

BICYCLE AND MOPED COLLECTION
FOR TENDER. Over 40 unrestored bicycles
from 1905, 4 delivery bicycles and small
collection of motorized bicycles. Tenders
are invited for complete collection of over
50 items or as individuals. The highest
tender or any tender is not necessarily
accepted. Tenders close, Friday 14 January
2000. For complete list and tender form
please phone (04) 528-0127 wk (David) or
write PO Box 40-530 Upper Hutt,

NOS COPPER GASKETS. Complete decarb
set for Wolseley 4 cyl 12hp series 2 & 3
1936/48 $45. cylinder head and manifold
gaskets 2 sets for Continental 14L 6 cyl
motor. Durant and Rugby $45 per set. Phone
(07) 888-8775.

RADlATORS: I x 1920s WOLSELEY, good
restorable condition, $20. I x Rugby, good
restorable condition, $20. 2 x Knock-on wire
wheels, L9", rolled-edge type, English, $20
each. Phone (07) 578-7583.

1934 AUSTIN SEVEN BOX SALOON. All
original, one owner, stored whole Life inside.
Spare motor and parts. Must go, offers. In
very good condition. Needs to be given TLC
and very little time to be up and running.
Phone/fax (06) 343-9900 or (025) 963-395.

1927-28 GRAHAM BROS TRUCK disman
tled. All parts to rebuild complete vehicle with
plenty of spares some Dodge Bros parts clean
out the shed $1,500 ono. Phone (06) 356-9203
bus.

RE-WIRING? LOOM KITS FOR PRE-1960
English and American cars, etc., tailor-made
or to original pattern in authentic period
braided cable with cotton over-braiding: eg
1950s Bedford OLB truck from $360 incl gst;
flashers or other mods installed if required.
Enquiries to: Peter Woodend (Spares), PO
Box 2245, Tauranga. Phone (07) 57 I-5525 or
fax «07) 571-5526.

1932 AUSTIN 7 SALOON, tidy condition,
near new carpets upholstery etc in going
order. Good car for the 2000 rally. $7,500
ono. Phone (025) 343-857 or (03) 453-6177
ask for Alan Gamble.

AUSTIN PRE-1947, all new parts for 7hp,
8hp, 10hp, light 12s and others, lists available:
gaskets, valves, pistons and other engine
parts. Hoses, castings, clutch and brake
linings, bearings, seals wiring harnesses, elec
trical parts, rubber and finishing trim, badges,
tyres and wire wheel rims, A7 Manual, etc.,
imports and NZ made. Enquiries to: Peter
Woodend (Spares), PO Box 2245, Tauranga.
Phone (07) 571-5525 or fax «07) 571-5526.

BSA NATIONAL RALLY 2000, hosted by
the New Zealand BSA Owners' Club at
Turangi on March 10 - 12 2000. Join BSA
riders from around NZ. All owners and enthu
siasts welcome. For entry details contact
NZBSAOC, PO Box 22018, Petone,
Wellington.

METAL POLISI-DNG: Re-nickeling or re
chrome to brassware and laquering. Our
polishing is done with the greatest of care by
a fellow car restorer. We even remove the
dents ourselves and polish all metals. New
shop: Corner of Golf and Stottholm Rds, RD
5, Titarangi, Auckland. Open Saturday only
or phone (09) 818-3647.

FORD RELIANT SCIMITAR 1979 low
mileage, 2 owners, almost perfect appearance,
manual with electric overdrive. El window
winding. Five new tyres. $8,000 or near offer.
Phone/fax (09) 403-7462.

BED & BREAKFAST
SOUTH SHORE HOMESTAY
71 A ROCKINGHORSE RD,

CHRISTCHURCH 7 N.Z.

Rear section with a quiet ,restful
atmosphere and beach access.
Rooms overlook coastal dunes

wilderness.

Large double room with ensuite
$80 per night.

Smaller twin bedroom
(share hosts bathroom)

$50 per night

Evening meal 'by arrangement.

No bookings from 31 Jan to 29 Feb 2000

Phone (03) 388 4067 ANYTIME
Fax (03) 365 3775 weekdays

VCC Member

One DUNLOP 26 x3 BE TYRE, 3 - 300x20
tyres, I 325xI8 tyre. One Veteran hOI11 car or
motorcycle. I Pilotray steering driving light. I
motorcycle headlight and generator. I Lucas
battery isolating switch new. 1 Lucas battery
isolating switch new. I Lucas King of Road
dashlight. I model T headlight. 4 Germama
headlight motorcycle small car. I Rotax divers
helmet tail light. I h&b sidelight no 1071. 3
carbide generators (running board). Phone
(03) 578-6677.

REQUIRE DISTRIBUTOR PARTS?
We can supply many NEW OLD STOCK
Distributor parts for Lucas and other makes.
Distributors serviced. We have built a New
Zealand wide reputation for making worn
Distributors perform and look like new. All
work fully guaranteed. Contact Quality
Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall Street, Christchurch,
8004. Ph/Fax Barry Emms (03) 342-5677.
Mem.

MG BGT 1971. One careful lady owner, 18
years. Original condition $6,500. Phone (03)
384-5688.

1928 FORD MODEL A ROADSTER on
behalf of a deceased estate. This car has been
professionally restored and is offered in
excellent condition. Fazazz 84 Lichfield St,
Christchurch. Phone (03) 365-5206, Fax (03)
366-6244.

VINTAGE TRUNKS as seen in Issue 20 I,
page 17. Leather trim, waterproof, stock
size or made to your measurements.
PhonelFax Allan on (06) 844-3959 or (025)
469-331 to discuss your requirements.



WANTED
FOR 1948 FORD V8. 46-48. Rear nip our
quarter windows, front quarter lights, running
boards, striker pin for bonnet or complete
bonnet, blank dashboard. Also 47/48 front
bumper. Phone (04) 586-4613.

ONE GOOD SET OF OF INDIAN 101
FRONT forks wanted. 1928-31. Phone (03)
548-9661.

WANTED FOR 1930 BUICK SERIES 40
118" wheel base. Radiator shell and chassis.
Phone (03) 768-9078.

REQUIRE HELP WITH WOODWORK ON
your restoration project? Contact Colin (03)
385-6952, Christchurch.

OIL BOITLES, PINTS & QUARTS, 500ml
& litres. Sinclair Opalene, Valvolene, Sternol,
Big Tree, Texaco, Oil Co delivery driver
uniforms, hats, hat and jacket badges, any
early oil co promotional items. Wanted by
private collector. Swaps available, R
Ballantyne. Phone (09) 444-4066.

DA YTON MOTORCYCLE: EX K1WI IN
Europe needs contact with owners of
Daytons. Help and parts wanted with restora
tion of 1914 7hp single speeder. Rumour says
some in New Zealand - none over here, so
please help. Henderson, 7 Lucraft Rd,
Brighton, East Sussex, England. Fax London
0181 683-4262

PARTS WANTED TO ASSIST WITH THE
restoration of a 1932 Ford Phaeton; bonnet,
grille, radiator, front cross-member, front
axle, windscreen staunchions, any mechanical
parts to suit. Sedan parts are the same. Phone
(03) 548-9989.

FORD MODEL T TOURER, 1913-15. Must
be complete car in driveable condition, older
restoration okay. If I find a suitable car my
1915 T roadster (in need of restoration) will
be for sale. Phone John Gray A/h (03) 476
7773. Mem.

BLACKBOURNE MOTORCYCLE MOTOR,
circa 1926, 350cc OHV with outside
flywheel. Prefer complete motor, but would
consider in any condition. Also interested in
Chater-Lea motorcycle parts. Phone Royce
Kitney (06) 754-7565 or email
royce.k@xtnt.co.nz

WANTED FOR 1937 PACKARD 115 C,
trunk carrier and mounting brackets (trunk too
if available). Dash W or W/out instruments.
Phone Brent (09) 489-1310, fax (09) 489
1316, mob (021) 679-260.

MOTORCYCLE WANTED. VINTAGE OR
Classic 500cc or larger. Prefer tidy original or
older restoration. Must be complete. Will
view anywhere. Phone (09) 408-4988 or
write G. Hayward, Duncan Road, RD 2,
l( ~it~l!l

PETROL TANK FOR 1929-31 101 INDIAN
Scout or petrol tank for 1929-31 Model 402
Indian four, to complete. A 193 J 402 restora
tion instrument panel complete if possible too.
Phone (03) 548-9661 after 5pm.

JAGUAR EARLY SPARES WANTED TO
BUY. For pre-war, Mk IV and Mk V cars.
Engines, gearboxes, body parts, wheels etc.
NZ SS register co-ordinator Monty Claxton.
Phone/fax (03) 332-7864.

WANTED APPROX 1949/1950 DOUGLAS
MK 3 cylinder barrels, rear brake parts.
Wanted period front end, wheels, camshaft,
for 1906? Peugeot Vtwin. Wanted Enfield
front wheel for 1934 heavy weight twin.
Wanted frame for 1947 Triumph 500cc twin,
also crankshaft to suit. Wanted oil pump drive
worm for 1938 JAP 500cc. Swaps available,
or cash paid. Fax (best) or phone Phil Ford,
(03) 234-8229.

AN ORIGINAL HANDBOOK AND PARTS
BOOK wanted for my 1916 Sunbeam 12/16
Roadster. Also an original handbook and parts
book for my 1903 Peugeot I cyl 5hp 652cc
type 54 car, and any parts for the Peugeot,
especially a pipe chassis. Phone/fax (04) 237
8398. Mem.

HALLEY FIRE ENGINE 1926. Wanted 36x6
or 24x700 tyres, radiator cap, radiator badge,
firewall data plates, any parts or technical
information. Phone Chris Parker, (09) 415
2563, 58 Glenmore Rd, Coatesville, RD 3
Albany,Auckland 1331.

A WOLSELEY 4/44 OF 1950s vintage
wanted. Should be in reasonable roadworthy
order without serious rust. Please telephone
Ian at (03) 477-5349 with details.

PARTS FOR 1927 MODEL 96 OVERLAND
Whippet roadster wanted. One right hand
and one left hand rear mudguard, phaeton or
sedan guards will do as they can be modified
to suit as long as the outer curve and swage
lines are intact. Also a set of phaeton
/roadster door locks and rumble seat hinges
collapsible type: also hood irons for same.
Phone (07) 849-3916, fax (07) 849-3966.

GENUINE INDIAN SIDECAR (Left hand
English/NZ side) for my 1928 101 Scout.
Write CJ Park, Highfield House, Station Rd,
North Thoresby, Lincolnshire, England or
phone (UK 01472 840081).

DENNIS TRUCK 2'1, TON 1928. Wanted 10
stud brake drums, front guards and supports,
switchbox with ammeter, CAV starter and
generator, side and tail lamps. Phone Chris
Parker, (09) 415-2563, 58 Glenmore Rd,
Coatesville, RD 3 Albany, Auckland 1331.

SUNBEAM RAPrER, SERIES ONE pre
1958 model. Sound car preferably registered,
warranted. Phone (07) 843-5085 anytime.
member.

BSA SLOPER PARTS WANTED. Have twin

port ~n.~ine n~ed .e':.erythin~ .el~:~ ~~~~ help

SINGER 9 SPORTS CAR 1939 PARTS OR
unrestored car. Required to assist with
restoration project. Most parts between 39 and
51 and Bantams are interchangeable. Any
assistance would be appreciated. Phone Owen
(07) 866-8295. Mem.

WANTED FOR 1952 PLYMOUTH. Stone
guard for front of rear left mudguard
(stainless), overdrive unit. Also information
re recoating steering wheel with original type
grey mottled plastic finish or wheel still in as
new condition. Phone Barrie Hartley (03)
342-7568.

WOLF CUB MOTORCYCLE 1931-36.
Information or photos required to assist
restoration. Anything helpful. Phone Dallas
McNeil (09) 834-6255. 74 Jaemont Ave, Te
Ataru South, Auckland Mem.

BSA GOLD STAR CAMS WANTED.
I off No 65-2454, 2 of No 65-2446. Phone
(03) 578-6677

SWAP MEETS &
RALLIES

Hawkes Bay Branch VCC

SWAP MEET

2000
Sunday 30 January

From 8am

Venue
Hawkes Bay Racing Centre

Enquiries
David 06 877 4559

Bay of Plenty Branch NZVCC (Inc)

ANNIVERSARY RAllY
29-30 January 2000

Starting at: Waipuna Park,
Kaitemako Rd, Welcome Bay.

Come to the sunny Bay and enjoy
our rally before going to

Rally 2000 the next weekend.
Your last chance to try your car

before the big one.

Entry forms available from:
Rally Secretary, 8 Tui Place, Katikati.

nL I"'~' r An ....I\I\~



NATIONAL SOUTH ISLAND RALLY
EASTER 2000 APRIL 21·24

Canterbury Branch NZVCC is hosting a rally to be held over Easter 2000 and invite you all to Christchurch to
celebrate the Year 2000 and the ISOth anniversary of the founding of Canterbury.

Excellent rally and social venues centred on Riccarton Racecourse.
Seven rally routes to cater for all classes. Special routes for motorcycles and early Veterans.

After the 2000 Rally in Hamilton, plan to visit us for Easter (Anzac Day Holiday follows Easter Monday)
Optional activities, including a Speed Event will be organised for Easter Monday.

Entry forms available NOW.
Rally Chairman: Bob Humm
Telephone: (03) 347·8440

Rally Secretary: Judy Bennetts
714 Hills Road, Christchurch 5.

Telephone (03) 385-6333

North Island Easter Rally 2000

1atanald Maunga Moana Ra\\~

21-25 April 2000
New Plymouth

Taranaki Branch Vintage Car Club
invites you to Taranaki
For a fun filled motoring weekend

Three days of great motoring in scenic Taranaki

Small Veteran vehicles catered for on separate routes

Register your Interest now with
Rally Secretary: B Watson, 4a Catherine Crescent, New Plymouth. Phone/fax 06 751 0309

• Friday 26th· Registration and Noggin atter
• Saturday 27th, R.aJ1¥ SUJ1porter: or, Evening Eiltertainment
• Sunday 28th r Swa m et, ~nkhana. Public Display, Prizegiving Dinner
• Monday 29t . Saturday 3rd Be.b - Aft r:,.Rally Tour
• Sunday 4th f) • Cl le Motorcycle Racind at Pukekohe

"We have a
full weekend 0/
exciting
elltertaJI)/))ent
and excellent
country riding
ahead /or
those a/you
who come and
join LIS for the
11th National
lvfotorcycle
Rally, 26th 
28th January
2001. We
look forward to

seeing you

Accommodation bookings at Akoranga Hall are being accepted now, $40 per night per single
room and $60 per night per twin room. Limited twin rooms available.
To register and book your accommodation please send your name, address and phone
number along with a $20 deposit to:,_1-. M_II •. C' j. __ • I_...J: T __ l:_ ""7~ 1""_1.1.:_ ,... '-11 1:_ '" __ 1.1
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New Zealand Classic Motorcycle Racing Register

A CENTURY OF SPEED C~R~

*PUKEKOHE PARK RACEWAY ..
5th and 6th FEBRUARY 2000 NZ

Featuring
Famous NZ Race Bikes and Riders of the Past Century

from Veteran through to Britten and BSL

WORLD FAMOUS OVERSEAS MOTORCYCLES U RIDERS

• Over 250 racing machines from 1912 to 1976 on Saturday and Sunday
• Road Rally for all veterans, Vintage 8l Classic Bikes on Sunday
• Competitive Trial for Classic Trials Bikes
• Track Parades .. Demonstrations. Trade Stalls. Memorabilia and much more

FESTIVAL PASS S20 •• PRE PAID TICKETS SIS •• ORDER NOW!

FOR FURTHER DETAILS 8l TICKET SALES
N.Z.C.M.R.R.

R.D.1 WARKWORTH
Tel: 09 422 5714 .... Fax: 09 422 5724

Cheque/ IJankcard / Visa

Proudly supported by BRITISH SPARES WELLINGTON

23rd PUKEKOHE
SWAP MEET 2000

Organised by the
Auckland Branch of the Chevrolet

Enthusiasts Club of NZ Inc.

$5 per day per person
Sites $25

Gates Open 7.00am Saturday, 8.00 am Sunday

A & P Showgrounds, Pukekohe
26th & 27th Feb 2000
CAR SHOW SUNDAY

TRADE SPACES ONLY MAY BE PRE BOOKED!!!
For more information write
PO Box 76331, Manukau City or phone Bill 021 902 602



Saturday 19 February, 2000

Please register interest early due to date
clashes with Hamilton 2000 rally.

Interested persons please contact
Margaret Drummond

19 Summertime Ave, Dunedin
Work (03) 453-0676
Phone (03) 487-7897

WANTED
for Display at Masterton

SHOW 2000
Solway Showgrounds, February 19 &: 20

Vintage and Classic Commercial Vehicles to
feature at Historic Showgrounds at

Showtime. Be part of a fabulous day or two.
Invitations and inquiries.

Contact:
Garth Southey, PO Box 40, Masterton
Phone 06 378-6247 Fax 06 378-9672

VCC Wellington Branch

Biennial Motorcycle Rally
29 and 30 January 2000

Enter now for this event which is

I

being held in the Wellington area
. over a choice of Touring or
Challenge routes. If you've been
before you'll know what a great
event we run.
If you want to discover parts of
Wellington that even some
Wellingtonians haven't seen,
contact the Rally Secretary,
p.a. Box 43-109, Wainuiomata,
for an entry form.
Telephone (04) 564-6219.

I Look forward to seeing you!

SWAP
MEET
• • • • •

1 2 k 1 3
FEBRUARY
2 000

HUTT PARK RACEWAV, LOWER HUTT,
WELLINGTON
Saturday 8.00am - 4.00pm Sunday lOam - 3pm (Includes Car Show)

Vendor and open site $10 • Public $5
Accompanied Children Free. No food or refreshment stalls permitted.

This event is of interest to all collectors of Vintage and Veteran cars, collectables
of every kind, motorcycles, hot rods, one make clubs etc. Accommodation is
available next to the racecourse at Hutt Park Motor Camp.

For any further information phone Adrian (04) 528-7573 evenings or Fax (04) 939-1008.
This event organised by the Early American Car Club. PO Box 6086 Te Aro, Wellington.

SWAPMEET MOTORCYCLE ONLY
Organised by Waikato Classic Motorcycle Club

New Zealand's largest motorcycle only Swap Meet. Fully covered venue.
Waikato Events Centre, Claudelands, Heaphy Terrace, Hamilton.

-Site Reservations are Available-
Future dates booked are: 22/4/2001, 21/4/2002, 13/4/2003

Enquiries Phone (07) 827-4317, email: ian-marg.cartwright@xtra.co.nz

16 April .
2000

Silver Jubilee

25 March 2000
Ralb and Jubilee Dinner

All Classes Welcome including
Motorcycles and Commercials

Apply to Rally Secretary: Don Ashley
146A lames St, Whakatane

Phone 07 308 7128

ASHBURTON VCC
ANNUAL RALLY

Saturday 29 January 2000

Entry forms are available from,
The Rally Secretary, Jim Alexander,

PO Box 382, Ashburton.
Phone or Fax (03) 308-7025.

SWAP MEET &
COLLECTIBLES DAY
Horowhenua Branch • Levin Racecourse

Saturday 25th March 2000
This day is primarily for Vintage car buffs,

but Hotrod, Classic Cars, Motorcycles, 4 wheel
drive buyers and sellers will all be there, along

with all sorts of other collectibles.
Fast Food Outlets Too

Sellers $6 per site. Covered sites $10
Open Friday 24 March for setup.
Open 8am Saturday 25 March

Admission:
53 per person
Family pass 55

Enquiries: Alton Harrison (06) 368-9288



5TH ANNUAL

The Fifth annual Classic
and Collectable Motor

show in conjunction
with Classic Car
Magazine present

the
show of2000

March 17-19 2000
at Claudelands
Showgrounds,

Hamilton.

Classic and Collectable
Motor
Show

See you there! --~.NEW ZEALAND 'CC'
(ji I \~n CU I1 \Jjl\})

,'0 -1sU\Y\~

IDLE
TORQUE

VCC Branch
Reports

Please confine your national reports to
approximately 200 words!

Ashburton Diane Ross

How could I? In my last notes I called
the Restoration of the Year car an Essex
when it was actually a Rugby. Maybe it
was seeing it careering round on the
Opening Run on the end of a towrope that
addled my brain.

The SheppardlLilley team put together
• ro • ,.

record number of entries on an anything but
spring like day. The afternoon tea stop at
the Orari Homestead situated on the north
bank of the Orari River was an interesting
venue. The present Homestead built in
1912 is set among acres of woodland
featming dozens of well-established rhodo
dendrons and camellias alongside mean
dering streams and tracks.

Meanwhile back in his shed Doug
Philpott was making haste to get his newly
painted Morris Minor together for the
Mount Cook Rally at Labour Weekend.

Clem McLachlan has dug a New Beauty
Ford Sedan out of the farm sheds after 30
years. This car has never been out of Mid
Canterbury and is now under restoration on
behalf of Clem's daughter.

Jim Petrie has hit the road again in the
1924 Overland after having it laid up since
the Anniversary Rally. Jim hopes to be able
to find a way to keep the oil where it should
be instead of having it leak out everywhere
and then he'll get into some more motoring.

Ron Galletly has had a bit of a sagging
problem but now he has had a re spring in
the '29 Hudson he seems to be on an even
keel again.

Congratulations to Bruce McIlroy who
has recently been made one of two official
NZ service dealerships for Rolls Royce and
Bentley vehicles. May I wish all our fellow
nlrl roQr h..uffe- o:l nrp.gt rhrie-tnVH' anA haonn."

Auckland John Stokes

Construction: Our library extension is
now well underway with the walls erected,
we expect structural completion by the time
yOll read this.

Rallies: Colin Bell won our Vintage
Muster in his 1931 Chevrolet Tourer. If he
plots the next one we hope he remembers
the non-competitive tour as this still
accounts for 10% of entrants.

Veterans: George Mihaljevich has
acquired the ex Peter Muller 1910 Hudson
Mile A Minute Speedster. This is a rare
vehicle with much of the mechanical work
complete. However, mudguards and a large
petroVoil tank still have to be made. The
Don White four cylinder Sizaire is being
reassembled with its rebored block and new
pistons. Barry Robert is making the rear axle
housing for his 1906 single cylinder Rover.

Vintage: Malcolm Hall's 1926 Chrysler
60 WOFTAM Speedster is getting a
restyled boat-tail. Tony Lane is in the
difficult and expensive process of over
hauling the top end of his Willys Knight
Model 56. Kevin Barbour has purchased
the ex Henry Lewis ex Rangiora Blenheim
1930 Hupmobile Century Six Cabriolet
with possibly the earliest factory fitted car
radio in New Zealand.

PV PW: Norm Pye has sold his MK IV
2 '10 litre Jaguar to the South Island. It has
h~~~ ~~~ln~~~ h" n 1 0"(\ L'~~rl UQ e;~~l~
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Bay of Plenty Harold Smith

Canterbury Tony Becker

type battle, as did the Austins, with Phil
Mauger particularly fast. Craig Pidgeon did
a little off road exploring in the Cooper and
Michael Williams' Citroen Big 15 managed
to beat the Jowett Jupiters again. With 30
entrants and perfect weather it was a
splendid day's Vintage motoring.

As usual there is plenty of activity with
various competitive and mid-week rallies.
The September mid-week run visited
Nanric Cellars and attracted a good number
of cars. To the surprise of many, the
expected wine sampling did not eventuate
as Nanric Cellars are producers of fine,
colourful and decorative food preserves!

The Anniversary Cup Rally was
organised by Fred Roberts. Twenty-one
cars wound their way over the Kaimai
Range to the wide expanse of the Waikato,
using back roads through the Matamata and
Morrinsville farming areas finishing at the
historic Woodlands homestead and gardens
at Gordonton, where lunch was enjoyed
and a tour of the complex followed.

Our well attended October Branch
meeting featured the annual "shiny parts"
auction where members donate unwanted
bits and pieces for sale. Dave Ryan was the
"Auctioneer" and much hilarity was the
climate of the evening.

An amazing display of colourful
tapestry was at the first venue of the
October mid-week excursion. Over 100
beautiful framed works representing 40
years of skilled hobby-work by one of our
ladies were admired. The 22 cars then took
us to the "The Ballantyne Country Estate
and Golf Club", situated just South of
Katikati. This is a recently developed
complex, which proved to be a credit to the
management. The meals available were
considered great value except that the
influx of over 50 people caused some delay
in the catering depa11ment!

On the car scene it was good to see Faye
and Phil Andrews out in their newly
restored Wolseley 16/60. Jo and Albert
Edlin rep0l1 their 1965 Daimler rebuild is
near completion and Maureen and John
Payne are now the proud owners of a 1952
Lanchester Leda.

It has been pleasing to see many new
members welcomed to the club in recent
months, the future looks healthy.

Speaking of events, September and
October were busy months on the motoring
front with Vintage Rally, Girder Rally,
Women Driver's Rally and High Tea.

Add to this, events such as the Steam
Scene day, Veteran Garage Raid, Waipara
Country Fair plus evening events. We do
not lack something to enjoy do we?

The All British day also assembled at
Cutler Park before depaJ1ure to View Hill,
west of Oxford where the 150 or so starters
created a great line up for viewing.

The Vintage Rally with 79 starters
included silent checks as a novelty and the
obvious need for some speedo adjustments
followed the mile long time trial. Ken Ivory
got it right though to win this part of the
rally, while John and Sylvia Bartlett
emerged as overall winners in their 1927
Renault. Don McCleland's 1926 Chrysler
cleaned up the Field Tests. Overall runner
up was Bernard Crossen.

The Women Dri ver' s Rally was
supported by 38 entries including the
branch's truck and fire engine. This
enjoyable outing with our "girls" in control
ended with a 130 guest dinner and
presentation.

The motorcycle section did an about
face and chose to travel by bus for their
September night out. This made the Sunday
working bee something of a headuche for
some we are told!

High Tea drew 71 people travelling in
34 vehicles from Porritt Park to Harewood
Golf Club via Brooklunds district. Reports
from members were favourable. Oldest car,
Nick Harrison's 1926 Chev also figured in
the Quiz Prize with Nick's son taking the
"cake".

The motorcycle section's annual Girder
Rally motored to Akaroa where events
centred upon the Grand Hotel for a time.
Field tests were held at Tai Tapu. This was
an excellent day out by ull accounts.

The Waipara Country Fair was a great
day out in spite of a nasty wind. Several
Branch vehicles "paraded the ring" before
settling into train fides and fair attractions.
Sadly for Graeme Koskela the homeward
journey was not so pleasant. His 1953 Ford
Zephyr - a mint condition low mileage
pride and joy was crashed into while parked
and unoccupied in Woodend, sustaining
major damage. A big repair job is underway
but it does underline the fact that even
carefully parked, our precious cars are
vulnerable.

The Hub, our monthly magazine, has at
last received a review of its construction

The summer motoring programme is and after several years with PPP, and
hotting up in more than one way as we collation on noggin nights, we now receive
leave a thankfully green spring season of the magazine fully made with just the
pleasant events in the branch. enveloping to do. Improvements in

Swapmeet again successfully came with graphics and photos arc welcomed. The
all its energy and buzz, to depart leaving us entire production now handled by
somewhat exhausted but elated. This event Copyprint Ltd releases long serving
clearly leads Canterbury Branch Lyndsay Ayres and more recently, Eric
achievements in the club's lifetime as a Elwood from the chore of collecting and
sustained annual focus. Alan Parris, his organising the flow from printer to member
committee and member volunteers deserve collation. Your eff0l1s are acknowledged
the highest commendation for their and appreciated.
consistent pelformance. Being without the December Christmas activity is almost
restoration section this year did not seem to upon us with Annual Night Trial/Social
affect the overall pleasure ofexperiencing "plus .Children's Christmas Picnir. with

The year's Topless Tour lived up to its'
usual high standard, with 28 entries starting
from Palmerston (the real one) on August
28. Organiser Greg McKenzie had set what
he thought was a fairly undemanding route
but after the lunch break at Ranfurly, things
began to go somewhat awry. Some lateral
thinkers, headed by paper road legend Jim
Riley, turned left instead of right (unlike
Richard Prebble!) and found themselves in
the wrong valley. Undaunted by this minor
problem, Jim led his trusting followers out
the fabled Dunstan Track and with all the
panache and skill of Lord Cardigan of Light
Brigade fame, straight into two hours of
incredibly muddy, boggy, chains essential,
type motoring. The Walluce jeep pelformed
sterling work yet again and everybody
eventually arrived at Alexandra, muddy but
unbowed. Those that could read, ie
Ridgens, ScoW;, Garlicks, etc had a less
muddy time and followed the route
correctly. Thanks to Greg McKenzie for an
interesting weekend.

Our Opening Run began with breakfast
at Robbies in Cranford St, and then a
pleasant run to the Waipara Vintage
Festival. With Vintage tractors, traction
engines Clydesdales etc. The Model A and
Chevrolet owners felt in their element, and
the Bentley owners showed great interest in
the Vintage trucks. There were steam loco
motives running to Waikari, and a good
time was had by all.

We revived the Ashley Forest Hill climb
this year, but since Cal1er Holt cut down the
trees, it felt a little different. The course
was in excellent order with fast times being
the order of the day. We were graced with
the presence of three Bugattis. The Gavin
Bain type 35 won PTD. The Pidgeon type
37 slid and drifted superbly, and Derek
Margetts, a Bugatti Club member of some
40 years standing, piloted the Pidgeon
Brescia with fluir and verve. Peter

Banks Peninsula Andre Le l'ebvre

Olsen has brought a MKI Zodiac and Don
Johnson got hold of a 1939 Ford V8 De
Luxe Coupe. Douglas Ormrod has bought a
1952 MG TD in need of full restoration.

Hunua 100: Our main event attracted
III entrants, with 65 percent entering after
the closing date. Why is it so necessary to
make things that little bit harder for
volunteer organisers? Jodi and Paul Tomlin
plotted an interesting mix of suburban and
rural tenitory with particularly nice country
around Paparata. Colin Bell 1931 Chev
won overall, so he will have his work cut
out next year. However, assistance may be
available with the Non Competitive Tour.
Rodger and Val Ball 1930 Model A, John
and Shirley Foot 1937 Buick, Phil Jones
1961 Citroen and Peter and Larraine
Crowther 1969 MGB, all tied for second
overall. Out of branch support from
Wellsford, North Shore, Waikato and
Waitemata. Interestingly PV, PW and P60
totals seemed to outnumber combined
Vintage and Veteran total. Is this a trend
branch wise, or nationally, in major
culendar events?

Have a good Christmas and New Year.



the Homestead Run, our Otira Viaduct
opening run, Veteran Rally and Last Car
Show of the Century are still to be held.

The next Canterbury note will be in the
new millennium (seems a thousand years
away) - so we take this opportunity to wish
all members, their families and Beaded
Wheels friends a pleasant, safe Christmas,
followed by an amazing new millennium.

Central Otago John Loudon

Haven't got a lot to report on this time as
things have been quiet over the winter but
our meetings are still well attended and
some new projects are being looked into.
The main one is to alter the kitchen and bar
area to make it easier for larger catering on
our bigger days. This will also allow the
library to be increased in area and give
more shelf space as the collection of books
is increasing all the time.

With permission from the council we
had ten large pine trees cut down that were
shading the buildings and creating a hazard
for us and close neighbours the Scout Club.
It took three good working bees to clean up
but a lot of firewood was carted away for
next year's supply and given time to dry out
over the summer. The Lions Club took
about half the supply as arranged. This
being sawn and split for pensioners so a
gain for all and a good job done. With the
last big burn up we had a visit from the
local inspector to inform us we were
breaking the law by causing a smog hazard
with smoke in a built up area. By this time
the tire had burnt down anyway so he left
us to it with a nice smile.

In late August we had an afternoon
garage raid in the ArrowtownlQueenstown
area alTanged by George Page and Alister
Stewart. Starting at Alister's we inspected
the Grey tourer, a restored vehicle of
several years standing. An interesting
vehicle and we believe it was in competi
tion to the Model T in 1922. He is also
working on a 1929 DeSoto sedan, which
will be a nice car when finished. From there
to Allan Suttons just up the block a bit.
Well I've seen and owned a few model A
cars over the years but this stunning 1930
Roadster beats them all. Almost completed
and could sit in my garage anytime.

A bit of a drive to our next stop in Littles
Road where Barney Tansley, a real
craftsman, is building replica Cobras all in
alloy and beautifully done. A demo on how
to work alloy impressed us all and looked
easy with the right gear. Autospeed
Engineering in Queenstown is an inter
esting workshop where the owner Eric
SWlnbourne rebuilds hi-tec racing engines
like BMW, Ferrari etc. There is a special
room setup to test run them under load with
all controls outside. A safety feature in case
of a blow up. He is also working on a
complete rebuild on a 1922 Delage for a
client with a lot of mechanical bits of
engine and gearbox having to be made.
Michael Wyatt was next and he has a
garage crammed full of FIATs and Alfas.
Under construction is a lovely little red
Alfa Spider all very like new - a real honey.
Our nnill r.<l1l was to GeonH~ P<l\Ye's new

has most of a 1916 Model R Hupmobile
Tourer. This is a very low mileage vehicle
but rusted through shed storage with a
leaking roof. A long way to go but will be
a nice Veteran when finished. He is also
restoring 1930 Model A roadster Pickup to
go with Grandad's Model T pickup he
restored some years ago. The boys cranked
up the barbecue at this stage and the tucker
and cuppa went down well, thanks guys, a
pleasant afternoon all round.

On the home front I'm in the process of
doing the chassis and mechanicals on a
1928 Cadillac for Phil Dunstan. This is a
seven seater sedan, very large and heavy.
Will have a further update later as it is
getting close to being back on its wheels
with the engine in. I have almost finished
the 1947 Chevrolet pickup with our rebuilt
deck fitted. This looks great with side
mounted spares which the later models had.
Not original I know but more practical,
always clean and easy to remove rather
than the under deck position.

That's all for now and regards to all.

Eastern Bay of Plenty Elaine Proffit

Our August club run in the Opotiki area
was postponed due to heavy rain the day
before. Also in August, a small number of
members accepted the invitation to join
other neighbouring branches at RotollJa's
annual garage raid. As part of the
Whakatane Retailer's 'Spring Fever'
Promotion, we were invited to display our
vehicles in town in September. This was
well attended with 24 vehicles including
one motorcycle and John's Austin Ruby on
the deck of Allan's Stewart tllJck, plus
Lloyd's half a Model A truck to show the
public what a keen restorer will start off
with. The September Club Night saw the
men go to Firestone where they were
shown the ins and outs of things to do with
tyres, while the ladies had the owner of
Bernina showing a selection of quilts,
hangings and other novelty items that can
be made at classes. Our October run saw 15
vehicles out on an all day affair with
questions to answer that took us on a scenic
tour through country, bush and forestry
roads. It was a beautiful day and our lunch
stop at Lake Rotoma was most enjoyable
and relaxing. Thanks to Phil for a good day.

To any past members of our branch, keep
the weekend of 25 March 2000 in, mind - we
will be celebrating our 25th birthday.

Gisborne Rodney Clague

I received an old pen nib in the mail the
other day, implying I suppose that it is that
long since I last contributed to this column.
Time sure flies when you're having fun.

Our AGM saw secretary Merle Webber
replaced by Tony Bartlett, treasurer Allan
Douglas replaced by his wife Rosalie, club
captain Joe Webber replaced by David
Clark, and Merle Webber, Allan Douglas
and Ray Squires joining Terry Wood on the
committee. Mark Dunn remains at the helm
as chairman, and Janet Squires continues as
editor, bless her.

Over the nrevinus mnntILs we hilve hplcl

Run which went up to Tauwhareparae via
the Waimata-Hokoroa Road, then on the
Fernside Road to Mata Road and back out
on the main highway a few miles south of
Tokomaru Bay. I believe there was a little
bit of the Irishman Rally in this run. Also
held were a Ladies' Run (won by Merle
Webber), a Navigation Run (straight line
and tulip) where five crews came equal
first, and a Roving Ramble. For the last
event the organiser used a very old run as
the basis for his questions, but couldn't find
all the answers to them, creating much
mirth at the post mortem after the run (HE
asked US what some of the answers were!).
The winners of this llJn were Phillip and
Lorraine Cook.

Mark Dunn tackled the Irishman again
this year in his trusty Dodge truck, while
Tony and Dot Notting, Joe and Merle
Webber, Keith and Avon Webber and Ivan
English attended the Hawkes Bay branch's
40th birthday celebrations. Gisborne of
course was a sub-branch of Hawkes Bay
from 1967 to 1972, when we became a
branch in our own right. Several members
also made the annual pilgrimage to mecca,
the Rotorua Swap Meet.

A sub-committee has been set up to
organise next year's National AGM and
Executive Meeting. We have made it easy
for those of you who wish to fly here - you
can only fly in from Wellington or
Auckland. You only need to rack your
brains as to which flight will get you to
either airport in time for the connection.
Easy aye?

On the restoration front Greg Aston has
commenced work on a Morris J van, Trevor
Jukes has been seen motoring his 1937
Ford V8 pickup. Stan Mathews is using his
1930 Whippet Coupe regularly while
David Clark has sold his 1956 Standard 10
to Invercargill. New member Herbert
Harvey brings a very nice and original 1958
Rambler Ambassador to our ranks while
another new member Michael Young has a
1923 Model T, and Mark Dunn has been
seen sneaking around in a Vintage Model T
depot hack. Its number plate (singular, after
all they can't be viewed from the front and
back at the same time, can they), seems to
fallen off one of his Dodges. This vehicle
was, er, created at Tauwharepare and then
driven the fifty or so miles down to
Gisborne where no doubt it will undergo
the rigorous demands of the LTSA before
getting some number plates of its own.

Gore Ron Oshorne

Our branch had eight cars at the Central
Otago Branch's Blossom Festival Rally on
25 September. This was their 25th
Anniversary and they received good entries
for the event. While the weather looked
threatening early on it stayed fine and a
good day was had by all.

Our opening day run was held on
Sunday 17 October. We had one of the bust
tumouts of members and vehicles that I
have seen for quite a while. It was a lovely
day weather wise and after a short llJn
round town and a trip out through Knapdale
ilncl h<lr.k we eninvp1i il !nvpJv hilrhpr.llp Ipil
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new members and also one or two new
restorations on the run. The Christchurch
Swap Meet at McLeans Island in early
October is still obviously a popular event.
The weather over the whole weekend
stayed basically fine. The Vintage Scene is
changing and although there is now a lot of
the less desirable parts on show, there are
still useful finds if you look hard enough. It
is always been impossible to see everything
on display at this event but it makes it all
the more interesting trying. It is a very
enjoyable outing.

Locally a meeting was held between the
Southern Branches, being Gore, South land,
South Otago and Central Otago, to discuss
the possibility of holding a Millennium
Rally. It was decided to have a rally on 21
and 22 October in the year 2000 with a
stop-over in Te Anau including an inter
branch competition. This is a special event
to be looked forward to next year.

Hawkes Bay Wayne Clark

The grass is growing like wildfire so
spring must be here. Certain persons sheds
may also need to grow as several members
appear to have additions to their fleet of
Vintage vehicles. One I will mention is the'
arrival of an I I seater Ford AA bus to the
stables of Geoff and Dianne Quarrie. Let us
hope we see it out soon loaded with branch
members doing their thing.

On September 19 before the Daffodil
Run commenced Lionel Robertsons Essex
went on fire but quick work had that under
control and eventually 2S cars departed
Waipukurau Railway station to call upon
three large plots of the said plants all in their
spring bloom. At one place $2 could obtain
a bunch and the proceeds went to the local
Plunket Society. Thanks to Rod and Scarlett
McKenzie for organising this run for us.

The last Hastings Blossom Parade of the
century was well represented by over 100
floats many built to a very high standard
involving many many voluntary hours.
Amongst them were five member vehicles
turned out to the nines organised by Barbie
Speers and a great effort put in by the
members alongside them as the photo
shows. Yours truly was there also with the
traction engine to lead the parade or maybe
just to set the pace as behind myself was a
float built by the "Heritage Trails" group.

As previously mentioned just one of many
well presented floats.

Saturday 25 September at the Branch
rooms saw some old footage from the 1980
International Rally and some local footage
from the pre-earthquake era of Napier
screened for all who wished to spend
Saturday night at the movies. It is great to
look back ov~r history and to hear folk say
remember that etc, so much of which is
now gone.

October 13 Barbie Speers' daughter
Jenni Jones spoke to the members of her
recent exchange trip to Israel. She spent
five weeks there and shared some of her
experiences. I could never see myself going
there as it appears that you always have to
wear long pants and shoes, something that
is not one of my fortes.

To wrap up this issue's notes we have
just returned home from the Annual Safari
over labour weekend. This saw the contin
gent depart Havelock North and travel to
Woodville via back roads through
Porongahau, Weber etc. Then on Sunday
Mike Marshall from Feilding had organised
a run of about 200 kms over some lovely
roads I never knew existed to visit motor
cycle museums, old movie theatres and
steam engine museums all in and around
the Manawatu. Geoff and Dianne Quarrie
won both the Vintage Section and the
Overall Section so they no doubt will
organise next years run.

We have some more new members Bob
Gunson (1952 Buick 8,1963 Buick VS and
1955 Landrover), Richard Anderson (1950
RA Vanguard Racing Car, 1930 Talbot 70
Tourer) and Jim and Raelyn Henderson
with a 1928 Chrysler 75 ...but not steam
engines! Hope you enjoy motoring with us.

Manawatu Dallas Denby

Late August a Sunday run left from
Feilding Railway Station and went on a
pleasant jaunt along country roads around
the HaJcombe Stanway area to all meet at
Mt Lees reserve for afternoon tea.

On 26 September the Vintage Only
Rally travelled on some very Vintage roads
for the morning section to arrive very
dusty, at the lunch stop at Vinegar Hill. The
instructions were very clear, but more
difficult were the New Zealand place
names eg "A funny pig" was Ohakune and
"small weight" was Lyttelton. It certainly

tested the grey matter. Back
along the main road to near
Bulls then through
HaJcombe and Feilding to
the clubrooms for afternoon
tea and prize giving.

The winners were:
1 Trevor and Sandy
Hardy 1925 Chrysler
2 Alan and Helen Pratt,
1925 Crossley
3 Stan Corlett
1929 Erskine
4 Maurice and Christine
Entwhistle,
1929 Nash

Furthest travelled Hayden and Margaret
Lovegrove from Hamilton 1934 Model A.

The a1UlUal Swapmeet on 2 October was
very successful. Last years problems were
sorted out and all feedback this year was
positive. The Pomeroy Shield attracted 18
entries and by all accounts those partici
pating enjoyed the event.

The celebration of the Year of the Older
Person had some older vehicles and some
not so old drivers in a parade through the
square. Entertainment was provided, free of
charge, in the Barber Hall. Sadly, not many
of the public attended.

A chilly morning and a sunny day
heralded the Manawatu Veteran Rally on
16 October. The run skirted the city and
went through Kairanga, Linton, Massey
University and back to the clubrooms.
Lunch was at the Callesen farm and
entrants were shown over the lovely old
homestead. At the evening meal a few
prizes were given out. Oldest driver and
vehicle was Ron Blanchett and his 1911
Wolseley. furthest travelled were Ron and
Maureen Finucane from Te Aroha in their
1917 Dodge. Of the 19 entrants Mike
Perry's 1904 Napoleon was the oldest
vehicle. A very enjoyable day.

On 17 October the Austin register
members asked local VCC to join them in a
mystery run. Manawatu and Wanganui
members joined in and all met at the Bulls
domain. The run went through Kakariki,
Peep-o-day to Cross Hills plant nursery for
lunch. Members made their own way home
at their leisure.

Marlborough Trev Han"is

Our incoming Club Captain has quickly
got the local motoring membership on the
road with several well attended runs
already behind us and the snow not yet off
the Marlborough tops.

The season started with 30 vehicles
attending the mid September WOF
afternoon, hosted by the local testing station.

Over 20 cars and 50 members spent an
enjoyable afternoon viewing Cook Strait
from Sea View Beach. A number of
members made their vehicles available, and
gave their time to take the residents of a
retirement home on an afternoon outing for
a cuppa at the relocated St Mary's Convent
at Raparau. One of the elderly gentlemen
taken on the outing had his most enjoyable
afternoon for years, as he endeavoured to
embrace as many of our lady members as
possible.

September rounded off with another
successful Wine and Cheese Auction
Evening where we had our National
President in attendance as well as visitors
from the Nelson Branch.

In October the usual large contingent of
members travelled South for the
Christchurch Swap meet. A run to Lake
Argula, although held on a cold day still
attracted over 20 vehicles.

In late September the branch members
were saddened by the premature passing of
Tommy Mortimer. A member for over 20
years, Tommy achieved recognition
1_ , .,



standard of his paint jobs. His expertise and
good humour will be sadly missed.

Northland Lyn Wrack

The big spring clean in the Spares
Department has given us a bonus for the
year, after the Swapmeet crowd went
through. It's great to be able to see what's
on the shelves and Peter can now cruise
through the building without being blocked
by stuff! With the success of our Swapmeet
it seems sensible to hold it yearly once
again. The new kitchen was given it's first
catering job that day and what change it
was, in having more space and the
equipment placed more conveniently for
the staff.

The Dargaville team came up with a
very good event on Fathers Day. Lunch at
Wellsford with a gift for each dad, then a
look in at Ray Treadwell's telephone and
coin collections, Albertland Museum, then
onto the Mineesdale Chapel at Port Albeit
before calling Albie and Audrey Litten.
Whangarei, Dargaville and Wellsford
vehicles joined in for the ramble.

An invitation was made to our members
to join in the celebration of the Lacre Bus's
90th Birthday, the Austin 7's and Chev
Truck 70th, with all other members vehicles
in the club whose year ended with a 9. This
was a very special event as the Wilkinson
family were invited to attend as it is now 10
years since we restored the Lacre.

Clubnight in Dargaville was a very
pleasant surprise. The guest speaker talked
on the recovery of the west coast beaches of
the toheroa beds, but also the demise of the
tua tua which have left the beach for deeper
water because of low oxygen levels at the
tide mark. An idea has passed my mind that
there will be nothing better to end the first
millennium than to see the sun set on a west
coast beach near Dargaville enjoying the
succulence of our national shellfish icon
fritter with our traditional barbecue. Must
get those members over there to think the
same way.

A small number for the Ladies Rally
didn't deter the participants enjoyment of
driving the back roads across to Matakohe
and viewing the Austin collection with a
cuppa before the winner was announced 
Ava and Keith Thomas.

April Music is making good progress
since having a stroke a month ago. She is
determined to go on the Far North Tour and
with a lot of help from friends, I'm sure she
will make it. Vern Fairbrother has been
given a new knee joint which has put the
spring back in his step! That's about it folks
for now. Roll on summer.

Otago Oily Laytham

On Sunday, 19 September, Denis
Johnson ran an interesting and, therefore,
successful rally for P60V vehicles.(Post
1960) competing for the Russell Jenks
Memorial Trophy. This trophy was donated
by Russell's widow as he was such a keen
proponent of the admission of these
vehicles to the Club.

Leaving our Clubrooms, the route took
tho ",t:. n""lri; .... ;n.....;nn .o. ..... tr ... ntC' n.llt .,1,,""" ,.h ....

coast southwards to begin with, then across
the Taieri Plains to Outram, on to Milton
for a check point, to Lovells Flat and even
tually to the Garvan Homestead (1915
vintage) for afternoon tea and the awarding
of the trophy.

Five entrants, including a motorcyclist,
gained top scores. However, only two of
this group qualified as P60V entrants and
the award was decided on a countback.
Peter and Beth Daniels ran out the winners
in their immaculate 1963 Holden and were
presented with the trophy by Gordon Jenks,
Branch Chairman and brother of the late
Russell Jenks.

Twelve of the 26 competitors were
P60V, four were motorcycles and 50
persons accompanied the vehicles. The
Branch policy of encouraging all members
to participate in Branch events, regardless
of class of vehicle owned, ensures
enjoyable Vintage motoring in good
company on a regular basis.

On the domestic front, the Branch has
recovered from the activities of the
National AGM. The newly sealed carpark
adjacent to the clubrooms looks great and
only the wheelchair ramp to the main door
remains to be completed. The recent repaint
smartened the Clubrooms for the AGM.

Rotorua J)oug Green

Well the rally season is here and rallies
are coming out of everywhere for you to
choose, so there is no reason to complain
about not being able to take the Vintage out
for a run or two.

Rotorua Branch took 20 partially sighted
people out for a navigation run with curves
and arrows set proud on a board to make it
easy to read. It is amazing who got lost in
the city by not knowing the different type
of instructions. You just had to put our
usual type of instructions right out of your
thoughts. Good fun for all I think.

Three new restorations are on the boil at
the moment with Keith Palmers 1931
Chevrolet AE Independence with the
chassis completed, the woodwork all done
and Keith is in the throes of getting the
body ready to put back on the chassis. This
car was originally sold in Timaru from
new, Keith purchased the car from
Rangiora to restore and is slowly but surely
getting there, shouldn't be far away now.

Bob Townsend is giving his 1930 Chev
sports roadster a facelift for the coming
season. With a panel and paint job the
Chevy should look good, back to her
former glory. We should see it out soon as
it has been in hiding for a while now.

Dennis Whimp is in the process of
giving his new, to him, 1930 Buick roadster
a few new panels and a coat of paint to get
her pristine for the 2000 rally. The work is
being carried out by craftsman Stan
Eversen who turns old cars from sows' ears
to silk purses. Stan has just finished Garden
Caulfield's Chrysler and it is in the paint
shop for its coat of two tone. Another car
for the Rotorua Branch.

Southland Dave Harris

For the September Club Night we had
Neville Cook, former District Commander
of Southland Police District and now a
Financial Advisor, to speak to us about his
careers, past and present. An interesting
speaker giving us some insight into police
work.

Sunday 17 October we had our PV,
PWV, and P60V run. Approximately 30
cars, lined up on a beautiful Southland day,
including members of the All British Car
Club, who were invited to participate with
us. The first car was away at 10.30am. The
run took us out through Otautau to Orawia
and on to Monowai where we had lunch.
After lunch the winners were announced
and they were visitors - Ricky Ward
driving an Austin A40 Farina with the
overall winner being Jim Wilson in a 1954
Vanguard. We were then given a guided
tour of the Monowai Power Station and
some just sat in the sun beside the once
mighty Waiau River. A few even tempted
the fish with some success.

On Saturday 6 November the previously
postponed Pedal Power Run was held in
glorious sunny weather, with a good tum
out of 11 machines, including three
veterans. The overall winner was Ferg
McDowell and the hard luck prize was
awarded to Ray Wilson who had trouble
with the back hub on his Singer.

On Sunday 7 November we had our
annual Hillclimb at Browns. This attracted
II entries, including a couple of specials
from Gore. Recent rain made the track a
little slippery at the start but it dried out as
the day went on and there was no dust.
Unfortunately Dallas Ryan came to a stop
on his first run with nasty noises coming
from the motor in his Cortina GT and was
out of action for the day (and went home on
the end of a tow rope). Russell McIvor also
had trouble with his Aston Martin
International when it stopped on his last
run, however it was able to motor home.
Fastest time of the day went to Keith Nunn
in his Humber 80 special.

South Otago Bill Cross

The 1999 Alexandra Blossom Festival
attracted a good number of South Otago
Branch members, some took part in the
Festival Parade only and others joined the
Central Otago Branch for a most interesting
rally. Noel Willetts was there with his
Model A along with "co-pilot" Tyrone
McElrea, for the express purpose of trying
out the hills between Balclutha and
Alexandra in preparation for Hamilton in
2000. Wally Ollerenshaw in his 1952 MG
TD took away the concours prize, and the
rest of the party of, Percy BUITOW (1928
Plymouth), Angus Katon (1928 De Soto),
Stuart Powell (1950 Riley) and Richard
Gill (1968 Anglia), enjoyed a fine day
among the blossom.

Also about this time, Peter Umfreville
(1966 Wolseley) and John Cook (1962
Morris Oxford) participated in the Otago
P60 rally.

On the weekend of the third of October

,



Dunvegan Rally for motor cyclists. As this
rally had its origins in South Otago, it was
good to see seven cyclists from the Branch
attend.

Allan Budge (1951 BSA) was delighted
with the journey which took the riders to
Lanarchs Castle - Taiaroa Heads - around
the Otago Harbour, out through Taieri
Mouth, Lake Waihola and to the Whare
Flat Scout Camp for the night.

Sunday was spent viewing machinery
plants at Outram and Fairfie1d, before the
rest of the South Otago riders of, lan
McDonald (1950 Triumph Thunderbird),
Neville King (1954 Sunbeam), Phil Sell
(1951 Norton Dominator-Riders choice),
Angus Katon (AJS), Robin Benington
(1941 Indian), Stuart McElrea (1970
Triumph Bonneville), returned after a good
weekend out on the highway.

John Cook, the enthusiastic South
Otago Club Captain arranged an opening

Photo Caption: Noel WillellS has no hills on
this occasion as the 1926 New Beauty Ford has
its first outing in the Ba/dU/ha Borough
Cemennial Parade /n /970. after the paint job
had been completed the night before.

day run on Sunday 3 October 1999, and
furnished this report of a very successful
day.

The opening day run took a route to
Tapanui to the Tulip International, and
lunch at Crystal Brook Gardens. A visit to
the West Otago Vintage and Machinery
Museum after lunch and then onto the
Black Gull Reserve for afternoon tea.
Eleven cars and their passengers from the
British Car Club joined the South Otago
folk for the outing.

South Otago cars represented were, Bob
and Gaynor Faulkner (1970 Rover 3500),
Brian Scott (1974 Rover 3500), Leon
McGuire (1965 Super Minx), lan and
Wilma McDonald (1955 Mark I Zephyr),
note: Ian was on the Dunvegan Motor
Cycle rally earlier in the day, and must have
been keen to give the Zephyr another good
run before the Hamilton trip Wally and
Allison Ollerenshaw (1938 Morris 8),
Neville and Judith King (1954 Sunbeam
and sidecar) and another entrant fresh from
the Dunvegan, Barry and Lorraine Delany
(1936 Austin Lichfield), Cecil and Lindsay
Anderton (1938 Chevrolet), Paul and Kaye
McNabb (1965 Vauxhall), Peter Umfreville
(1966 Wolseley), Dean and Shirley Katon
(1956 De Soto Ute), John Jan and lames
Cook (1962 Morris Oxford), Branch
Chairman Stuart Milne with Noeline and
Blair, Mel Tapp, and Gladys and Harold
Davidson were the back up crews in their

Taranaki Colin Johnston

The Rubber Duckie Motorcycle Rally
has been held ahd this year was organised
by Bruce Davidson. The rally attracted 60
entrants with Veteran, Post Vintage, Post
War and Post 60 motorcycles along with 10
motorcycle combinations.

The top 10 Holiday Park was again used
as the rally venue although this year saw a
departure from previous rallies with the
start and finish being held at the BP Fitzroy
Petrol Station in New Plymouth. The rally
had some excellent roads specially chosen
by the organiser that wound their way south
and east to Douglas out the back of
Stratford and then via Kaimiro and Egmont
Road back to New Plymouth.

Overall winner of this years event was
Bruce Hill, from Masterton, riding a 1938
Velocette MSS. The best-presented motor
cycle award went to Tony Bernstein 1953
AJS 185 from Wellington.

On the restoration side here in Taranaki
Bruce Simkins 1923 Buick Sportsman
Coupe has had "bare bolt" restoration and
the body tub is now painted and fitted as are
the radiator and surround. The bonnet guards
and side valances are temporarily fitted but
are yet to be finished. Brian Hopkins who is
assisting Bruce to restore the car showed us
the unusual starting system and the special
tool for removing the wheel locking nuts for
wheel changes. He then fired up the Buick
and drove it forward.

We were then treated to the other
restoration project and saw the latest devel
opment on the chassis and running gear of
a 1914 Rolls Royce which I have
mentioned before in these notes. This Rolls
Royce was assembled at the factory in
England for the Russian Government but
when war broke out it went to the Russian
Embassy in Ireland. It was later sold to
America and then resold back to England
and the Simkin family managed to buy the
car enroute. Also waiting its turn for restora
tion is a 1929 Straight 8 four litre plus
Doctor's Coupe with 120 inch wheel base.
And just to top off the evening we were
treated to a 1930 Series 14 Franklin 7 seater
Limousine. It features a 4480cc straight six
air-cooled engine with side draught cooling
and detachable heads. This will be a remark
able car when restoration is finished.

Harry Davy has organised the Waitara
Lions, Aero Club, VCC run and this ycars
event was won by Patrick Stieller in his
1938 Dodge Sedan.

New members to join the Club recently
are Damn and Anna Muggeridge 1930
Essex Coupe, Anthony and Rosemary
Muggeridge 1966 Rambler Classic Sedan
and Brian Whelan who boasts a 1951 Buick
Roadmaster 4 door, a 1964 Chevrolet Impala
Ute and a 1966 Buick Wildcat coupe.

Taupo Jack Hindess

In August, four cars went over to Rotorua
to join with neighbouring branches and par
ticipate in their annual garage raid. Those
that went reported that it was a great success.

For some years now we have assisted the
organisers of the "Crater to Lake"
marathon, and once again we were pleased
............. ,..1_ \1,,.. ........ ...1 I, ""'"" ......_1-. ..... _.:- ';_.~_1_._..J .

Tongariro with the last group at the Yacht
Club in Taupo.

It was a great day on 12 September when
Graham and June Mock celebrated their
40th wedding anniversary. Ten cars took to
the road for about an hour which ended up
in town for some straight line navigation. A
few were lost but it was an enjoyable outing
as was the pot-luck dinner, a great display
of food and a great evening.

At our September Club Night, Dawn
Hewson, president of the Taupo Red Cross,
spoke on the history of the Red Cross. Its
motto "Always Needed, Always There" is
appropriate for this humanitarian society.

Club night in October was spent dis
cussing the Motorshow 2000, coming up
next January 22-24. We intend to group cars
in decades with about 3 or 4 cars from each
era. Also the ability to walk around the cars
means that we will need to provide extra
security. It was appropriate to finish the
evening with a video of Len Southward's
museum at Paraparaumu. This also included
an insight into Len's life and times.

Waikato Lesley Wcbster

In September our Advertisers Run was
bit more of a test of map and question
matching skills than rally skills for the
members. A good turn out and a lot of fun
was had by all. October's speaker was from
Penrite oil company, who had flown in
from Australia to see a few other clubs etc
as well. He was a fascinating speaker. Who
would have thought that antifreeze could be
corrosive to your radiator. There were all
sorts of grease, lubricants, and oil more
suitable for our type of motor vehicles.

Shed raid: Now this always seems to
bring different types of members out for the
day. I am sure they were not disappointed.
Margaret and Bruce Murcott put on a great
day. Including having lunch on the lawn of
a landscaping business in pelfect weather.
Coming up is our Veteran Rally which Ray
Officer is plotting this year and I'm sure
our Veteran owners will not be disap
pointed in the programme for the day.

Wairarapa Frances Elwin

Our branch was saddened to hear of the
death of Neville Forsyth and send condo
lences to Beverly and family.

The Wairarapa Branch has been very
ac,ive in the last few months. July was the
beginning of our branch new year,
complete with new committee and fresh
ideas. July Clubnight was our Annual
Games Evening with the Vintage
Machinery Club. A great evening was had
by all, but the machinery club took the
Thornycroft Trophy again this year.

Our Casual Run onl8 July saw a good
turn out of members and their vehicles. Our
branch chairman Martin Hutchinson and
our Vice Chairman Tom Mitchelmore
attended the Club AGM in Dunedin 5th
August, Martin and Tom could not speak
highly enough of the hospitality shown to
them by the Dunedin members.

Several members are hard at work
restoring their vehicle for the big rally in
Hamilton in 2000. It is hooed that thev illl



with plenty of Honorary Austine.ers for the
day, 35 vehicles in all. Winners of the day
were Doug Banks and Mike Low.

19 September was our garage raid.
There were four different venues for
members to visit. A great time was had by
all who attended, our thanks to Graham
Clarke for organizing the event, unfortu
nately Graham had to miss the day's run
due to ill health.

October's Club Night was a humorous
talk by Peter Tibbs, on the purchasing of a
motorcycle. A good turn out for this night,
it is amazing just what can happen when it
comes to buying a motorcycle.

10 October was our Annual Janice
Groves Memorial Rally, a small turnout
due to other events being on the same day.
But a great day out in the country with
questions regarding places just passed and a
general knowledge test. The morning
sections finished at the paua factory. Lunch
back at the c1ubrooms. Lunchtime proved
to be a photo session around the lake with
the males becoming honorary ladies for just
a short time. The afternoon section took us
out again through the country with a
scavenger hunt. Some of the things
members will get up to just for a feather or
odd button are amazing. Congratulations to
Mollie Beaver Winner of the day, Bill Gee
Best Navigator, and our Bernice (Bernie)
best Hon. Lady of the Day. Our thanks to
Elaine and David for a great fun event.
Next month we travel to Hawera for our
Reliability Run. Our Annual Gold Medal
Trial for motorcycles will be held 3-5
December.

Waitemata Keith Humphreys

Two events have been run since the last
notes. The first was a run to Wallace
McNair's in Hamilton to inspect his work
and the cars there. It was a disappointing
start with only three cars turning up to
enjoy the fine weather and the very
motorable western route through Pukekohe,
Glen Murray and Waingaro.

However cars appeared from all direc
tions at Hamilton and a good number took
advantage of this special treat. Of course,
the V 12 aero-engined Sunbeam Special
featured in the last Beaded Wheels was the
major attraction, and a lucky few got to
experience its enOlmous grunt.

Just a slight blip of the throttle made the
motor look as if it would heave out of its
mountings, and the 4" (or is it 6"?) exhaust
pipe emitted a rumble that fair shook one's
innards.

Wallace's many talents are kept busy by
a steady stream of some of the worlds most
desirable Vintage cars sent by a German
enthusiast for restoration.

The recently restored 1913 chain drive
Isotta Fraschini now sports a good looking
hood and has been entered for the Royal &
SunAlliance Rally 2000. A 60hp Mercedes
is well down the restoration track but is
missing a front axle. In the basement sits a
1907 40hp Mercedes Campwagon in extra
ordinarily original condition, its brass
lamps still covered by the original canvas
bags. It is a very large car with wider than
normal track, oversized wheels and seats
that fold down into a bed, all intended for

A shocking sight was the recently
purchased Delage D8 with its tail
amputated ..... only the brave? .... This
exercise is to improve the rear seating,
provide a disappearing hood, and will be
supplemented by a large trunk on the back.

The Straight 8 Sunbeam sits a little
forlorn and legless as its wheels have been
co-opted onto the aero engined special; but
I believe more wheels are on their way.

A barbecue lunch was enjoyed by all on
the banks of the Waikato River and later the
original three starters set off for Auckland
stopping at Rangiriri for a good pub meal.

More recently the Pebblebrook Hill
climb was held with a disappointing but
enthusiastic entry. Club Captain Di
Humphreys who has a fetish for efficient
organisation made sure we had good radio
communication at this difficult location for
the first time. She was substantially assisted
by an amateur radio group who will also
assist at Chelsea. The bales and marshulls
were in place early, the road surface the
best seen in many a year and the weather
just held off. There were the three Riley 9's
of Michael Greig, Alan Booth and Gerald
Watson against the sole ex Wombwell
Austin 7 Chummy Special driven by Mike
Woods, and the son-in-Iaw/father-in-Iuw
duo of Kelvin Hill and Barry Gay shared
the Matchless motorcycle. Both Mike and
Kelvin showed enthusiasm at their con
stantly improving times. By 2 o'clock all
competitors had had 8 runs and it was
decided to call an early halt.

Our next event Chelsea Walsh, the final
hill climb of the Millennium, augers well,
with a good entry building up, efficient
organisation, and a great location, it should
be a boomer.

Wanganui Fay Chamberlain

At the point of writing this, our "Whop
Whops Wander" through the Taranaki hin
terland is four days away, so it will be next
edition before I can report if we survived or
not. The Branch has 14 hardy souls heading
north for fun and floors pace in the
woolshed ...somewhere...

Many members of the Branch enjoyed
the Manawatu Swapmeet this year, finding
the Feilding venue much easier to negotiate
the second time around. Congratulations to
Manawatu - it was a great day! Other
branches have kept us "out of town and on
the roads" lately; Manawatu Veteran Run,
Manawatu Vintage Run (l feel as if I'm
writing for the wrong Branch here!) but it
really is good to see our members getting
into it.

Club Captain Ed's been busy with
Sunday Runs, (well supported), the last one
being a combined outing with the Austin
Car Club.

The Community too, has made its share
of requests for the next month or two, with
Hospice Gala, Grand Hotel Steeplechase
Classic Day static display, and Christmas
Parade, etc

The interesting restoration work goes
on, with two of our local members up to
their ears in work for other branches again
- a 1904 Walls Parcelcar and a lovely old
immaculate Rolls-Royce being just a

I think that'1l do - I notice some of these
reports are getting a bit on the long side
lately eh?

Wellsford Alma Henson

The Dargaville Branch arranged a
father's day run on 5 September and invited
our members to join them. We met at Ray
Treadwells Telephone Museum where he
not only collects old phones but also repairs
them. What garden would be complete
without a phone box or two to set the
scene? We started out in our modern but
Wellsford was as far as we got. A flat tyre,
no garage open and only a "get you home"
type spare meant that was where it
remained. Thanks to Harry Heaven we not
only had the tyre changed but also were
invited to join Margaret and him in their
Chevrolet. Meeting outside the Albertland
Museum we received the afternoon's
instructions from Claudia Jeffrey. It was
here that all the men were given a gift for
father's day. We now headed into
"AlbeI1Iand" country stopping first at a
monument to the early settlers from
England. The Minniesdale church was
shipped out and erected at Wl1arehine in
1867. Many of the names on the headstones
are still prominent in the area. Afternoon
tea followed at Stables Landing. The final
stop was a shed raid at Audrey and Alby
Littins at Port Albert. Thank you Dargaville
for including us in your run.

Kathy and Paul Collins arranged a
tutorial run around Warkworth and
although it was only of short duration it's
amazing how many tricky situations they
found to test our abilities. We now look
forward to the next one. Kaipara Flats
airfield was our lunch stop. The acro club
had a fly in with over 20 aircraft of all
shapes and sizes. It was very easy to spend
an afternoon with a hands on view of the
aircraft and then to watch them fly out later.
A day to remember. Ann and Neil Fowler
had their MG TF 1500 fresh from
Christchurch. Martin Howson had the
pleasure of taking it for a test drive.

September 19th the Chrysler Restorer's
Club run stopped at Warkworth where
some of our members joined them on a visit
to a private car collection then on to the
"salty dog" for lunch. They then joined our
"Mrs Club Captains" run from Snells beach
to Martins Bay. The stunning scenery from
the hill overlooking sandspit and Kawau
Island, shed raids and afternoon tea with
Robin and Nigel Hawkes at Point Wells
ended another excellent outing.

Sept 30th club night was at the Leigh
Hotel (Rita and Jim Jorgensen scored a ride
in Peter Stewart's 1939 De Soto). Our after
dinner speaker, John Hempleman is a
former Isle of Man and other European
countries titles winner. His New Zealand
titles were too numerous to count-with
photographs, certificates and newspaper
cuttings he showed that he has achieved
what most motorcycle enthusiasts can only
dream about. His story of spills, broken
bones and the overall thrill of winning kept
us all enthralled. Time was spent going
through photographs and answering
questions. A very impressive career to
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Above: 1918 T Spee<!sler (Davi<! Grace 01 Ihe
Wheel). Left 10 rifihl: Rose Marlin. Bubbles and
Poppell, pet lambs, Emily l'vIabin 01

"Toniwha" , Mahin Homesleod.

- Dizzy Harris was seen picking a huge
bunch of Daffodils at Taniwha. Was this by
way of a huge donation to Plunket or as a
peace offering to Dot? •

Above: Wobul'/1 prof!t!rly. B!!Iow IJic shows Ihe
barn (ex HBVCC club-rooms) Of righl.

In passing he mentioned the barn, then
Clubrooms, which were transformed into
their present accommodation, and the then
bar, now transformed into their kitchen.

The tour proceeded by way of the
Hatuma Lime Works and the Takapau
Freezing Works to 'Taniwha" on SHW2
south of Waipukurau. Taniwha is the home
of Raelene and Barry Mabin. During the
previous two weeks they have had open
selling of daffodils to raise money for The
Plunket Society. The intlux of the Vintage
Car Club ensured them of another very suc
cessful day. It was a delightful setting for
lunch, under giant blue gum trees and
flanked by acres and acres of daffodils.

This was one of our earlier tours this
year for the Hawkes Bay Branch and on
reflection it left more questions unanswered
than it answered. For example ...
- Was that steam or smoke coming from
Lionel Robinson's Essex at the start of the
moming?

A
Pproximately 40 cars travelled
via Highway 509 from Napier
and Hastings to Waipawa and on
to Waipukurau on Sunday 19

September. They were met at the newly
refurbished Waipukurau railway station by
the Central Hawkes Bay contingent. The
weather which had started out as cloudy
with prospects of rain blossomed out to a
still, hot day and proved an excellent oppor
tunity to visit the two homesteads in the
area that over the years have grown
thousands of daffodils on their properties.

The first stop was "Woburn" - Hatuma
just south of Waipukurau. "Woburn" has in
the past been the property of Peter Russell
a well known member of the Hnwkes Bay
Vintage Car Club and the members were
treated to a history not only of the property
but also its involvement with the local
Vintage Car Club branch activities in
preceding years. Mr Vic Ives gave a very
informative talk on the property's history.
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Prince Bell & Jol1n Ridgewe

the Mechanic &: the Bandsman

Above: When the Clulha River wtls in
flood the slOrm WI.i1er could not escape
from the Town resulting injlooding on
lower Clyde Street circa /940.1'. The
problem has been resolved! 1/

Left: Bell & Ridgewell Garage opposite
the Baldutha Railway Station on a snowy
day. Left to right John Ridgelvell. Prince
Bell. Joe Mosley, Norman HysllJp. The
sign aboUl reads Star Essex Citroell
Hudson.

by Bill Cross Photos and information Noeline Cos (nee Ridgewell)

Prince Bell a Baldutha
bandsman. The
Baldutha Brass Band
commenced /886.

•Below: The garage 0/1 Clyde Street 011 the
Groves site. Leji to right Sam Hel1l)'. office.
John Ridgewell. Norman (Bo) Hyslop,
salesman. The baby in the pram will now be
about 55 years of age.

RA (Dick) Arbuthnott, next door, would
repair aU the car springs. John Ridgewell
although selling new cnrs preferred to ride
around in a 1933 HiUman with his dog up at
the back window. John Ridgewell, indulged
himself in 1951 by buying a 195 I Sunbeam
Talbot imported from England for his
daughter's wedding, but it did not nrrive in
time!

Doctor WL Dodds had an accident in his
1952 De Soto and badly bent the chassis,
which was taken off and straightened at the
garage while lhe body went to the panel
beaters.

The first artic. Cammer was sold to
Millers Flat Transport, and tractor
mechanics would travel as far as Ranfurly,
and used a Straight Eight Dodge for these
long trips.

The only way the Ridgewell mechanics
could negotiate the roads to McCullochs
"Kintail" Farm at Tahakopa was in a Model
A Ford Truck! The site of Ridgewell's
Garage is now occupied by Bellford
Joinery.

In 1950 a new showroom was built
further along Clyde Street (now Findlaters
Sports) as the franchise distributors consid
ered the Grove Garage not suitable to
display new motor cars.

On the sudden death of John Ridgewell
in 1957 the business was purchased by Geo
E Cross who operated the garage from the
Groves building for a couple of years and
then built a new garage at the corner of
Gordon and Clyde Streets in 1960 calling it
Clutha Motors. The name Clutha Motors
first appeared in 1913 when John Crichton
started a Clurha Motors and Carriage
Works at South Clyde Street, and in 1928
was advertising Oakland and Pontiae cars.
Stewart Taylor took over the garage ancl
moved further up Clyde Street selling
Chevrolet, Pontiac and GMC products.
John Murray took over Clutha Motors in
1952 and traded as JR Murray, leaving the
Clutha Motors name to be used in the new
Geo Cross garage. In 1982 this became
Gardiner Motors and toclay from 1985 Les
Bamford Motors.

John Ridgewell owned a huge lathe and
during World War Il the lathe wns com
mandeered by the Government to help in
the manufacture of munitions. In the early
1930s the lathe was used in shaping and
threading steel rods for
the new Balclutha
Traffic Bri.dge, opened
on 6 April 1935. This
resulted in the lathe
sitting outside for
months on end.

John Ridgewell also
made all their own
piston rings for Model T
and A Fords, by buying
quantities of cast iron
pipe and turning it on the
lathe, when the ring was
turned to fit the piston, it
was cut with a hacksaw
and let spring open.

P
rince Bell
arrived in
Balclutha
in 1908

and opened a
bicycle shop called
Bell & Leeder,
then with his
brother became
Bell Brothers in
1910, advertising
bicycles and
motorbikes, and
later as the
motorcar appeared
on Balclutha roads,
motorcar repairs.

Until 13
October 1926 the building was owned by
Geo. Greig Sim and Everard Chauncey
Sim, and was transferred to Bell and
Ridgewell. In October 1926, John
Ridgewell joined Prince Bell to become
Bell & Ridgewell, seLling Citroen, Essex,
and Star cars.

The motor garage was opposite the
Balclutha Railway station, and after a
period as Bell & Ridgewell was taken over
by John Ridgewell in 1927.

During April 1934 John Ridgewell
moved to Clyde Street Balclutha, on a site
owned by R. Groves, on the south side of
the Balclutha Traffic Bridge.

After John Ridgcwell vacated the
premises opposite the Railway Station, it
was occupied by a carrier, Angus
McDairmid for a period, and later became
Clutha Carrying Company under the man
agement of JWJ Wilson. today it is the
headquarters of Windward Skins.

R Groves on Clyde Street from early in
the century was a coach painter. John
Ridgewell occupied the premises from
1934 to 1956, selling Chrysler, Plymouth,
Hillman, Commer trucks and buses and
Rootes Group vehicles. David Brown
tractors and. Minneapolis Motine tractors.
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Tel./Fax (03) 352-6672 Windscreen Frame Repair Service ,)

~~b~l~x ~~~~) 322-041 All makes - open and closed cars '

Christchurch
For all your Restoration Requirements

TYRES & TUBES Assorted Sizes • New and Used

PO Box 20
Renwick 7352

31 High St, Renwick
MARLBOROUGH (5.1.)

Phone (03) 572-8880

Ph 0800 4 BASIS (22747)

Fax (03) 572-8851

.. '

Retail Shop:

Main Order Address:

Telephone Enquiries:

Telephone Orders:

Fax Enquiries/Orders:

SPECIAL - NEW SUSPENSION BALL JOINTS - 1/2 NORMAL RETAIL

FORD Falcon· Fairlane • Mustang '63·'71 •~6 •Z~2 • Falcon XA 72 •
• Bootes GlOup-Serie6 C81S '61·'67· Triumph Spitfire· Valiant '62-'72 •

~~:~: • ~"xhall '61-'17·V~or• Holden Torana '64-'75 & Holden '71
• Triumph Herald • .comn,er & Hlllman •~3 •

• Morris & Austin 1100 - complete driveshaft and Universal •
-----,

BMC 1100 & 1962-74 Austin, MG, Morris, Rlley, Vanden Plas, Wolseley
1300 RANGE Front Suspension Major Repair Kit

•

BUSINESS PREMISES: 518 Cranford Street, Redwood, Christchurch
• - .." (Behind Thorn's Glass & Rental Roadsters)

HOURS:· FLEXIBLE, TIMES BY ARRANGEMENT

e
BAS~S

OLD A{JTO RUBBER Y ~



1929 Harley Davidson Peashooter Racer on Firestone 28 x 2'/, Racing 8E tyres. Owner Joe Grase, phalagrophed by Euan Cameran

Equip your vehicle from New Zealand's largest range of
antique & classic tyres from

ars Lt-,diu1:age
Est 1975

PO Box 43-009, Mangere.
Office & Showroom: 207 Buckland Rd, Mangere, Auckland.

Phone 09 275 5316 • Fax 092756882

Ve-t.eran

.. EARLY FORD PARTS 1909 · 1931~
Veteran &Vintage stock an extensive range of new & used Model Tand A

parts along with general restoration supplies


